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have withered, and leaves have fallen, and
winter has forced her icy curb even into the
roaring jaws of Niagara, and sheeted hall a
pet ; ued at h». ssj ic.i0KANt»*'srKKOT.by
continent in her glittering shroud, aud all this
N
teeming vegetation and organized life locked
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higher circles through the sky, and softer
winds to breathe over melting snows, did he
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ever behold the
«■ ne mob cl
long hidden earth at
space m Uagta of odium., constitute. he
length appear, and see the timid grass peep
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Never

Despair, or

the

Story of a

Pebble.
picture had

One might have thought the
been studied, so graceful was that of the little
group on the portico of the old Edgewood
mansion; bat it was a scene of every day.—
Kecliuing in a large arm chair of antique lorm

audjrichiy cushioned,

old gentleman
who may have numbered his three score years
and ten. His attenuated form was
wrapped
in au elegant gown of ample
proportions, and
his gray hairs were partially concealed
by a
small velvet cap, while in his hand he held
one of those strong, stout staffs with which old
age is usually provided. The placid serenity
of his look betokened the
Christian, one who
had fought the battles of
lire, and for whom
notning remained but to pass through the
“Dark Kiver,” and to enter into his Father’s
house prepared for those who love Him. Ou
a low ottoman at his ieet was seated a beautiful girl ol perhaps seventeen years, with her
lap full of flagrant flowers, which she was
weaving into a garland, while on either side of
him Btood two flne boys, somewhat
younger
than their Bistar, who were looking
wistfully
up into tho old man’s face, as though expecting some pleasure not yet bestowed.
“Grandpa,” said one ol' them, “we are wailing for a story tc-uight, and will you tell us a
true one ?”
“Certainly, children,” was the reply, “both
of your wishes shall be gratified, but the
story
I shall relate to night is tinged with saduess.’.’
was

as

“Grandpa,” intimated the youngest ol the
listeners, “I don’t like sad stories tell us something that is merry, one that will make us
laugh.”
“No, Charles,” spoke the old man, slowly, X

you in that respect, for it is well
iu early life that this world is
not all sunshine, and, as your sister here sometimes sings, ’Some days will be dark and
dreary;’ and aside from this, I wish to show
you that, from the most humble beginning,
men have carved oat a path for themselves to
success and lame, and, above all, that whatever the condition in life, never despair.—
So now give m3 your earnest attention while
cannot please
to know even

I proceed:

"In the kingdom of Bavaria, seated in a
plain by the river Iser, is the large and splendid city of Munich. Many of the edifices aie
very costly, and it contains, besides numerous
other objects of interest, a valuable library of
400,000 volumes, and a gallery of paintings
ranked among tbe finest in Europe. Here, in
this large and beautiful city, dwelt, some sixty or seventy years ago, a young man, an actor, who in one of his performances so utterly
and completely failed, that the enraged and

disappointed manager peremtorily dismissed
and turned him away to earn his living elsewhere. Sad, unutterably sad and heavy was
the young man’s heart, as he went forth for
the last time from the theatre; and, well, dear
children, might he be so, for in a dreaiy lane
towards which he cow bent his footsteps stood
one of those old, dilapidated buildings, tbe
abode 06 misery, poverty and want, within
whose walls, away up in a wretched garret,
was

all i hat his heart held most dear.

There

lay

the corpse of his

father;

there a

widowed mother looked up to him as her only
stay and support; there waited for his coming

group of little brothers and sisters, dependent on him for their daily bread—obi bow
bowed down was the heart of this poor youth.
With the few crowns he had left in his pocket
he bought bread lor the hungry family, and a
plain coffin for the departed. That night saw
him a watcher by the side of his lost father.—
In the morning he followed his remains to a
lonely grave, and then wandered off to assuage,
if possible, bis grief.
Strolling on the banks of a neighboring river, he thought, in his despair, of throwing himself In; but a moment’s thought checked him,
and shuddering at tbe thought of tbe great
crime be bad been tempted to commit—that
ofsuicid'—hefellonhis knees and asked forgiveness of his Heavenly Father, and prayed
long and earnestly. At last, overcome by
mental distress, and bodily fatigue, be lay
down on the grass and fell asleep, sleeping
long and heavily.
When he awoke with the morning sun, the !
birds were singing merrily, as though returniQg thanks to their Creator in songs of praise;
tbe river 6till flowed peacefully on in its
course, the trees shook their leaves in a gentle summer breeze, and all nature looked beautiful. Thanking God lliatj|be was still alive,
But a smail
he rose to return to the city.
white chalkstoue pebble caught his eye, and
on it was an exquisite tracing or outline of
Here was a subject of
some little creature.
thought and study. He examined it long and
attentively, and finally took it home with him.
He experimented, and at length, saw the possibility of obtaining impressions from the
stone. Continuing his experiments, he succeeded so well, from the litllewhite pebble finally arose the art of Lithography.”
‘•What, was his name, grandfather?” said
both of tbe boys in a breath.
“His name, children, was Aloise Senefelder.
And,” continued the old gentleman, “remember this, that God always helps those that help
themselves, that He never forsakes those who
are good and trbe, and that He heareth even
the young ravens when they cry.
Moreover,
remember, too, that come what may, we must
never give up in life’s battle, but press onward to the end, always keeping in mind the
a

words—Never despair.

“Now children, as the dew is falling, we will
go into the house, and Mary shall sing to ns
some of her sweet songs, and tfus passing the
evening pleasantly, none of us can say ‘perdidi
diem,’ tor no day is lost wherein we have
imparted pleasure or received instruction.”

The Infidel

Argument

Eefated.

Hume’s well known infidel argument against
miracles was brilliantly refuted by Hon. Edward Everett, in an address before lire Stae

Agricultural Society

at

Buffalo, several

years

ago, as follows :

celebrated sceptical philosopher ot the
last century—the historian Hume—thought
to demolish the credibility of the ChristiaH
revelation by the concise argument, ‘It Is contrary to experience that ar miracle should, 1#
true, but not contrary to experience that testimony should be false.’
The last part of the proposition, especially
in a free country on the eve of a popular election, is, unhappily, too well founded;—but in

book-worm,s dusty cell, tapestried with
the cobwebs of age, where the light of real
life and nature never forced its way—in what
pedant’s school, where deaf ears listen to
dumb lips, and blind followers led by blind
guides, did he learu that It is contrary to experience that a miracle should be true ? Most
what

certainly he never learned it from sower or
reaper, from dumb animal or rational man
connected with husbandry. Poor Bed Jacket
off hero on the buffalo creefc if he could have
comprehended the terms fff the proposition
would have treated it with 6Corn. Contrary
to experience that phenomena should exist

which we cannot trace to causes perceptible
to the human sense, or conceivable by human
thought! It would be much nearer the truth
to say that within the husbandman’s experience there are no phenomena which can be rationally traced to anything but the instant energy of the creative power.
Did this philosopher ever contemplate the
landscape at the close of the year, when seeds
Mid grains and fruits have ripened, and stalks

I

and tendril, did he

string

pearls

My Neighbor's

FOR SALE & TO LET.

BUSINESS CARDS.

The Eye, Ear, Catarrh

CITY OF PORTLAND

For Sale.

Dana & Co.

THROAT!

THREE HUNDRED DOLLARS1

I had achieved a success which was the
of so much more, that I looked the
luture in the lace with a defiant
air, confident
that now 1 could take care of
myself. No
matter what my work had been, whether

received

wages for the work—not
the miserable halt pay usually doled out to a
woman, but the honestly-earned remuneration
which Ned would have received. I was in
that delightful state of mind when ail understand who have ever said
triumphantly to
themselves, “I’ve done it I” And so I started
for a walk, to work off the effervescence of
my
spirits in the clear, crisp air of the winter
my

ONE HUNDRED DOIURS,

INDEPENDENT

THE

CLAIRVOYANTI
Eclectic Physician,
Prom 618 Broadway, New York, lias returned to
Portland, and can be consulted at lier office, bio. 11
Clapp’s Block.
One of the Greatest Cures on Record.
Prompted by no other than the feeling of benevolence, and for the benefit of the afflicted, I defire to
make known a short description of my disease and
tho unexpected cure which I obtained from Mrs.
Manchester’s Medicine.
Cpwards of two years
since I was taken sick, which gradually increased
until I was so far reduced that I never expected to
be well again. I tad the attendance of six eminent
phyticians. and never received the slightest benefit
until I commenced using Mrs. Manchester’s Medicines. My disease it that time was as followsI
was extremely feble—confined to
my bed. My fie*h
bad all disappeared, the whites
eyes were yelalso
the
skin
1
low,
yellow; had a dull heavy pain in
the right side, and it was very much enlarged: pain
in my shoulders and spine. Tho left eide seemed to
4kcay so that tliei e was quite a hollow place in it. I

Portland, AforcA 17,1864.
order of Major K. M. Littler, 8. K C. A.
A. Pro. Marshal General, Augusta,
Maine, the
lolloning Circular is puhilsheo.
CHARLES H. DOUGHTY,
Capt. and Provost Marshal 1st Dist. oi Maine.

B

Y

War Department,

Pronoit Marshal deneral'e

had a very distressing pain at the
pit ol my stomach;
tongue ooated thick, stomach very aoid, appetite en-

tirely

gone, not

being

able to

keep anything

on

‘•BY

THE

PRESIDENT

OP THE
AMERICA:

UNITED

STATES OP

“A PROCLAMATION.
"Whereas the twenty-first section of the aot of
Congress, approved on the third instant, entitled 'An
Aot to amend the several aots heretofore passed to
provide lor the enrolling and calling out the national forces, and lor other purpises,' requires ‘thatin
addition to the other lawful penalties of tbeerimeol
desertion from the military or naval service, all per
sons who have deserted the military or naval service
of the United States who shall not return to said eervioo, or report themselves to a Provost Marshal
within sizty days alter the prrolamation hereinafter
mentioned, shall be deemed and talc n to hare voluntarily relinquished and forfeited their rights oi
citizenship aud their rights to become citizens, and
such de Barters shall be lorever incapable of
holdirg any office of trust or profit under the
United States, or of exercising any rights of citizens th-re f; and all persons whosha'l hereatter desert the mili ary or naval
servioe, and all persons
who, being duly enrolled, shall depart the jurisdiction of th* district iu whieh he is enrolled, or
go be
yond the limits of the United S atee with intent to
avoid any draft into the military or naval service
duly ordered, ball be liable to tho penalties of this
And the Pmident is
seotion.
hereby authorized
aud required forthwith on the passage of this aot,to
issue his p oclamat on setting forth the provisions
of this section, in which proclamation the President
is requested to noti<y alt deserters returning within
sixty days.as atoreiaia, that they shall be pardoned on condition of returning to their regiments and
companies, or to such other organizations es they
may be aligned to, until they shall have sewed lor
a perio i oi lime equal to their original term or enlist rent.’

“Now, therefore, be it know.t that I, Abraham
Linoolm, President of the United States, do iseur
this my Prpclamation, as required by said aot, order
ing and requiring all deserters to return to theii
proper posts; and I do hereby notify them that all
d‘serterswho shall, withio sixty days from the date
of
this Proclamation, viz: on or betore the 10th day
!
of May, It66, return to service, or report themselves
to a t*rovost Marsha', sh ill be
pardoned, on condition, that they return to their regiments and companies. or to such other organizations as they may
po aenigntdtc, and fcerva tho remaindtrof their original termor
enlistment, and in addition thereto, a
I period equal to the time lost by desertion.
'*in testimony
whereof, 1 have hereunto set my
haad, and caused the seal ol the United States to be
Done at the
riL'8
a 1

City

^Jar°b'
'f®?f*“d1elKbt

of

Washington,
the year

of

this eleventh
oar

Lord

ono

hondredand sixty-flve, and
th* Ublt«d States, tho

ei*htj.SuthBndea00

“ABKAHA* LINCOLN.

•By the Pi widen!:
"William H. Smwamd,
T.
1

“Secretary qf State”

he recordsi and returns of these
deserter* will he
made up in the same manner as is
provided
other cases bye listing
refelation*, exoeptthat it
be noted on the
a
ibe name ofthe deserter, the fact ot his
untanly surrendered himself in contormlty whh the

bookocfeserte

f!»r ?«
Vm

arr^eJ,
SpM*te
havinJVnl

President’s Proclamation; and the number thus surrendering themselves to be separately stated on the
report at*his omce.
The Secretary of War directs, that no reward be
paid for tfce arre»t of deserters who may be arrested
subsequent to the receipt of this order by the District
Provost
JAJJE8 „ pRy>
Provost Marshal General.
marl8dlw

Myehald.

Buns, Buns, Buns!
well known “Parker House” and common
Sheet Buns can be obtained of the subscriber. No
88 Braokett street, or of his eart, every day, Bundays
G. W. B. BHOOK8
exoent-d.
Portland, Hareh 11—eodJw

THE

or

Substiute at the time of

being

Muttered into United States Service.
To Citizens of Portland,
The additional

FIFTY

sum

desiring

DOLLARS.

to enlist

as

Volunteer

tutes, will apply there.

Substifeblldtf

or

SUBSTITUTES

The well known FARM, situated
in Buxton, on the line of the York
and Cumberland Railroad. It contains 76 acres, with House, Stable,
>«.^aMHS_Uarn aud Shtds, Connected with
thebarm isaoeauiitnl Grove, known as Buxon
Center Grove—a favorite resort
during the Summer,
nakiug it a flne situation for a Public Houre. For
particulars inquired
JOHN S. DONNELL,
On tts premises or M. P.
EMERY, Head Brown's
whirf.
mai8dAw3w

Fa'm lor sale.
Subscriber oftrs his Farm, situated in Cape
Elizabeth, ntfou If miles from Portland Bridge,
oontaing 16 aores of Land,Buildings good.
Forpartioulars enquire of E. N. PERRY, at the
Sheriff’s Office, or through the Portland Post Office
B<ut 1786
febUdtf

halt Oak and walnut.

W"ANTED

Machine'?

to

at

Which has proved itself to be the beet suited to
Usds of work of any now in nee.

isfc
Bubatitotea
application

be

Simplicity & Perfection Combined

wishing

to

to the

Where they will reoeire
to them in person.

Recruiting

EXAMINATION

“9

enli;t wi’I make diraet

Office,

the bigheat Bounties paid

Office, City

Building.

OAR

chine’,

Using

are

them

--

Daily

OT7B

IN

No.

5

Temple

«. To.

are

the thing so long sought for.

STORES &

CO.,

58 and 60 Middle St., Portland Me.
General Stale Agents.
Nov 17—d4m

“Coal

Mutual Coal
At

a

Cost !”

at

EAGLE

HILL

Company.

meeting of the stockholders,

held at the

Rooms of the Boston Board of Trade,
Jan 26, the organization was perfected,

Friday,
and every

on

beoometlie owners of sufficient of the fee of the Eagle Hill Coal tract to secure
stockholders annually end perpetually, tme ten qf
Coal to each share at actual cost, and to materially reduce the cost of their own Coal by rentals
received by other Companies.
The stockholders have deoided to give twenty-two
hundred aud forty pounds to a ten in the distribuhave

There c£q be no personal liabity under the organiza’ ion of this Company, nor future calls or assessments.
The
ers

in

Company is now iurnishingCoaltoStockho dBoston, at 81125-100 per ton of 2240 lbs., and

five per cent, added for waste. Tne oash dividends
on the stock for January were two percent.
Stooks
in this Company can be bought, fora tew days only,
at 102 Middle 8t.
ED WARD SHAW,
marl0d2w
Agent.

Coal Stock for Sale!
CONSUMERS’

COMP’Y,

MUTUAL COAL

OF PORTLAND,

Subscriptions
corporate by the last Legislature, will be received at the stored
X. L.

PU&IWGTON

&

C0.#

No. 187 Fore Street.
have

This corporation
oapital of from twenty to fifty thousan dollars, and obtains its coal from
a mioe of superior quality, and at prices which will
enable it to eupply its members ana the community,
with ooal at much lower prices than other companies, aud at the same time be a safe and profitable investment.
will

a

For particulars enquire of

N.

4 CO.,

No.

Fora Street,

187

Poilhid,

....

Maine.

March »-^J3wie
J.

W.

SYKES,

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,
OF

FLOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUTTER. and WESTERN PRODUCE generally.
Particular attention grven to chipping by quickest
and oheapoat routes. A'o. 162 South Water St,t
P. O. Box 471.

Chicago,

Rtfermcet—Messrs.

S.

Illinois.

G. Bewdlenr fc Co; Mayn-

H. fc W. Chickeriog; C.H. Cummings
H. Stone; Hallott, Davis fc Co; Boston.
Esq, President Newton National Bank,
Newton,Mass; C. B. Coffin,Esq, N.Y.City feb28diy

ard A Sons;
fc Co; Chas.
J. N. Bacon,

Sanitary
Ofiictnf

Commission.

the U. S. f unitary Conmittion, I
823 Rroaav/ay, N. Y.. Deo, 20, 18#4. J
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jb„ of Portland,
ol
Maine, has consented to aooept tbe dutiesand
General Agent of tbe Commission for Maine,
is hereby appointed such agent by authority oi tne
Commission.
Ho will be ready to InrniBh advioe to the mends
of tho Commission's work throughout the S'ate.
AU money contributed in Maine tor the use of the
Commission should be paid to Mr. Washburn or to
pemoBs designated by him.
'■ ion. Mr. Wash burn is the sole agent reoognueo
by ithe Commissi on for Maine.
J. FOSTER JENKINS,
General Secretary.
dec28dfctr tf

HON.

_.

into the country
APRACTI cal Gardsner, to goAddress
box 1890,

to wor); for three months.
Portland Fy ,t Offioe.

WILLIAM F. SONGEY A CO.,

mohl7d2w

of

Ship

°f^8 oa^.t.^vSl^r?So84a

timber,

snoh

as

barm on the
w “MS.aTOOTfeen
Sacoarappa and Gorham. It oontains 64 acres of land, well divided into
tillage and
grass Iana. There is on tao farm, a one story house,
carriage house, and barn 87 fcet by 60, with a good
collar nnd°r it. It has a
good orchard, with about
300 young f nit trees.
JOHN Jtf. ALLEN,

standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
dregs 01 disease from the system, and making s
penectand PEUMANli&T CUES.
He would call the attention ol the atllioted to tLe
fact of his long standing and well earned
reputation,
furnishing eulhoient assurance of his skill and suc-

jai/2oed3m

Saooar&ppa,
For

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.
Every intelligent and thinking person mast know
that remedies handed out lor general use should

havo their efficacy established by well tested experience in the hands of a regularly educated physioian, whose preparatory studies lits him lor all the
duties he must fiullill; ye the country 1b flooded with
poor nostrums and cure-alls, purporting to be the
best in the world, whieh are not only useless, but always injurious. The unfortunate should be pauticjular in selecting his physician, ai it is a lamentable
yet incontrovertible laot, that many syphilitic
are made miserable with ruined constitution*
by maltreatment from inexperienced physicians in
general practice; for it is a point generally conceded
by the best syphilographors, that the study and man
agement of these complaints should engross tli
whole time of those who would be competent and
successful in their treatment and oure. The inexperienced general piactitioner, having neither oj»
portunity nor time to make himsell acquainted with
their pathology, commonly pursues one system 1
treatment, in jnost cases making an indiscriminate
and dangerous weapon, Mernee of that
cury.

patients

No.

Tower Baildinee

X

SBRK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervoc*
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait or the consummation that is sure to follow. do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of beauty
and

Complexion.

BOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE.
troubled with emissions in sleep,a
Young
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
treated scientifically, ana a perfect cure war
ranted or no chargo m&do.

LIVERPOOL, BHQ.

ZILAKj^, jo»es & CO.,
FLOUR & GRAIN DEALERS,
He
\Yestern and C
And

Hardly day passes but wearo consulted by on*
or more young man with the above disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as though thee
had the consumption, and by their friends supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to tho proper and
only correct oenrse of treatment and in a short tim»
are made to rejoioe in perfect health.
a

MIDDLE AGED MEN.
There are mapy men at the age of thirty who ar*
with
too frequent evacuations from th<
troubled
bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting oi
burning sensation, and weakening the system in a
manner the patient cannot account for. On examining urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen 01
albumen will appear, or the oolor will be of a thin
miikish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance. There are many men who die ol thif
difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
I oan warrant a perfect cure in each cases, and a
toll and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally oonsult the Dr.,
oan do so by writing in a plain manner & description
of their disease, and the appropriate remedies will
bo forwarded immediately
▲11 correspondence strictly confidential and wi)
be returned if desired.
DR. J. B. HUG HES,
Address,
No. 3. Temple St., [corner of Middle} Portland
OT* Send Stamp for circular,

rooms,

Temple Street, whioh they will find arranged for
their
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s EleoticRenovating Medicinos are unrivaled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing roliel in a short time.

LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases ol obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may bo taxes
with perfect safety at all times.
Sentto auy part of the oeuatry with full direction*
DR. HUGHES.
by addressing
No. ft Tomple Street, corner ef Middle, Portland.
N. B.—Ladies desiring may consult one of tbeii
own sex. A lady of experience in constant atte**"4
Janl 1866 d&w->
anoe._

News-paper Correspondence.

undersigned, an ex-editor of this city, here-

THEby

tenders his cervices, for a reasonable compensation, to the-publishers of any news journals
in Maine, in Boston, in New York or elsewhere, who
would like to enjoy the ready correspondence of an
writer and j jurnalist at the
Capital ol
this State. He flatters himse’f that his acquaintance
with the local transactions and the public measures
and ihe public men of thoStateaud Country, as well
as his long experience in
and editori*
al labors, give him an
in this resprot
which few others possess. He knows how to write
“copy" for the printer that will require no revision
alter it passes out of his har ds. He is also a good
and expeditious “proof" reader, and is willing to
who may desire his serengage -with any
vices at home or abroad, in that capacity.
WILLIAM A. DREW.

Henry

For Sale

or

premises oooup ed by Doctor Le Prohon, No
THE
7 8outh st. The premises
convenient, supAlso

are

and soft water, furnace,
land 27 by 76.

lot of

a

Enquire at the premises between

ms

12 and

Feb 20—eodlm

Ao

publisher

Augusta, Jan’y 2, 1866.

|an6dtt

State of Blaine.
Bxboutivb Dbpabtmht,

Attest:

mohlQdtd

EPHRAIM FLINT JR..
Secretary qf State.

LEMONT,

Preble Street,

bargain.

Enquire of FRANCIS B. HANSON, at Geo. H.
Babcock’s, Federal Street, or of ASA HANSON,
head of
Berlin Wharf.

oote

HAFUFAOTURR*

Carriages

and

Sleighs,

Sale Room, 110 and 113 Sudbury St., Bottom, Matt

New Bedford Copper Comp’y.
undersigned, agents of the above Company,
THE prepared
to fttrnisli suits of
are

tellow

uun

—,v—,

Metal,

Spiket, Nailt, fe.,
at short notloc and delivered at
any port required.
M°GIJLVI5BV- &YAS * DAVIB.
Sept 5._dt f

Alexander D.

Tailor

Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of

,

COFFEE, SPICES,
Ntu Cofit and Spice Mills, 13 and U Union
itreet.
Portland, Me.
Coffee and Spices put up for the
trade, with anj
address, in all varioty oi' packages, and warrantee
represented.
roasted a“d

Wanted.
or four Rooms wantei, within
walk of the Post Office.
Only
Office.

ten minthree in
+if

Warned Co Purchase;
BRICE HOUSE, Bitnated in the Western part

ol

the

oity. Possession to be had May 1st le66.
Address Box No. 70, Portland P. O., stating local*
ity, price Ac., for three weeks.
deol9dwtf

LAMB &

QUINLIN,

borrow for the Town of Brunswick,
Thousand Dollars, for one or two
AI BHOOKS, Trsasurer.
Brunswick, Feb 17, 1866.
*ebl8dfcwistf

MERCHANTS,
St.,

ot the Hoop Slrrt
State of Maine, soiling
Merchant, P. O. Box 917,
marUMlw*

the

WANTED t

Active, Enterprising

Ladies,

TO BELL

Mrg.

Foy’g Patent Oorset

The business pays from

lars per month.
mar9ilw

D. B.

Skirt

Supporter,

one to two hundred dolSAUNDERS A CO.,
179 Court 8t, Boston.

oentcrofthe city, for two young
BOARD,
ladies, for whioh good prio will be paid. Best
of rot* r<ince
near

given.

Address

immediately,

JULIA, Box 42 Portland P. O.

iD subscriber having
purchased the Btook oi
Coal and Wood, ana taken the stand
reoently
oocnpiedby ^sbi-b. Sawyer Hf Whitney, head ol
Maeue Wharf, are now prepared to
their
supply
form* r patrons and tho public
generally, with a
fine assortment of

Til

IVMLL PICKED AND SCBBBNBD

Old Company Lehigh,

John's,

cent* per lb. for
pay
Pamphlets
JWILL
delivered at the office ol the Portland Sugar Co.,
all

ten

sts.
Commercial and Maple
^

jaa21dtf

the

J. M.

BROWN.

F O ur D.
of
street, abont

good place

to

An

Locust Mountain.
White and Red Ash,
Diamond and Lorherry,
Together with the best quality o(

Cumberland

Superior Coalfor BlachsmUfu.
Also, Hard and Son Wood,
A

Delivered to order in any part of the olty.
The former onstomers of Messrs. Bawyer fc Whitney are respeetfhlly invited to give us a call.
eandall, McAllister a co.
Portland. June 18.1884.—dly

Pumps

mid-

Curer of Extra

And

Dealer,

Family Hams,

Camput Martini,

Detroit, Mich.

N. B.—Particular attention paid to the purchase
of Hogs, Flour, Tallow, Grain, &c., &c for the Eastern market, and would
respetiully refer to, as refer-

KV
*°i'a'Tan8«»
„‘?i*
jFin!f9

A„1,1,^deri'ln

a

117

Skates I Skates I

Douglas’s

Pat. Ankle

And otheroelebrated Maker,.

Slac. ate
THE LARGEST

Town Scrip.

Thousand Dollars,

CAPE ELIZABETH

SCRIP,

OFFERED

FOR

E. N.

JsnMtf

PERRY,

Town

J. T. Lewis <5z>Oo.
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

READY-MADE OLOTHDJG
AND FURNISHING
Ohanbrrt

Treasurer,

At the Sheriff’s Office, City Bonding.

StrapsASSORTMENT

of 8KATE8, and at aa LOW PB1CMS, to be
fonnd in the city.
Please call and examine beforejpurohasing.
Not. 1—OTdtf CI2A8. DAY. Jr.. 114 Middle 8t.

SALE.

Apply to

Support Skates,

WILLIAM’S ft MORSE SKATES,

years

good suit of rooms with board. Rooms
furnished or unfurnished, for which liberal compensation will be paid. Address G. J., box9904.
oot27tf
Portland, Oot. 96th.

IS

BBLS. Choice Appples, Just reoelved and
QAT) for
alW
sale by
DANFOBTH ft CLIFFOKD,
O0121*!No. 6 Lime Bt.

I

Scotch Canvass.
of‘'David Conor ft 8onV Leith,
Oj |A BOLT8
sail-cloth of superior
Inst

MIDDLE STREET.
or

frora »<*• oonntry
prompt

Treenails.
0A*

100,000.1%™
ttlMOBTOB
Portland, Juno 13,1344.

HOTELS.

WEALTH.

Webiter

can

be Saved in theee War Timet.

J. B. STORY, No. 28
Rxohange St.

ef

eerier

j!

r.

GOODS,

Not. 1 and 3 Fret Street Bloat,
(OTer H. J, Ubby k Co.,)

Lewi,’.

PORTLAND, ME*

TT'eBmbUo

Jyliati

are
respectfblly informed thnt
0 intention of the
Proprietor that
House
shall
be kept a first- class road
^his
Bouse.
J f he choicest Suppers served.
—GEO. W. MURCH.
..

i

PORTLAND, MAIN*.

HALLOWELL HOUSE

DANFOfiTH & CLIFFORD
8U0088SOB8

KKOPENKD!

TO

HATCH, CLIFFORD

Produce

Commission

BUTTER,

CHEESE,

A CO.

BEW FUEBITUEE ft FIXTURES!

Merchants,

S. G.

▲HD DMA LIBS III

Hams, Beans,
3

EGGS,

Dried

are specially informed that the
spacious, convenient and well-known Hallowell
House, in tbe oentre of Hallowell, two milee from
Augusta, end four miles from Togas Spring, kaa
been icturuished, and is open for the
ol
oompany and permanenttboarders.
Every attention wilt be given to the eomfort of

LARD.

Apples,

Ac.

reception

dU

gneets.

JUST RECEIVED!!
lot of Niw Buokwuat, Gbahab
A NICE
Floub, Oatmxal, Hop Ybast Cakib, and
ror
sale

STABLING,

and all the usual conveniences of a popular hotel
are amply provided.
Hallowell, Fob, 1 13M.mohktsodtf

by

DANFORTH

CLIFFORD,

A

nOTlOtf

8

Removal!

to
WOULD

tirolton House!

Lime street.

Center

Removal!

Mrs. J.'w.

PORTLAND, MS.

inform the pnblio that she has removed
of

This Hoess is now open to the Publio
having been leased by the subscriber for •
..Kgj'Btcrm of years, aud has been thoroughly renUEUIevated, and sp.endldly furnished, regard.
°< < xpense. Bo ms to let by the day or
week,
It wi t bo kept on the

STREETS,

Or the A rt of Transferring Piotares In Oil Colore ep
upon China Glaea, Marble or Wood.
Plain VaeesOrnamented, Defacedonea Renovated.
Pictures and Materiale for Sale. Instruction Free,

yr

FORTESJJMO

European Plan.

PIANO

d«H4»r

fouhkblv

CO.,

(_|
miles

would cal' the attention ofthe public to the suof these instruments. They are equal
to ateiuways'eCbickerings', or those »'f any other
noted manufacturer in this country or Europe.
The company being composed of twenty of the
best wor* men that could be found in the first class
manufactories in New York, principally in Mr.
Steinway’s Factory, every part of their instruments
is done in the very best manner, and thisonablee the
company to furnish P.ano. which if equalled can
hot bo surpassed for vuality and power of tone,
easiness of aotion and beauty.
Judges of Pianos and purchasers are requested to
oallat 112 Middle at, Portland, Maine,
any time
during the day or evening, where two Pianos are for
sale, and Judgy for themselves.
MT* A Good Bargain is warranted.

from
for the

open
Parties.

394

d *t

.in?'!’
to

«neMer to.

0,_th.J {*“*••
AnA^ornoy

before

“•

10-d«_
a KINS BIS'S LULMONALEM
immediately relieve Coughs,
Colds. Hoarseness Lossot voloo
Bronohitis, Lassitude, Thirst,
and every symptom o. the first
stag-sol Pulmonary ConsnmrItion. They are white. In tornt

>1 a wafer, and as suitable tor
ho infant In the oradle as a patient of three eoore years and
ten. Orators and all who overtax the vocal organs receive
Instant relief by th.ir n*e. Sold by all
Prepared by E. M. 8xi**»x, Chemist, 27 Tremond
street, Boston. B.B.BAY, eor Free and Middle

Hudson

Druggists.

Kot*scb^ar.JJJ^Yorl<

_leblMtf

Pint National Bank of

A

reception of Oompany end*°

Evory attention will be*i«n

Westbrook, Oot.

street, N. Y.

Reference#—M. Hermann
Mr. Emry.

MORRILL’S CORNER,
and '1
Portland, has been re-frrnl«hed
riMSKrt

to5arfheecirsfrom rofuygVJfPg thateb.

HOWE,

Agents for New York Piano Forte Co.,

as Tun

house,

The publio are reepeetfolly informed
that this spaoious, convenient and well
known House, situated at

Y.,

We

A

Known

Be-epened with New Furniture ft Fixtures,
WINSLOW & THAYER, Proprietors.

the Fianoe

perior quality

SCHUMACHER

O.D.MILLEE, Proprietor.

McClellan

FORTE

Freo

FOREST atenve house

FORTES!

for

,.

,.

C7* -Keals Cooked to Ortfer at all hoars.
lunch ©very day at II o'olook.

MRS. J. W, EMERf,
Corner ol Congress and Chesinnt Streets.
Feb. 20—d«w

YORK

St., Opp. Lancaster Hall,

Emery

corner

PIANO

DENNIS, Proprietor.

nr-Tb* publio

LINE STREET,
PORTLAND, MS.

•eptM

HOUSE,

TURKS MILES FROM PORTLAND.

Street

Tuple

Hauover St., Bottou.

CAPI SIC POND

dentist,
Coigren Street,

House,

Tbe undersigned bare taken the above
tor a term of t ears, and have entire[House
ly refurnished it with n :w Furniture. Csr[oets, Beds, fco., so that it is now one oi the
1-|neatest, .and in every respeot one ol the
mosiuomfcrrablehnrelsin Boston, contain,nr all the
modern fixtures of tint ol is
hotels, hot snd cold
baths, fto. It will be conduoteo to connection with
" Ocean Home, at
Bye Beach, N. H, which
°*f“*
will be opened July 1,1866.
—Wl> "oUclt to) patronage of our friends and the
traveling pnblio, and will use our bast efforts to
please our patrons. Terms, *2 a day.
ftblidSm
JOB JENNES8 S BON,

JOSIAH HEALD,

NO.

jnnel6dtf
~

JanlStl

OP 1VIRY DMSCBIPTIOXT

Oot 7-dtf

A KB1UUJ,
48 Coma or cialWhari,

COLLECTION OFFICE,
Middle St., Portland.

re-

McGILVEHY BYAN ft DAV18,
Bept 34th— dtf
161 Commercial Bt.
....

Bepair Gentlemens’ Garments

Ang 27—dtl

Custom House Wharf.

a

ECONOMYJS

So that Money

by
THOS« ASENCIO A CO.,

JanlOtf

At B. D. VERRILL’S

_JVo-

from Carde-

ALSO,]

Leave Your Demands for Collection
LAW AND

brig Casuiiian,

“'-'V
quality,
BRACKETT. osived
direct from Liverpool, and for sale by

Sc

olty

landed from

400 HHDS. Prime Sierra Morena Clayed Molass-

RETAIL

391 Hudson Street, N.

a

TOWN

HAU>S* New Crop Clayed Molasses, Just

*d-___■eptmdtt

NEW

a

Wanted.
Gentleman, Wife and Daughter, 8

Fifteen

and

reoeived the

Wanted,

Book-keopor In

Crop Clayed Molasses.

17
Atl •

es, for sale

Mannfactured and tor nla

-y

New

Apples.

Traveling Bags
WHOLESALE

Sugar.

Choice Muscovado Molasses.

nas.

AMD

th*

)

x^sXSzSjs

TBr/wr®,

185

J

80 To<.
16 Bbls.

all

agency
manufactured by the
HAVING

First National Bank of Detroit,
P. Preston * Co., Bankers, Detroit.

and Molasses.

Cargo of brig J. D. Lincoln, now landing and for
sal* at Ho. 1 Central Wharf, by
Marl—tf
HOPHNI EATON.

®RY description 0l Water Fixtures lor DwelIU ling Houses, Hotels, PubUe
Buildings, Shop*
“<1 »t up in the beet
manner, and
°r
00,mtr?' falthlhlly executed. All
MnSI
»«end«d to. Constant!;
°/W,S$>p,S,m.J,t‘Jr
®HEET LEAD and BJSKil
POMPS of all descriptions.
apBdt!

Overcoat.

wholesale
establishment, or as a Copyist Best of teterencogivon. Address “H. F. D.’’Press Office. ti

BTold,

Hhds.)

Decalcomania,

MERCHANT,

Pork Packer ft Provision

MORRELL A CO., have a good assortment at *'air
deol4dtf
prices, 113 E&ch&ngestreet.

A

Trinidad

Warm, Cold and Shower b^ths, Wash
Bowla, Brass dt Silver Plated Cocks,

ficorge Darling,

P.

as

Seed Store, Market Buildingby
KENDALL A WH1TNKT.
Portland Feb. 37,1866.
feb38dia3m

and Water Closets.

CONGRESS & CHESTNUT

buy

SITU A1I0N

600 bbls. Crushed Bone
It 00 bbls. Littlefields Poodrette
Fer sale at Portland Agricultural Warehonse and

M®. 194 EXCHANUE 8TKEET,
POBTLAJTD, MX.

Coal !

ences,

side
Exchange
ON way sunny
between New City Hall and Post Office,

a

Loai Lehigh,
Hazelton Lehigh,

Railroad Hotel Buildings,

WANTED 1
oorner

1500 BBLS' Co®’' BhperPhoepbate of Lime

Grooers’

Coal and Wood!

COMMISSION

Wanted lirmediately.
mar2#tf

Fertilizers.

^

Sugar
PLUMBEH! 0Q HHDS. prime
861

to:

Thayer, Brigham fc Co; Fenno fc Child; A. G.
Farwell fc Co., Boston. Hoyt k Company: F. P.
Tori. Merchants Bank, St. Lon's.
WoodbnryjHew
Feb 28—dim*

Wanted.
MAN haring a knowledge
in

\

WIUIAH .4. PEABCE,

S«. 256

to

Address

A 00.

eriunGntooRtTRoty
BOO do Extra All Lon g -lax i Arbroath.
300 do Nayy Hne
J
Delivered in Portland or Boetoa.
Bath, April *0.1888.
<u

Particular attention given to the pnrohase oi
Flour, Provisions, Cotton and Wool. Orders solicited.

Sugar

y«*r».

A business, to travel

800

AT SHORT ROTICE AND FAIR
PRICES

Mo. 97 South Main

$20,000.

from samples
Boston.

BBLS St. Louis and So. 111. Choiot
f aintly Flour.
Bbls Double Extra Floor.
700 Bble Weetern Extra Floor.
860 Bbls Canada Extra end Super Flour.
Oats by the Car load, or otherwise, for sale by
GEO. F. FOSTER,
No 3 Galt Block, Commercial 8t'
Portland. Feb 18,1844.
feb30dtf

1
AHA
JLV 'Uv

He.

BOLTa Baperior Bleaohod
800 do All Lonft flax “(lov-

Commercial St.

Flour and Oats.

SALS BY-

Bath,

1*0

martadlw_

ST. LOUIS, MO.

WANTS. LOST.FOUND

WANTED
Twenty

Southern Yellow Corn.
(i UAA BUS. received and for sale by
DOUU
EDWARD H BURG1N,

marohlOdtt

__

Rims

A

ST.,

Canvas,

-STOR

r*)iow c°ro’

Buhslg Rye, iu store, and foreale fey
WALDRON A TRUE,
marl3d4w*
No 4 and 6 Unlen Wharf.

Draper,

JAMES T. PATTEN

gfoucdlor the trade at anon

to

family.

Press

&

Scotch

To Lee.

family. Address "N,”

Corn and Bye,

4000BD8HBJLS
2 XX)

Manufactures to order and in the beet manner,
ltuj and Nary Cnilorms, and Boys Cat-

50.

WM. CAMMETT.

a

THRES
utes’

UUDS.. 17 Tierce. Muscovado andOlayed
Molassos, now landing trom barque ’Winslow, and for tale by
GEO. 8. HUNT,
mar8d3wis
111 Commercial St.

RQA

Reeve*,

EXCHANGE

98

DURAN

C3-rt A 1ST T

frem

Portland Pier.

hJ

No. 18 Onion street.

ORIGINAL ESTABLISHMENT.

J.

No 1

Hew molasses.

Hooiln §

janttt dtf

GRANT’S COFFEE *8?IGE MILLS.

COMMISSION

gentleman of steady habits, a large, pleaean
furnished Room, heated by a furnace, and sap
with
piled
House centrallt
gas, in a private
looatod. Apply to W, 42 Middle St.
leb 16 dti

TO

March 13—iedlm

FOX FLAT ROOMS.

Yellow Metal & Copper Sheg^tong*.

dtf

For Sale.
pply

COMPOSITION,

K. HKR8EY, Agent,

Force

OF

Preble street, (Near Preble House,)
PORTLAND, MJ5.

House No 18 Cross stree'; the lot is large,
contalng about 7000 feet of land, with plenty ol
A

Hhds. Superior Musoovado Melaeses,
lending irom barque “Sarah B. Hale.’*
H. J. KOnINaON,
Cardenaa, ior sale by
83

MARSH OF

a

bard and aolt water.

muscovado Sugar and molasses.
hubs, choice quality Meicorade Sugar.

BT“ All goods entrnstedatthe owner's risk.
on

leb 18tf

n.arI3dlni

new CAROMS AS
M0LaSSRS, lending trom barauo
4

)

by
CHASE BROTHERS t CO.,
Widgerv’g Wmrt,

-A.;tD-

Portland, He.

_JunelSdtf
P. K11BALL,

C.

notfoe

Wood for Sale.

X

Augusta, March 16,1866.)
adjourned session or the Exeontive Council,
will be held at the Council Chamber, in Angnsta, on
Monday, the twenty-seventh day of March 'nst.

Z.

tree,
sale

„

_

janeldtt

IIHDS1 Prime

lego, ior

St.

IHPOBVGB

O-ravol

OAA

Carriage Hannfacturer,

as

2 P. M.

eight acres of Pine Wood
the stamp
at Graves Hill, Westbrook, will be said at
ABOUT

M

FELT

PORTLAND.

Salffiratus A Cream Tartar,

To tec.

plied with hard

lV«w molasses.

36218

now

Granite Block,

^ Jonee, j
E.

experienced

typographical
advantage

adlan Produce,

187 Commercial Street,
Charles Blake, )

Cumberland,
depot, mostly |

a

Elec tic medical lufiriuary
TO THE LADIES.
DR HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies whe
need a medical
to call at bis
No. 6

vers of

Sugar.

CARDMNA3 MO8£ps., 1 Prime New and
hWi uL LAeSSS,
*-

sr“*

menu,

—

men

youth,

Nort*>.

_139 Commercial Bt,

28

WATER-PROOF

Nov H—d8m*

Sale.

.floe mewing lend; balance woodland. All well lenoed, with a birn
on the Jar in. Per terms
apply to H. R. 8 fiCKNEV,
Head of Long Wharf.
marlOddw*

anfaqfrated

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excess of any kind
whether it be the solitary vice of vouti, or the sting
ing rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years

Brokers,

SMITING, FORWARDING,*
Agents,

The Spear let, containing about

36 acres, situated in
two miles from the

AND

orime New Musocvado Uolasiea,
LYNCH, BAKKEK t CO,

Molasses and

other mothoda known to the orcfesslOE
Portland, May 30.1»J.

And General Commiesioo

FOB SALE*
.Brents

who are Buffering under the
affliction of private disease, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch ol
the medioal profession, he feels wa “ranted in Guarantuhino A Curu in all Caps
whether of long

ma,9o3«'

(Late Songey, Cooper j Co.)

o—

Street.

An

Wanted.

description

76 'Heroes,
75 Barrels,
for sale
by

176

WABREN’S

Sugar, uow landin* from
Huiaui. lor sale by *
H. I. ROBINSON.
No. I Portland Pier.

New Muscovado Molasses.

Muliil
F tree*.
Sarnaaaoas...Drs.Baoc and Banaua.
Portland, Hay 36,13*8.
II

FIRE

from

300 BHDS.,

DENTIS f,

No.

dti

—

adviser,

L. PURINGTOH

Board at United States Hotel.

Jnneltf

H. T. MACHIN, Portland.
Enquire of
Portland. Feb 1864,fob26 oodtf

ROOMS,

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

stock in this company, in-

for

The subscriber offers his Farm for
sale situated Bear Dunn's Depot in
North Yarmouth formerly known
as
the "Morse Farm.” Likewise
^HBSBBI^&-‘hiB stock and Farming tools. The
Farm oontains about 110 acres of good land,
good
buildings foe. Those wishing to purchase are invited to oul and examine for themselves.
K. T. Dillihoham.
East North Yarmouth, Jan2d, 1866.
jan4sodtf

wooded with every
and
in

cess.

know they

OFFICE HO. 2 OLAPP’S BLOCK,
makket kquark.

OtdbT.

Farm For Sale.

the

CLOTHING

Aud

HUNZINS, M. I).,
SURGEON & PHYSICIAN,

taf Carriages and Sleighs on hand and made to

spruce
large quantities, and maple,
Sine
ireh, beeeh, tmuarac and bass wood to any amount.

JtVIUr

We

8. C.

novl£

Crop Sugar.

mirUdlmli

««-*- Ule

OR. S. C. FERJ1ALD,

___

over

A

he can be consulted privately.and
WHlUtE
the utmost contideujffi

SUPERIORITY.

the

on

For Sale.

B1 ROUND AT BIB

PRIVATE MEDICAL

SATISFY

PERSON

ITS

and 60

SQUARE block of land, of about 73,000 aores
of wood land, on the south side of the river St
Lawrence, in Canada East. It is intoroeeded by two
considerable rivers with eligible Mill sites. Well

DU. i. It. HUGHES

OP

iAOENTS,

Painter, HAVING

SSV Work exeonted in every part of the State.
jansltf

1_itering

Ea,ia‘ffi9Dt3’ia

brig "Loiter,"

co

Dr. J. H. HGA) »
disposed of his onttrs Interest in nil
Office to Dr. S. C. FERNAI.D, would oheorluily
reooommend him to his former patients and the
pat
l0B* eaperlenoe, 1s prop*’lJS\
?***A}5’
od to Insert
Artificial Teeth on tho " Vnloanltoliaso.”
and all

SCHUMACHER,

No. X4aX Middle Street,
PORTLAND, MX.

GEO. OWEN,
particulars enquire of
101 Commercial Street, Portland.
ap7 dtf

BOUNTIES,

E»b 17—dtf

-A. NY

Farming tools,

20
rooms, large stable and sheds—situated two
aad one-half miles from Portland, and the
finest situation in Cape Elizabeth for a waplace and summer boarders. For

ioAiiCity-

City Recruiting

It is pronounced by the most profound expert, to

WILL

Also

CUFF COTTAGE, containing

the City Hall iicorui'ing Office,
ifin'0,l9d M9“

who8mBth?hSS:t
CASH

EMPIRE

Ma

Me.
Juneldtf

FOR SALE.

CALL AND EXAMINE

This

PAPER HANGINGS.
Sxohsnee Street, Portland,

Fresco and Banner

JanSldtf

ARE VOUIJV fVAJVT OF A

AN

No,

*

Needle*and T rimming* alwayi oahana
tidm

MAHPfAOTPBBtt OF

Premium Paged Account Books.
SS

New

_»ept3dti

cords dressing.
Terms qf payment made easy.
For particulars enquire of SCOTT DYER
Premises, or through Pobtland, P. O.

THE BEST!

AHD

MERCHANDISE.

A CARD.

Bookseller, Stationer,

Farm for Sale.

THE

Portland, May 9, 1866.—tf

TH £

17,1666.janl8eodrtfrwtf

subscriber offers hi* Farm, situated in Cape
Elizabeth, about three and a half miles from
Portland Bridge, containing 70 Acres Land, Buildings good, fences substantial Stonewall, young Orchard, ohoioe grafted Fruit About 900 cords wood,

would recommend every and all invalids to
go and
Consult Mis. Manchester. Mary A. Moulton,
Edward L. Moulton

R... *4 .lid

DAVIS,

OKAS. J.

Farm for Sale,

My physicians said I was fast hastening to the
Consumption.
I
pnj tv at this time perfeot health, and this is a
plain, short history of my case, and is the truth. I

Halite,

P. O.

Farm for Sale.
That superior A. 1 farm, reeently
owned aud occupiod by the late
Capt. Thaxter Prince, containing
80 acres of good land, 16 of which is
_wood. Good buildings and not a
roa of waste land
upon it. Said farm it situated in
Yarmouth, about one and half miles from the G. T.
K. R. Depot.
Enquire of Charles Humphrey at Yarmouth VilJan.

_

Dana.)

Wholesale and Retail.
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ed.

Newing
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The

WANTED !

my

the whole has a southern cant. Is well watered
by a
faring breok. A new two story brek House
of modern style, Barn and other
outbuildings, well
supplied with exeel'ent water. at orchard of 100
Apple and Pear trees Jus' oome inti bearin
Terms literal. F r particulars inquire of the subscriber on thej remises.
Abijah Hawaii

WOODMAN. tBUB

juneldtf

never

Yarmoutb,

Reorniting Office, City Building,
Parties

ooutains 100 aeres oi exoellent land
into til age, pasture attd woodland;

suitably divided

of

*50 paid at the expiration of the term of eervioe.

stomach, fever, night sweats, thirst violent, dry
tough, difficulty of breathing, dull headache. I oannot describe as 1 wish to do
my m'serable situation
and suffering as
every organ in my body was diseas-

tion to Subscribers.

Office.

Washington D. C., March 11, 1865.
Circular No. 6.
In coufomity with the Proclamation of (he President herewith published, all officers and
employees
of this Bureau are instructed to
give prompt a tention to the receiving and
of such desertforwarojng
ers as present themselves in accordance with its
provisions.

•
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Woodbury Dana, j
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CARDS.

year, in advance.

a

SOWING MACHINES 1 150 HHD8- 8®p8rlorlt«*eo»«do Sugar,
186 Boxes Yellow

PoTtlaUd,

,

JjOSINESS

$8

8 * W U E R! $

Sail,

and

Lather Dan.,

and is

A Desirable Farm for Sale,
Prides Corner in Westbro »k, six miles trim

Address, Stevens Pla

FOUR HUNDRED DOLLARS,

oiTay

Company.
The Corporation

FIR8T DISTRICT, MAINS,

Bounty Advanced;
Making

arrangement made for the successful operation ol the

Provost Marshal’s Office.

$100 State

—AND—

morning.

As I lilted the latch of the
gate I noticed
my neighbor’s black cow down the street, eyeing-me rather suspiciously, but I was not in a
mood to be easily
frighten, so walked resolutely out, still keeping a look in the direction of the cow. Her defiant attitude
grew
more fierce, she brandished her
horns; yes, she
was coming towards me faster
and faster.
Not relishing the prospect of being tilted on
her horns in my best gown and velvet
bonnet,
there was no alternative but to beat a
hasty retreat, with Brindie in full chase. Safe within
the gate, 1 turned, shook
my muff at her, and
assumed a startlingly
savage expression of
countenance, with various would-be-effective
menaces, but all to no purpose. The cow certainly had the best ot it, for, though I was
sate behind the barricade, Bho stood
guard
over the street, just where
I wished to go i
At this juncture of affairs a young man
appeared on the scene, and, seeing my dilemma'
gallantly came to my rescue. With a slight
figure and a face as smooth as my own, he
cei tiinly did not look very
formidable, but as
soon as the coat and boots
appeared, the cow
recognized a master, and, with a slight gesture
and authoritatve word from him, she walked
quietly away, turning once to give me a partiug look which made me glad to accept the
protection of the beardless youth in my walk
up the street. Alas for my visions of Belfreliauce and independence. I must build a
wider house. May there be no black cows in
the streets when there are no longer
any
gentlemen to come to our rescue 1
One thing made quite an imprssion upon
me, even in my vexation and chagrin. The
young man seemed to accept bis part as a
matter of course.
He did not expect/could
manage the cow. He took it for granted he
could, and the cow seemed to think just as he
did. Was it nature or instinct, or was it tb e
habit and the state of society ?

$300 For 0 ae Year's Service.

MANCHESTER,

MRS.

promise

wood-sawing, book-keeping, type-setting, or
something else. It is sufficient that it was a
job that 1 had taken from my brother’s hands,
finished to the satisfaction of the
employers,
and

Gray,

Adams

situated (wo miles from Yarmouth Falls.
For further particular enquire of the subscriber
at Yarmouth Falls, or
Capt. Hoi hem Drinkwater
near the premises.
HENRY HUTCHINS.
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GET

Black Oow.

B 0 UN T I E S !

^ish

acres woodland. A two story
oluding about
bouse, wood and carriage hous e, and barn with oel
lar an ore lard of about 40
trees, good fruit. There
is also a good wharf for
shipping Bay. The facilities
for sea crossing are nnsuipassed. Said farm was

formerly occupied by Capt.

twig
ripening

ever watch the
and truit pendant from stalk and vine
aud tree; the meadow, the field, the pasture,
the grove, each after its kind
arrayed in myriad tinted garments, instinct with circulating
!
seven
millions of counted leaves on a
life;
each of which is a system whose
i Single tree,
I exquisite complication puts to shame the
shrewdest cunning of the human mind; every
planted seed and grain which had been loaned to the earth, compounding its pious usury
thirty, sixty, an hundred fold, all harmonious
ly adapted to the sustenance of living nature,
—the bread of a hungry world; here a tilled
cornfield, whose yellow ears are nodding with
the food of man; there an unplanted wilderness—the Great Father’s farm—where he
‘who hears the raven’s cry’ has culitvated with
His own hand His merciful crop of berries
aud nuts and acorns and seeds, for the hnmbler
families of animated nature; the solemn elephant, the browsing deer, the wild pigeon,
whose flattering caravan darkens the
sky; the
merry sqnirrel who bounds from branch to
bench in joy of his little life;—has he seen all
this, does he see it every year and month and
day; does he live and move and breathe in
this atmosphere of
wonder, himself the greatest wonder of all, whose smallest fibre
and
faintest pulsation is as much a mystery as the
blazing glories of Orion’s belt—and does he
still maintain that a.miracle is
contrary to experience ?”
II he has, and If he
does, then let him say
that it is contrary to
experience that the august Power which turns the clods of the earth
into the daiiy bread of a thousand million
souls, could feed five thousand in the wilderness.”

grain

MISCELLANEOUS-

subscriber offers liia farm, situated in YarTHEmouth,
containing 45 acres of good land, fai6

71

Tprm,
lernis

MISCELLANEOUS.
—AJID—

ple buds, throughout

the reviving
forests;
aud then the mellow soil to
open its fruitful
bosom to every grain and seed
dropped from
the planter’s hand, buried but to
spring up
again,-clothed with a new mysterious being;
and then as more fervid suns inflame the
air,
and softer showers distil from the
clouds, and
the gentler dews
their
on
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1

streets, mppiying agsnts.
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sepQ7 eodfceowte

Vnlunble Property for Sale,

Mills sitnuud
head
tide-water,
the
aSS£’!?WS«
TBK
river, occupied
the forenoon
ifo'clock
twenty-live
Propertyoonin

ex^diencx of inore«lng

nroPer mencuree in

at
at tha
or
out- et of Utroutwater
by the subscriber or th- last
tears
sisting of building SO by 88, stone dam. sndloor aeree
ot flats and land adjoining.
I be mills ate in good
J886
repair, ard now under leaae

twen-

th. o.piUl

(elntion thereto.

explry^Boy^,!

otherbntineeswhloh may legally ootne

the Directors.
tbemBj order ofWM,
K. GOULD.

ForUend, March 4,1865.

Cechler.
edfcwtd

particulars enquire of__
HENRY BAILEY * CO., llExebangSt.
feb26dtd*w8w
For

I

DAILY PRESS,
1865.

,han ***
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hud circulation of all ‘he other dailies in the city.
The

daily

utue

$8,00 per

Temu

year in

advance.
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Phil. Sheridan'b Great Raid.
This brave, dashing officer has rtcantly
(truck a heavy blow at the rebellion, an*1 ®enH‘s recent dit'
Lee feels it in all its lorce.

patch is

an

exceedingly important

one.

In it

r
he announces that north of the James Rivf

are
the canal and railroad communications
and
Richmond
Lynchburg.
broken op between
From CharlottsviUe the railroad is destroyed
miles of Lynchup to a point within twenty
also destroyed, some
burg. Many bridges are
of them of great length. The canal is render-

Parliment, told

paths. It is a difficult work to check
current, and general destruction follows

and tow
the

tn Us course.

This canal Sheridan calls the

“

great feed-

hence Lee’s army will
be more short of rations than ever before.—
Sheridan found on abundance of supplies west
er

Richmond, and

of

of Rivanna River, and these he has pretty essentially cleared out. Thia raid is a hard case

for Lee, but he must “ grin and bear it,” for
holds on,” and the rebel
Grant stubbornly
general could spare no forces to stop, or even
check, the brave Phil, in his destructive course.
It must be confessed that Grant don’t give
Lee a fair chance. No wonder the Richmond
editors accuse him of

bull-dog propensities.—

True enough.

holding

on

There he is safe and sound,
with a grip that all rebeldom has

no power to shake off, and
watching the movements of Sherman and Sheridan.

From such facts it begins to
appear quite
plain that the Federal forces greatly outnumber those of the rebels. It is’
very evident also that the time is near at hand when Lee

towards

much

a

complete

behiDd;

at all

vin-

authorities cited by

spirit,
patriotism. The Star Spangled Banner proudly waves over Washington, and the negroes
le^nlBg to read and write on Arlington
Haights; and, about bis own capital, he beholds the Federal forces ready to pounce upon
him when the opportune hour shall come. He
general, but he can’t hold out long

is a brave
in

fighting against a government that has
injured him, or the Southern people.
He must begin to feel a consciousness that he
is struggling in an unholy cause, for the Fates
never

have turned against him, and he must
writing on the wall.

see

pecially

three

Naval Committee.

*

The Draft and

the

Exemption.

Mb.Editor:—The principal .v.„„ ^v„.
the matter with as just at this time is the draft

It

gentle xephyr, and fans the.
patriots between the tender age

the

comes as

cheeks of all

of twenty-one and the

foity-flve.
Draughts

more

mature age of

formerly made of corn and
rye, and taken out of a tumbler, with just
enough of sugar in the bottom to take up the
settlings well; but now the draft is made of

when

were

paper, and is taken out of a tin box,
and wo don’t “acknowledge the corn” so
much as we did—hardly. Things have chang-

slips of

He seems, in these reports of
his daring and successful raids, to be even too
modest and shrinking. We sometimes almost
wish he would make himself more prominent
in his reports; for his daring conduct warrants a little self-complacency.
Thus it ever
is with truly great men. Seldom do they blow
their own horns, and seem to care but little
about themselves.
Grant snd Sherman are of the same type.
They are entirley satisfied in doing their duty
to the country, and show no personal vanity,
willing to abide their time, and let their works

ed a

good deal within
draft;

to hoist in the

a

few years.

now

We used

the draft hoists us

in.
We find a little word in the

which

things
look

we
are

to

save us
name

prove them.

is

used to
not

as

care

they

but

were

dictionary
little about, but

once, and we now

salvation. It
from tho draft when all else fafls.

that word for

“Exempt,”

our

and it means

can

Its

“weighed in

the balance and found

It is similar

to the definition of

is

wanting.”
draft, which

“weighed
Only a

in the balance and found wanted.”

difference of a few letters, yet it makes a
Eon. F. A. Pike’s Defense of Our Navy.
great difference to the person weighed.
Among the best speeches made daring the
We cannot all be exempt—scarcely,—and
late short session of Congress, must be counted that of our Representative from the Fifth the question arises, what makes a man exemptDistrict, in reply to those who attacked the able? Having given the matter considerable
Navy Department with the charge of ineffi- thought, we propose to sift out a few causes
ciency. The topic spoken to was important; for exemption, as we understand the new law,
and closely^connected as it is with the war which have never been published in the papers:
now waging for our national life, its impor1. Dead men (if buried) are exempt; untance was very nearly of the first class. When
der tho old law they had to go or pay.
the resources of our people are strained, as
2. Unborn male children are exempt, if unthey now are, to furnish money and men to
carry on a gigantic war like the present, by der twenty-one years of age.
3. All persons now in the army are exempt,
land and sea, it is, first, important that the
means thus furnished should, by the several
provided they will re-eulist for the war, or
departments of administration, to which they during their lives.
4. All in the Confederate States, ditto the
are entrusted, be wisely and effectively
used;
and next, it is important, that the people future state, are exempt, unless they come ovshould know the fact of such wise and efficient er and take the oath, in whioh case they must
administration. Belief on suspicion, that either enlist or be hung as spies.
either of our war departments wastes
5. All persons not drafted, are exempt till
money
or.wastes men, that it withholds effort or
vig they are.
or where and when it ought to
6. Your wife is exempt, unless she wears
put forth i!s
strength, breeds among the people a leeling the trowsers, in which case she must go, as in
of discontent and distrust which tauds to de- storming a fort she will be wanted to fill up
prive the government of its necessary resourc- the breaches.
7. Going to Canada exempts a man, or at
es, and cripple Its energies.
If such distrust of the administration of our least ought to. Skedaddling there to escape
Navy Department in our present struggle, has the draft, is like a man wishing to be burned
not taken fast hold of the national mind, it at the stake, so as to better accustom himself
to bear a strong heat in the next world. I
has not been for want of public instruction

and effort in that direction. Before and since
the clamor ceased, which for times and a half

advise you not to go there. If you do you
have got to get drunk on the Queen’s biith-

time, raged n fiercely and so foolishly at our day, which cannot hold a candle to our Fourth
of July, and spell America with au “JB."—
efficient Secretary of the War, the Navy De
p&rtment was and has been an
Don’t do it. Turn substitute broker, copperdeof
object
nunciation. Reckless
don’t go to Canada.
newspapers like the N- perhead,—anything—but
Herald, anxious to find some weak point
Beauty won’t exempt a man; I have seen
in which to attack
that tried.
our loyal
administration,
selecting the Navy Department as that weak
Being enrolled in several places does not
point, have endeavored to treat the head of have the desired effect, as the more you are
that department as an
open and defenceless
enrolled, the more you aren’t exempt.
target of abuse and ridicule. He was an
offiPhysical debility will not exempt. I knew
cer to be
laughed down or blustered down
a man who tried it, and physicked himself
and the
blatant, noisy forces of the nation almost to
death, but his debility was just as
took hold of this work
as a favorite job.
This good as ever, and he told me he was like the
feeling had it* exponents in
Congress and the man that didn’t have a good hand at euamong leading and able supporters of the adchre ;—he passed.
ministration. Keen the Senate
Chairman of
Editors are not exempt, but being good
|
the Naval Committee found
himself out of ac- writers are
generally allowed some privilege,
cord with the Department, and
differing for and are given some private office ($13 a
months with its supporters on the
committee
month and carry a
gun, for instance.)
was at length dropped from the
place which
Living in New Jersey don’t help the matter
for years he had held. In the House
the at- any, as the
Supreme Court has decided that
tack upon the
Navy Department was led by she is one of the
United States.
Henry Winter Davis, of Maryland, a most
thorough supporter ef the war against the re- to Being a negro won’t clear you, so don’t try
elevate yourself on their shoulders. You
bellion, one of the ablest Republican members are
their equal in one
o the House, and
respect ;—both are liathe best orator, perhaps, in
ble to the draft.
that body. He criticised
not merely the acI ve
thought the matter over in all its beartusl administration of the
Navy Department,
c“
but also declared the
on‘y 8ee o“« sure way to escape
“5 and
Department as organiz- the draft
make money
ed now for
by the
twenty years, to be
organized and that is to enlist. I should have operation,
taken ad°alled >0r tbe *d0ptiot>
of
the
Boa*? t T*
vantage ot this
Adtmralty 8y8tem which prevail, in I’m modest and openine, but for one thing;—

t“f

He

not aIone even on the Reand metnbers
^&a he with the
adminiatration,
earned to deem it a
duty of tte House to
w“

C‘C:fthcH«;

^

«Une* in the

o{ confl-

‘“

one of the Naval
Committee, ,^ke
before inauguration day. Not
given 6, habit
to long speaking, nor the House
at this
time
fond of long hearing, he occupied Its atten-

sensitive; I hate to meet with
rebuff, and I believe it would kill me if I
should offer my services to
help crush the rebellion, and have the Surgeon say he could
n°t take
me.
I could not stand sueh an anThey mlght uke
but 1 dar* not
ns
e
cbance of being refused but don’t
let my example
deter others- I am', in ignorance now whethe,
I 8hould pas. cr
and
I am happy in that
Ignorance, and “when ignorance is bliss ’tis
»'
folly to be
a

*7T,h

not!

Yours

wise

ignorantly,
Jo.

BVGIVUIO

I'APKRS.

^"Professor H. E. Peck of the Oberlin College, Ohio,has been appointed commissioner and
consol general to the republic of Hayti, vice B.
F. Hidden,

resigned.

Parson Brownlow has got a verdict of
$25,000 against some of the Knoxville rebels
who persecuted him during the early part of the
war.

HFThe maple sugar season has opened very
favorably in Franklin county. J & B. M. Titcomb have commenced with 400 or 500 trees in
l

Farmington.
S^The City

Marshal of Bath reports the
whole number of arrests in tha; oity, for the
year ending March 1st, at 133, of which 59
were

for drunkenness.

K?"The Belfast Age says that business is quite
lively in that place; hay and potatoes are brought
in, in large quantities; the former sells at25
dollars a ton, and the latter at 75 cents a
bushel.
E3TA few days since we referred to the “rebel

organ” in Portland, and forsooth the Advertiser
picks it up and considers it an allusion to that
concern.
Very well; it is no fault of ours that
the saddle fits.

Iy Exeter, the tome of Gilman Marston,
gave him a plurality of 346. Portsmouth, in
whioh Daniel Marcey resides, gave a plurality
against him of 660; and his own Ward, which
two years ago gave him a majority of 84, now

gives a majority against him

of 74. Suoh facts
these show that the Union sentiment is growing strong in the old Granite State.
0P The dainty, lily-fingered editor of the
as

Springfield Republican,

who serves up political
lavender water for the readers of that journal,
styles Andrew Johnson—aside from any alleged
evil habits—“a weak self-made man.
Selfmade men, men cast in nature’s rough mould,
and educated in the hard school of experience,
do not suit the Springfield gentleman, whose

porcelain Bowles seem to be the only measure
of greatness that he acknowledges.
EF"A paper before us, whose editor by his
treason has shown himself fit only to fraternize
with tnesoutneru--son as a coarse vile blaokguard, and contrasu,
him with “that accomplished gentleman, Geo.

New Youk, March 18.
The Herald’s correspondent iromSherman’s
army gives lull details ol its remarkable march.
Hampton’s reported victory occurred thus:
It was discovered on the
morning of the 9th
inst., that Hardee was making forced marches
to reach Fayetteville before Sherman.
Geu.
Kilpatrick at once put his cavalry In moti'iu
strike
to
Hardee in flank, or intercept Wade

Hampton, who was following in the rear with
his cavalry. Gen. Kilpatrick reached Cole-

man’s Grove just after Hardee’s rear had
passed. Hampton was a few hours behind.
Our cavalry, owing to the bad roads,had Dot all
come up.
Col. Spencer’s Brigade and Col.
Hays’ command were at once put iu position

to receive the attack of the rebel cavalry.
Just before daybreak of the 10.b, and before
the brigades of Atkins and Jordan arrived,
Hamptou came in front of Kilpatrick’s position, mas ed his troops, three divisions, aud
attacked in three columns. The attack was
perfectly irresistible, and our first line, stand-

every quarter.
Our loss did not exceed 100, while the enemy left on the field a large numbe’ of officers
and 76 soldiers dead, besides many wounded.
Thus lees than two brigades of our cavalry
held in check and finally drove in,contusion
Wade Hampton’s entire cavalry corps, commanded by Hampton, Wheeler, Hume, Allen
and Butler.
A brief summary of what was accomplished
shows that there were 14 cities, 100 miles of
railroad, and thousands of bales of cotton
burned, 85 cannon, 4,000 prisoners, and 25 animals captured, and over 15,000 white and
black refugees set free.
It was Capt. Ainworth, with his tug Davidson, that opened communication with Sherman.
It was a brave act. The boat was constantly fired on by the rebels. Gen. Sherman
complimented him highly, and breveted him

Commodore.

from Jeff. Davis—Failure of an Attempt to Negotiate with Gen. Grant.

A 1Vail

Jeff. Davis sent

The

cream

of the

joke

is that

in 1860, before the Charleston convention assembled, this same editor was urging the nomination of this “ooarse” Andrew Johnson for the

Presidency,
tion.

upon the attention of that conven-

_

Lights

and Shadows at Washington.
Washington, March 14, 1865.

of Hie Prett:
It is gratifying to know that Gen. Grant has
at last put an end to the rebel trade at Norfolk, Va. This city had not loyal citezens
enough in it to have saved Sodom; hundreds
have taken lita service, but they have devoted
themselves to furnishing goods to the rebels
through Suffolk, Deep Creek and the Dismal
Swamp Canal. Three-fourths of all the goods
sent from New York to Norfolk, have found
their way inside of the rebel lines.
What a
To tlie Editor

vast

amount of

sympathy

exists for

these

We have here in great abundance.—
Government is merciful. Why, we rent a
house from a widow at $1500 per annum, pay
her a pension of $600 per year, and her son is
a Major-General in the rebel army, and she
herself and all her relations, are rebels. The
loyal and true can suffer; but we must show

traitors 1

mercy.
Assistant

Secretary Harrington has not yet
tendered his resignation to the President, but
it is understood that Mr. Colby, the present
Register, will be named to the President by
the Secretary of the Treasury, as his successor,
there being a strong friendship existing between the two gentlemen.
We understand that Senator Wilkinson has
been requested to accept the Commissionership of Indian Affairs. If it be true, and we
trust that it is so, a gentleman of large
expeperience aDd of great personal worth will take
charge of interests of very serious importance
at this present

time, and we hope he will take
Gen. Lander’s advice in regard to the Indians
—feed them, feed them, and then they will
not light. Better
give millions for food, than
to have one foray. All that they had is
ours;
and if we can make it more acceptable to the
Giver of all, shall we refuse them the crumbs
that fall from our our table ? Are we so much
better than they ?
The telegram of yesterday from Sheimao
was cheering to those anxious hearts whohave
been waiting for so many weeks, but before
this week closes we shall have a mail from him
direct from Newbern, N. C.
The Opera of Tamerlaine, last night, was

extremely well given, but it will never be
popular here. The music is delicious—love is
charming, but going to Rome as a penalty for
it is too much. We prefer to be sent there to
eat mushrooms from the
Campagna, and run
the risk of being poisoned.
The bottom having been let out of the
James river canal by Sheridan, must
produce
great constipation if not consternation;—the
last, deserters say, “prevails to a great extent
in that community,” as Recorder Ricker
said,
and will soon be put an end to.
Duke.

Boston Dry Goods MarketThe dry goods market presents a fair reflex
of mercantile circles in general.
Business is
at a dead-lock; prices are unsettled, and
buyers and sellers
sumers are

that “lower
ing for it

wide apart in their views. Conwaiting for gold to tumble into

deep” which seemed to be yawnyesterday morning—though from

subsequent indications it is possible they may
wait in vain. Any marked reaction in specie
values, in the absence of either speculative or
commercial demand, and based upon causes
legitimately affecting the currency, would be
likely to develop a very active trade and send
up prices, which are now positively low, to a

materially higher range.
Agents and commission merchants are pursuing a very cautious and discreet policy.—
Their supplies are limited, apd production is
being gr adually reduced. If not able to meet
the views of buyers they do not press sales,
at the peril of breaking down the market more
and avoid all
completely: but they keep cool
sell ireely at resymptoms of panic. Jobbers
duced rates, whenever they can flud a customer, expecting to make up for their lack of
margin in replacing stocks. All hands are in
good spirits, considering the discouragements
of the situation, and console themselves with

the reflection that the more violent the fluctuation, and rapid the descent to a normal basis,
the sooner it will be over.
Just at present there are scarcely any regular prices for cotten goods, as the transactions
during the last few days have been too insignificant to afford reliable data—
[Com. Bulletin.

lumber; 153,833

Sniders' Home.

The following named Soimeio
^
to the Portland Soldiers’ Home lor the week

ending

empty

96

leather; 39,230

1 case of

furs;

ring;
meichandise.

4

packages

sundry

of

Photographic
ALONZO
S. DAVIS,

Discovery of a New Island.—On the
17th of last December, while on the passage
laoin Micronesia to Honolulu, Capt. Geleit, of
the missionary ship Morning Star, discovered
a uew island in 24 4 uorth latitude, 154.2 east
longitude- It is about five miles long, densely
covered with trees aud shrubbery, with a
white sand beach, and rises in a knoll at the
centre, perhaps two hundred feet above the
sea.
The brig passed within three or four
miles of it about sunset, and breakers were
seen all around.
There was no signs of inhabitants living on it. A reef extends to the
north of the island. On the old Admiralty
charts a doubtful island is noted in tha vicinity
of the one discovered, but on Wilkes’ American chart and on Luray’s London chart none
Is laid down within one hundred miles of the
spot. The Honolulu Advertiser proposes to
name it Gelett Island.

Edinburgh Review.—The January number of this Sc tch Quarterly has been received
from the American publishers, Leonard Scott
& Co., Now York. Contents:—1. Sir F. Pai-

grave’s History

of

Eugland and Normandy;
2. Dictionaries of the Bible; 3. Life of Sir
Wm. Napier ; 4. Criminal Law Reform ; 5.
Lord Derby’s Translation of the Iliad; 6. Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction of the Crown; 7. The
British American Federation ; 8. Gairdner’s
Memorials of King Henry VII; 9. Seven per
Cent.; 10. The Last Campaign in America.
Murray's Benefit.—The complimentary
benefit to Mr. John Murray will take place
this evening, on which occasion he offers a
splendid bill. The comedy of Married Life,
and the comic drama of Handy Andy will be
performed. It is the last appearance of Mr.
and he will be greeted with a full
house in acknowledgment for his efforts to

Murray,

Movements

Steamers.—The steamship Belgian, Capt. Wylie, sailed from this
port for Liverpool about 4 o’clock on Sunday
morning, taking out eleven passengers and a
The steamship Peruvian, Capt. Ballantine,
will sail for Liverpool on Saturday next.
Steamship Damascus is the one due this
week from Liverpool. She will sail on her
return trip Saturday, April 1st.
Maple Candy.—William Allen, Jr., at his
fruit, confectionary and tobacco store, Nos. 13
and 15 Exchange street, has just received a
large lot of Maple Candy, just out of the woods,
fresh and pure, and a delicious article. Whose
mouth waters for it ? Go immediately and seIt is the
cure some of it before it is too late.

best candy you can give your children, for it
is the purest manufactured.
Released.—A dispatch has been received
from Lieut. Henry Mitchell announcing his
safe arrival at Fortress Monroe, after 8 months
confinement in prison at Columbia, S. C.
His numerous friends here rejoice that this
gallant (ellow is once more enjoying his free-

SP8U1AL

__

There will be a meeting of the Sabbathschool Teachers’ Association in the Vestry of
the State Street Church, commencing at 7 1 2
o’clock, and closing at 0 o’clock, on this evening, 20th inst. Subject for discussion:—“Mission Sabbath Schools,—their Importance, and
Results.

Recruiting.—Five men were passed Saturday, at the office of the Provost Marshal,—
three for Saco, and two for North Berwick.
Four men were enlisted Saturday, at the
City Recruiting Office, towards the quota of
Portland, making the,number forty for the
week.

The American Illustrated
newspapers for
this week have been received at the book and
periodical store of A. Robinson, No. 61 Exchange Street.

Smalley,

DR. ilARVKY. Having sold ont my busiin Boston, I havo permanently located in Portland, Me, where 1 shall pay particular attention to
the treatment of Chronic Complaint, with my new
Chemical Jtemediet.
1 have owed hundreds or oasesalter all other remedies hare failed.
Consultation Froe.
Office hoars from 9 to 12 a. u., andfrom 2 to 8 r,
ness

feb21dtf

COMPEIMEHTAttY
To JOUN

NOTICE.

NOVlOa*.

BENEFIT

MURRAY, Esq.
Portland, Much 14,1865.

10 Joan Murray Ebq.,
Dear fir:—As >, u are sbcut to

leave our city, we
you’d resp.ctfuily tender to you as umarkel'our estjem and regard, both as an artist and a gentlemen,
aid for this purpose, we prorose a Complimentary
]e eflt, to take piaee on whatever sight you icay
at apart for the tane.

Very respectfully,
John A. Webster, Jr.
lenryj.Hurra B.C
See. U. Starr, V. C.
A. Fierce,
t
slburn p. 11a ris,
Joseph it. Hall,
1. N. Bich,

Jsmes Hi.l, D. S K M.
Chas. U. Dixon, U. 8.
K. U.
A D. Do >glai, Chief Engioeer 0. o. B. M.
Sun i„i J. c. HoAvoy, 1st
Ase’t Eogr. U. s. B. M.
Stephen Keogh, 2d Ass’t,
hngr. U. 8 B H.

« M. Harrett,
I. W. Dima,
J. S. McUre.or,

t.has. i>.Besrce,
Chas. M. B'ce,
Edw. Hay.
1. H York,
J. J Boyd,
B.
,’.
Abiel 8omerb7,
Brown,
i K. Boss.
Ansel Uothrop,
David Bitchio, U. S
Freedom a ash,
B. M.
J. T. UUmsn.
ffm. C. Piggett.U 6 B. S.

Hall

DR. P. P. Quimby would give notice that on and
after March 1st, 18eS, his terms will bo as follows
82 00
Fir.<t Examination, at office,
100
Eachsubseq ents ttinjr-at office,
the
within
First examination at rosidenoe, il
city,
11,0
Each subsequent visit,
Terms for visiting patients In ether places cau be
learned at his Office, Ho. 13 International House,
there, enolosingatamp
Portland, Fab 17,186&.—d5w*

or

by addressing

him

a

letter

U“' Bra«
GofdCha^toS
B^ACFOKT NC—Ar 8th,

a°' “•J'Qbteu,

brig Eagle, Webb,

Portland.*

BALiiMOEE—Arloth,

from

schs

Tantamount. Davis
Fortress Mouroe;‘D Wtiuaun, Hart. BeaufortNC8 trah Helen, Thompson, Wilmington NC.
ar lilh, brig Birchard A Torrey. Haskell, Fortress
Monroe; sch uradoro, Luwr -nee, Bucksport.
did 16th, teb Lrapeshot, snotr, Providence.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 16 b. brigs Kodiak, Tates,
Mobile Bsy; Humboldt, from Wilmington.
Cld 15th, RCht Nautilus, Piisbury, and Starlight,
York, Portland; Caroline H Hall, Doughty, for New

Egr*"To_obtafn any these letters, the applicant
must call for 'adeertiaed letter9/ give the date ef
this list, and pay one cent for advertising.
g3r'”lfuot called for within one mimth, they will
be sent to the Dead Letter Office.
LADIES’ LIST.
Kimball Theresa E
Andorson t rul y
A mrs Kllburn W S mrs
Fannie
Anderson
•

Dollar by mall and I wil* 8 lid you
Send
of
any of the following G la Plated Art id e:—Set
» a<ll*8f
Jewelry, LongCh in, Locket. Neok Chain,
Ring Vest Chain, Bracelet, Gent*.' Ch*»in t'in, Set
of Battens, bet oi Jet Hoop*, Belt Buckle, B*’lt
Also will sand a good Hunting f ■» Rod SilverPin.
Plated Watch and i. haiu icr »15.
AddresH, DBESbER’S Dollar bio e, Portland.
marycUm*
Me, Box 132.
me

of thb

Burkb

Portland,
Mr. John Murray,

One

Hilton’s Insoluble Cement,

I
Association,
March 14th, U66. j

Dear Hr:—The members of the Portand Burts
having been lBformed that a number of
their respeoted fellow citizens were about tenderiug
you a Complimentary Benefit; have Instructed me
to inform you that they are desirous of joining in
the OTation se a mark of their esteem for yen as a
fellow countryman and a gentleman.
Very respectfully, yours,
Bosxrt Burs ebb, See.

For wood, lsathor, orockery, and othsr substances
is the best uld to economy that the housekeeper can
bare. It is in liquid farm, and insoluble In water or
oil. It will adhei eoily substances completely. Twoounce bottle, with bruBh (family package) 26 cents
each. Sold everywhere.
HILTON BEOS. A Co.,Proprietors, Providence,
E. I. On rejeift of 60 oents, a lamily paekage will
feb7d3m
be sent by mall.

Association

I
Deering Hall,
Portlano, a-aroh 16,1866. I

Gentlemen:—it It with the deepest gratitude that
I reply to and accept your favor of the 14’h inst,
which is au unexpected and 1 fear undeserved honor, and with humble thanks allow mo to state that
the managers hare kindly set apart

EVENING,

MONDAY

20 th,

MARCH

for the oeoasien.

Yosrs, respectfully,
J. Murray.

mchl8td

Ilelm bold’s Concentrated Fx tract Bucbu
I* the great Diuretic.
HELM BOLD'S CONCENTRATED

EXTRACT

SARSAPA-

RILLA

/• the Great Bicod lurifi r
B th are y repareu ac lording to rules of Pharmacv
and Chemis:ry, and are the most, active that can be
made.

BEAUTY IB A JOY FOREVER.
Thoie who de9ire br lliancy o; complexion, must
purify ard enrich the bio .d,wh:chHELMBOLD’s conBeocentrated sarsaparilla invariably doe*.
olleeot id is no patent medic no. Ask orUembold's.
Take no other.
A THING OP

Head This.
S6 to $10 pgr clay made by selling Dresser’s
Prize Pao.ages. Agents Wanted.
L. DEESSEB,
Address,
feb9d2m*
Portland, Maine, Box 132.
From

THIS oolebrated Toilet Boap. in snob universal
demand, is made from the choicest materials,
is mild and emollient in its nature, fragrantly
■canted, and extremely beneficial in its act upon
the skin. Fur Sale by all Drag fiats and Fasney
Gooda Dealert.
jan31dlyr.
1

■

To Purify, Enrich the Blood, and Beautify
the complexion, u*e Hhlmbold’s HighltConcbn-

Fluid Extract Sarsaparilla. One bottle equal* ia strong, u one gallon of tho ayrup or Decoction.
Why If jure the ( omplexion by Powdxes
and Washes w ich choke or fi'l up the pores cf the
skin, aud in a short time leave it hareh end dry f It
is the blood, ar*«i if you want smooth and soft sk*n
P^Hvlmbold’s Extract of Habsaparilla. It
"•'"♦a. imple* and all eruptions oltho
skin.
Nor a Faw of »he Worst Disorders hat aifiiot mankind arise from corruptions of the biood.^—
B elm bold s Extract Sarsaparilla is a remedy of the u.most value

m&r20d3m

___

Ease,
The

Elegance

and

Safety!

Novelty
Pipe Cover.
Patented
Feb'y 7th, 1665.

NO SMOKEB OAN DO WITHOUT IT.
This limp e and el.gant spparatui
supplies a want
loot; lalt among pipe rmokers. Jt answers thodcuble
purpos; of a cover to prevent the live coa'e irom
drop, ing, and a stopper to press the burring tobacco into a compact mass.

ADJUSTABLE TO ANY

S ALB

7,030
2.000
12.000
2.000
2.000
28 000
6.000
1.000
5.600
B2.000
400

7.000
1500
700
1.000

AT

Gold.165
.do.1661

American

.do.30

161

.do.s 10

166

.do.b 80 165J
.do.1661

.do.16t|

10*
US Coupon Sixes (1881)
.do.1091
United Statos

Ten-Forties.9ij

.do. 94
United States o-J0’s

(old).1081

.do (new).1081
.do.1081
United States Debt Certificates I June)... 99j
10 000 Ogdensburg 2d Mortgage Bonds.24
1 000 Rutland 1st Mortgage Bond..
06.000 Boston A New York Air Line But’s... 49
96
1 Eustorn Eailroad.
2 Old Colony and Fall Elver Eailroad.108
20 Vermont and Massassaohusetts BE. 83
1 Portland, Saco A Portsm’tb BE.102
130
10 Western Eailroad.

1SABBIBD.
city, March 4, by Rev Henry D Moore,
and Miss Helen A Hall, both of
In Fryeburg, March 8. Gilson Adams,of Donma k,
and Mrs Martha Gamage, of F.
In Biddeford. March 14, Melville M Stackpole and
Julia A Clark.
la Saco, March 8. William Wallace and Eunice
Goldthwaite, of Biddeford.
In Kennebnukport, George G Moore and Julia A
Goodwin.
In Farmington, March 12, Jos W Thomas and Miss
Vest C Voter.
In Freedom, March 9, Geo Getchell and Mrs Elizabeth McCorrisou
In Thorndike March 11, Alonzo F Gross, ol T, and
Hannah E, daughter cf Bev John Chase, of Unity.
Oriu 15 Colls

Gray.

In this city, JUuruh
very suddenly, Mary Pearsou, aged 66 years
HP*Funeral this (Monday) afternoon, at 8 o’clk
from the Preble Street Chapel. Relatives and friends
are invited to attend.
At Salisbury Prison, N C, Nov 26, Frederick K
Cross, of * after y A, 1st Mass Liaht Arti lery, aged
17 years 6 months—son of F H. and C R Cross, of
this city.
In Guilford, March 8, of eonsumption, Mrs Marietta B Bennett, aged 60 years.
In Montreal, Feb 20, Edward Y Jones, son of the
la'e Hiram Jones, formerly of Bangor, aged 81 years
5 months.
In Brunswick, March 1, Sarah M Kcay, aged 16
years 4 mouths.
In Bath. March 16, James W, son of WmW and
Annie Mason, aged 1 year 8 years.

To the Public.
o'.rtify tail fifteen years ago I was taker
siok, and tho doctors called it Liver Complaint and
treated me for that disease, but I reoeived no permanent relief, nnd during the past winter I had been
worm than at any previous tlmo.
I oalled to see Dr.
Harvey, Feb llt’a, 1866, nnd he disagreed with all
who had before examined nnd treated my case, stating there was no trouble with my liver, bnt that it
was in the stomach and epigastric region, and that
Dr. Harvey treated me
my disease wss Dyspepsia
for this disease, and 1 am happy 40 say 1 am now
entirely free from this terrible diffionltv. 1 also had
the catarrh very had for j tars, and this is almost entirely removed. I world be pleased to see and tilk
with any one in regard to my case.
KDWABD C. MONROE,
83 Washington St.
Portland, March 10,1886.
mch33tf
This is to

In the Belgian, for Liverpool—E C Colson, Rev L
Wolsey, James Lang, Thos Connoly, Julius Jacobs,
Potts,John Watt,Jane Ann Shield, Peter Ford,
Benj Flanagan, E S Salt.

Thos

GERMAN

Will positively

Catarrh,

Bronchitis,

HEILMITTEL

cure

Coughs,

Colds,

And the first stages of

CONSUMPTIONIt is

a

CARDENAS. Sch Anna Elizabeth—49 hhds syr*
up. 221 hhds molasses, 3) trcs do, to H S Machin.
MATANZAS. Brig Minna Traub—486 hhds malasses, 81 tree do, 1 bbi do, to J B Brown & Sons.
EXPORTS.
Per steamship Btlgian, to Liverpool
2800 bblB
flour, 1000 boxes meat, 670 pkgs butter 350 trcs lard,
208 bbls ashes, 212 boxes oheese, 26 hhds tobacco. 25
bbls pork, 14 trcs btef. 6 eases sewing machins, 2 ex*
press pkgs, 1 oaak hams, 1 case hooks.
—

MINIATURE ALMANAC.
Monday,.March 20.
Sun rises.6.08 | Length of days.12 09
Sun sets.6 12 | High water (p m). 4 36

NEW8.

DIPPHERIA.
for sale

by

U II.

Hay,

and

Price per Bottle >3.

Drngglets generally.

WEEKS k POTTER.

Druggists, No, 170 Washington Street, Boston, Hass.
General Agents.
feblfidfiw

ARRIVED.
U S steam cotter Patuxent, Fengcr, Boston.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.
Sch Anna Elizabeth, Hutchinson, Cardenas.
Sch H K Dunton, Jameson, New York.
Sch W Wyman.-, Portsmouth.
Sch J W Fairfield, Merrill, Biddeford, with the
crew of the Br brig Edith Ann, before reported

in health and

spirits by

Chronic Dyspepsia, or suffering lom the terribleexhaustion which folio ws the attacks of aoate
disease,
the testimony of thousands who have been raised as
by a miracle from a similar ttate of prostration, by

HOSTEiTER’S STOMACH BITTERS, ia a sure

guarantee

that

by the

same means

strengthened and restored.
in

But to

you too may be
tboae who stand

poril of epidemies, to a'l who, by reason ot

ex*

privations, an uncongenial climate, or nn.
healthy pursuits, may at any moment be sirickeu
posnrs,

down, this paragraph is most particularly and emphatically uidrereed. Yon, who are thus situated,
are

proffered an absolute safeguard against the

danger

that menaoea

you. Tone and regulate the system
with this harmles mediolnal Stimulant
and Alterative, and you will be forearmed against the maladies
whosesetd floatcround you in the ar unseen. H03TETTER’S STOMACH BITTERS are not only a
standai d Tonic and Alterative
throughout t he United

Statos, butthey
the most

are aoored’ted
by the certificates of
distinguished citizens of the Union, to the

people

of all other landa. In
Canada, Australia and
West Indies, they are
gradually taking the plaoe
ofall oth.r Stomsohics, whether
native or foreign,
and as surely as truth is
progressive aud demonstra-

overthrows doubt, they will
eventually supersede every other Inrigorant aud R storative now employed in mediolnal praoUee.
tion

New

York House, SO Cedar Street, N. Y.

mare 2 wd Aw

Wood island

CLEARED.
Steamship Belgian, tBr) Wylie, Liverpool—U k A
Allan.
Steamer Franconia, Sherwood, New York—Emery
k Fox.
Barque C B Hamilton, A die, Havana—Chase Bros
k Co.
Sch

Keep Disease at Bay.

near

The crew lost everything but the clothes they had on.
The vessel has broken up and entirely disappeared,
and her oargo of molasses, which was consigned to
E Churchill k Co, of this city, lor parties in Canada,
is entirely lost.

Brig

Invalids, brakes down

Brown
Soh E Aroularius, Jackson, New York
Moses B
Nickerson.
Sch Olive Elizabeth, Rand, Boston—W H Randall.
SAILED—Br brig New Zealand, and others.
—

Sunday.*....March 19.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Montreal. Lisoomb. Boston.
towed up from
Brig Charlena. Means, Havana
Richmond I land by steam tug Warrior.
Brig Eudoms, Haskell, Cienfuegos.
Sch Elma M Wright, Freeman, Boston—reports,
18th, off Cape Light, was strnok by a heavy squall,
split and blew away jibs, and was in great danaer of
driving ashore. The gale continuing very heavy,
came to inside Portland Light, let go both anohors
and remained throe b the day and night.
Sch Jane M N Brewer, Smith, Boston.
—

Sch Watchman. Eaton, Boston.
Sch Ann Parker, Berry, 8alem.
Sch Sam Colt, Hillard, Portsmouth.
Sch Mary Eliza. Hammond, Portsmouth.

Soh Diana, Wiley, Freeport.

SAILED—steamship Belgian, (at 4AM);

Falcon, Kilby, Fortress Monroe.

Faatport.

Ar 18th, brigs J McIntyre, Marshall, St Jago; A
tloria. Lel&nd. Cienfuegos.
Cld IStb, schs Novol, Pomroy, New York; Pool,

Hardy,

Deer Isle.

ROCKLAND—Sid 14th, sobs Olive Avery, Wilson,
Angeline, Hix, Rockland.

and

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Leghorn 27th nit, ship Magnet, Keating, for
New York.
Put into Portsmouth 1st inst, ship Transit, Whit*
mare, from London for Newcastle.
Sid fm Queenstown 1st inst, ship St Paul, Crowell,
(from IIoRo) for London.
Sid fm Havana 7th, soh Mary White, Leblano, for

Portland.
at.

Cardenas

7th lust, barque Eventide, Park,

Key West.
Sid 7th, brig Jas Davis. Staples, Boston; H U Mo*
G-Ivery. Gilkey, Portland.
Arat Sagua 2d inst, brigs Maria White, Snow,

Havana; 3d, Se>ma. Gibos, Cardenas; sch Harriet,
Brewster, Key West; 5tb, barque E F Herriman.
Horriman, New Orleans; 7th, R A Allen. Sylvester,
Cardenas.
Bid 7tb, brig L T Knight, Hasty, Portland.
Cld at Matanzas 10th inst, barque Orchilla,Boston;
brig J W Drisko, Portland
Africa, at Boston.]

steamer

Ar at Liverpool 3d inst, 8t David, (s) Portland.
Old 28th, Martha, King, New York; 8d, Bessio
Harris, Woodworth, Boston.
Eat for Idg 2d,
Sun.Orr. for Malta via New-

Eking

pot.

Meridian, Lambert, N York;
4th inst, Dastre, Mitchell, do.
Ar at Portsmouth 3d, Eddy t tone, Heed, fm Shields
for Alexandria
Off the vfight 2d, Euterpe, At or, from Shields for
Sau Francisco; Kock Light, Cooper, from do for
Kin* Georges 8ound.
Off Portland 28th, Electric Spark, Candage, from
Shields f >r Port and, Mo
81d fm Greenock 1st inst, United Kingdom, (s)
Ar at London 28th.

Portland and New York
Sid fm Queenstown 2d inst, Southern
New York.

Campbell.

Kag'e,Flagg,

Ar at Foochow Jan 10. Northern Crown, Saunders,
Hong Kong.
8id fm Messina 22d alt, C F Eaton, Carry, for New
York.
Sid fm Cadiz

26th alt, Wm Woodbury, Sawyer,
Montevideo.
Ar at Barcelona 1st inst, Welkin, Blanchard, from
New Orleans.
SPOKfiN.
Jan 16. lat 1106 S, Ion 32 41 W, ship Sapphire.

Hutch from Liverpool for Calcutta.
Feb 16. lat 24 12 N. Ion 40 28, ship Juventa, 86 days
from Callao for Cork
March 10, lat 31, Ion 79 40. brig H H McGilvery,
bou 'id N.
March 13, lat 24 29, Ion 73 68, was \ a*sed barque
Dew Drop, bound S.

K SW ADVERTISEMENTS.
SALE.

FOR

Carriages,

MARBLESj
BAGS FOR SCHOLARS,
Recking Horses,
VIOLINS, BANJOS, GUITARS, <fe TOYS,
Ladiet’ Traveling Bags, tfc.,
TWINE

As usual

W.D.
mcli20eod3m

by

ROBINSON,
2J Exchange St.

Notice.
Copartnership
hare this

undersigned
THE
nership under the

dav formrd
and style of

name

ROGERS

&

a

copart-

IIALL,

and hare taken Store No 61 Commercial street for
ihe purpose of doing a wholesale

FLOUR, CORN & PROVISION BUSINESS.
AI.B1-HT f. chase,
CHAS H KOeiE rt,

Real Eatata for Sate.
undersigned cffjr the following doaoribed
ecea of property in Portland, belonging to the

THE
\>
estate of

Joseph Noble Esq., deceased.

1. Stores between Exchange a^d Lime streets,
fronting on k xchange street. Mr. John M. Baker
nearlv opposite will designate the prem sea.
2. Store an.; land. No. 12 Exchange street, occupied by Mr. E. M. Patten.
3 Lot of land situate on North and Poplar streets.

4.
6
and
6

Parcel of land situate on Uongr* s street.
Store and land situate on Fore street No ,210
storo-honse and land in ths rear.
Houses and lina on York a.trce\ Th y can be
seen ou application to Mr. James Bradley
7 hot and buildings on Union wharf. Mr. AJpheus Shaw will give information In relation to this

poperty.

Application for purchase may be made totbe sutecribers Room No. 85, No. Ill Broadway New Ywrk,
JOHN T HEARD.
SETH CALDWELL Ja.
New York, March 13,1865.
mai20a2w

Montreal Ocean Steamship Go,
Carrying the Canadian and United States Malls.
passengers booked

San Francisco, Feb 21
Considerable property
having been saved from tbe wreck ot ship Sir John
Franklin, the consignees of the ship, Cbas S Pennell,
have been able to reduce the deposit lbr general average on cargo received per barque Knight, irom 96
to 75 per cent.
—

DISASTERS.
The keeper of Cape Elisabeth Light r-p-rta that
part of a vessel’s hull, apparently a new brig, came
ashore near the Light on Saturday afternoon, and
hsd the appearance of hiving been wrecked ihe
night previous. The keeper things she struck on
immediately
Staple's Ledge during tbs night and
went to pieces. It was •ugges'ed that It might be
the Edita Ann, recently wrecked at Wood Mand.
but sho was an old vessel and the current would
take h»r in an opposite direction.
Sch Shooting Star, Marshall, fm Boston for Washington went ashore night of 18th inst, three miles
North ot Barnegat Inlet. Crew saved. If the weather Droves favorable the vessel may be saved.
Sch Astrca. of and from Kastport tor New York,
before reported ashore, was towed to Kockland 16th
inst, where she will go on the marine railway for

rSSobFrances

FISHERMEN.
Gloucester 18th inst. sobs Christie Campbell,
Merry: Morning Light, Martin; Eliza K Parker,
Wallace; A M Heath, Lee: Lancet, Jameson ; Chaa
Carroll, Callahan; Grenada Sargent; Witchcraft,
Pinkham, and Gen Butler, Nelson, ill from Georges

Londonderry and Liverpoo'.
Saturn Tickets granted at Bodueed Bites.
The steamship PERUVIAN, Oapt.
lie. will sell from this port tor
Liverpool on SATURDAY tlio 2otb
■■^^^^■iMarori. immediately after tne arrival of the train of the previous day from Montreal
W.

Passage to Londonderry
to
Cabin

(aooording

and

Liverpool—

accommodations) *tt to 880.
830.

Steerage,
Payable In Geld orltaeqnivalent.
For height or passage apply to

BUG a A ANDREW ALLAN,
6 G.T. U. R Passenger Depot,

To be inoooeded by the Steamship Damascus, on
the 1st April.
Portland, Not. 21,18M.
dti

Beef, Pork, Molasses, Sugar.

100
BBLS
60

Meai B*«f.
Bbla. Mtss Pork
Bbla. Clear Poik.
Mueoovaio Molasses
Trinidad Molasses.
Barbados'* Mo lassos.
Mosaovado sugar,
H B. Sugar.
Crushed, Granulated and Powdered Sugar.
Coffee Sugars.
For sale by
THOS. LYNCH,
139 Commercial St.
mch20d2w
March 18,18*6.
fO

Board.
*f Booms, furnish-d or unfurnished, with
without board, at 77 Free street,
i'r ancient boarders accommodat'd.
mar20ilw*

SUITS
or

Sheriff’s Sale.
Cumberland,

gs.

execution and will be sold at pubic
auction on Monday, the 24th day of April A. 1)
at
ten o'clock in the forenoon, at tho oheriff’s
I860,
office in ihe City of Portland, la the aa d
County of
Cumberland, all tho right in equity which Henry
Huston oi Falmouth, has or had. on the 7th day of
July. A. D. 1864. at4o’clock and 30minutes p n. boingthe time o nh> attachment on the original writ,
to * edeem t ho following det cribed rosl estate to wit;
A certsia piece or parcel of land wi.h tbo
buildings
iberean, situated in Falmouth, being the Homestead
farm oa which I now
lire, and the tame premies
couveye to me by Mark ttm-ioo, by deed cfwairunty dated March 22d 1827, tnd reco»d*>d in the Cum*
B^Rittry of Uee<te, Book 113, page 688 t>
which reference is made 'or a more minute and
particular descr ption of said
pipmieee and there bound-

TAKKN

on

artea.

Also one other pigeon.nd situated in Mid
containing fifteen aoree, being the
piece conveyed >o me by Bii K. Huston, by d« d of
warranty bearing ereu date herewith ant <h» “,n‘»
laud oonreyyd to .aid Eli K. Hasten by Jeremiah
aobbi.
mou'h

Bv

deed

dated Oat Mth

IBM

Ar at

Aubott Sarah Eliaaboth
Anderson S F mr. 2
Bowies Annie E
Bowen t larinda mrs
Burns Catheilne mrs
Baker Etta
Beamcr (t J mra
Brown Julia G mrs
Bradford Joseph C mrs
Bowie John mrs
Burgess Lydia 11 mrs

Bradley Lctfsa
Bell

Margaret

olii g A. <9
Lutkiu A eg t lire
Leighton Ann »
Lrwel) Annie M
Leslie Nellie P

f'iW.
Lelghtou
Morse

mrs

9
Orlsndo

“una

J

mrs

2

mrs

MoCsrthyAbby

mrs
mra

Marston A ,<
Monl>on Ella
Merrill Emily J
Milner I annie mrs
McKesn Franiey miss
Mau noy Finney C
Mason

mrs

mra
mrs

Georgb

A

Bl'lings mr* fur EliaabethMorrison Goo W mrs
Handley
M»rr u„ en
Brown lUelynaam:6
Muni 1 Helen mrs
Brown Marcia mn
Mat-lews Hamit J mrs
Brown mrs Clairvoyant oste G
Moulton Isabcll
Physician
Rvsett Marv A mrs
Mom'l liabi-.l
Braokett Sarah U mrs
McPartlaud Jatucemrs
Mertili Mar/
Chase Anna mrs
Mag lord Mary J mu
Clapp »■ mma E
mra
E
mr>
care
Co!-Muikering Mary A 3
Cl«gg
**o411ister Maria
llu*
Caldwell Frank E mrs
McGory Rosey mrs
Ml Can a Su**n D mrs
Campbell Louisa mrs
Marston 8 B mrs
Car.eion Louisa N

CoppengerMary

Ann

mrsMorgsn

Sarah

Naa-jn C S
Norton E

Cartln Sarah mrs
Coys' Sabrina mrs
Dorman Ann M

mrs
mr3

-»

Hotter Marv in s
Dow Catherine ncrs
Osgood A F in s for Wm
burslem
UK
mis
Daly
Dunton Nellie
Oliver Jano G
Doaolturs Frauoes AC mrs Pennell Abby C
Parser Esther B
DeeringUsrv
Drinkwat r Marion E
Palmer Nellie
Delano Mary P 2
Poole Funic©
Davis R L mrs
Pel! J a mrs 2
Ei wards Wm S mra
Patterson Lucy A
Fohont Katie
Parker Marv Emrs
Elder Mary S mra
Post Mary F
E
iza
Pearce Sarah E mrs
Flynn
Fo a«tt. Jam©* 8 mra
Pearce Sarah 8 mn
Felt Jane M mra
Qu.mby Jobusonmra
Ru;seil Annie
Ferlyn Luella
Files M B C mrs
Cum ruing* mrs
Rogers
Freeman Martha Ann
Green fet
Flinn Mary
Rearda Lizzie A mrs
Krizzell Sarah P
Rea don Kben mrs
Kainsdoil Jane mra
Fow or nha non mrs
Folsom Sarah O
Howe Mary mr-t
Rober: s Sarah J mrs
Fry © Sarah J
bw.at Angie mrs
Graft' m Augusta
Aun
L
Btrout Ella F
uooding
Soule Esther J
Greeley Bridget
Marill*
H
Greenlaw
Spearrin Eliza
Gnrgen Margaret tor mrsSargent Fannie mra

staple Horace

Bridget Higgens
Holden A L mrs
Harris Ada P
Hill Abba
Hone Catherine

mrj

S wyer Mar ha
Soule Ma y H

Sawyer Martha

M

Staples Nancy U

Haloeeu Catherine for mnSh ndler S

mrs

mrs

mrs

Elias A
Bridget Smith
Ha ris Catherine mrs cha4-Treat Nellie
ham et
Tiobelts Georgia A
Tibbetts Georgia
Hasty E P mra
Thurston Oillmzn mrs
Hamilton K1U A
Hall F&nnio M mrs
Thompson Eos'} A
Haskell Georgi A mrs
Verr ll Susa'* J mrs
White Andrew 1. mra
Hatch Hattie E m s
Wheeler Andrew J ncrs
E
mra
Hjdsdoo Mary
Hill Mary A
cape E
mrs
Wat«on
Albert N mrs
Mahirable
Hoyt
Wiison Charles F mra
Hatch Martha
Harman Margaret mrs
Wilson Cary mrs
Ward E mrs congress st
liuraey Margaret mrs
Wade Ell F mrs
Howard Olive M mrs
nalawell Samuel mrs
Webber Eliza mi8
Wheeler Hannah mrs
Haley S W mrs
Haske Samuel mrscapeKWoodard Bell
Waterman Lucinda
Jordan Catherine
Whitcomb Louisa A 2
Johnson E A mrs
W lander Mary A
Jaokson H J mis
Jordan James C mrs
Whitney Mar ha E mra
Johnson Margaret mrs
o&p:^ E
Jo’insou Mary mrs
Wn.teley Mary Jane
Wood Maggie L
Johnson Thos B mrs
Wilson Nora
KnigU Lizzie
Waterhouse Nathaniel mra
Kuiga’s Ju ia mrs
Wiloox Sueau L mrs
Keating Lucy

Thompson

Kenneuy Sarah
GENTLEMEN’S LIST.
Ames Addison L
Iveson John
Averill Ec win
Jordan Albas R co.p
J^nnscn D%m
Ayer John
Adams J lor miss Emma EJolmson J J formi sCharlo te 1 Join son
Jay N A
Jordan Simon A
J-ck on S

Adams

Abbo t John engineer
Buck Air ertG

Boyd A

L ARC
e aid win Ames R
Johnston Wm
Teuton Andrew M cap! Randall A tur ml-s Oliver
A *cc.»leld
Brack*tt A Gsy
Tare B E treasurer
Knight Chas C
Baker Chas il
Km<ht Danl M
Barber u Jr
Kerrigan Danl
knex E B major
Biak* Clement F
Knuland Win
Briu Disiri
Brener Donand
Libby Chas jr
Laventt Geo F
Bu.-h Danl
Lord Geo W 8
Bucker Danl
Litt'e H C
Br. oks Danl
Boltou E i M
Leahy John T for Ka e
Forest
Brown Edwin
Hxbv Geo L 2
Langley Joreph A
La rab eJC
Brooks G G 2
aascoi (i Y
Lynou John Willow at
Lantz R 2i N Y Cavalry
Brown John
Lovel Wm U
Berry James
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Ripley
Barnard John E lot Car-Mo* ey Chas B
rie Barnard
Mayherrv Chas L
Morrill Chas R
Bradford J 2
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BradishJohnL
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Brown B M ijsr
McDona d Felix
Brown Nathl
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Mon-o Louis
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Clark H G
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M In* Robert
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Cram Henry 0
Colby Jo? jr
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McCann Thos
Mason Thos A
Mitchell W U
Nelson Andrew

Chick M E
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8 over A R
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Goodwin George
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Sawyer Chrs M
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>ele Daniel W
A
Gray Henry
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Chas B Hall
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Thompson E W cant
Hall Fred P
Taylor F O
Haro sn Foster J
Thompson Geo L
Turner H yt P
Hastings Geo A major

Fttago

aid Mr

»■

Hatchiaoon Harvey
Thnrl«w Isaac
HutcMcson Hezakiah
Thompson Jas B 2
Hm kings HP
Tibbetts J C
H&salti >e Horace P
Taylor Washington lor
Hogland Henry C
m ss Miry Taylor
Hamons Hamilton A DowWebstor A L
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*11
Wymin David
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Waldron Howard D
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Haustou L 8 capt
Waterhouse I W
Whitmor* John W
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Haskell L P
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«pt
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Utskell W H for Ale* TWindow Thos J
Wright Thos
Simmons
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SHIP LETTERS.
Manning Walter ship Arathusid
smith dowph C for soh Albert Clarence
Kllawcr h J B ich Billow
Pca3e Abljahjrsch Redlugton
Woodbury Chas L sch Exchange
Kilby 'no L sob Francisco
Price Sami capt sqkM'ry Jane
Jay Elia* H soh Mxai
M

A.
__

T. DOLE. Postmaster

Dr. Fred A. Prince,
„lve notio8 th8t h, ha,
VyoCLt) retpeotfmiy
Ro 11
Blook. former,

nn„i.H

K,hua°°.7'

C-app’i

ryfnV'o^Ue'*' Ml00hmt‘-r’ lor tbe purpose

j oo.
of car.

Dentist Business,

Banka.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 9th, ship Artisan, Pollard,
New York.
SAVANNAH—Ar 8th, sch Marcos Hunter, Orr,
HiHoDvHead; 7th, Basanr, Stinson, do.

Adams Lucy mrs
Ayar Mary
Abbott Sarah E

Flahertv Jeremiah

stammer

The Great B1 od Purifier; the beat Health Restorand the most perfeot
Spring and Summer Medicine ever used
hum Jiuadice, Dyspepsia, Liver
and Bilious
General Debility, and all

i0*?»ny
Complaints,

Smyrna.
Cll i?th. ba-quo Augusta C Small. McDonald, lor
Cienfuegos; ilancynick, Smi h, New Orleans: sob
Juliet, Phillips, Fortress Monroe; Hattie, Ccok, for

—

I>K.
LANGLEY'S
ROOT AND HERB BITTERS

kindred diseases
They cleans9 the system, regulate the bowels, restore the appetite, drive out all humor-, purify the
blood, and strengthen, invigorate, build up, and restore to heal h and soundness, both body and mind,
all who use them. Price 26, 60. and 76 ets. per bot
tie. Mold by a 1 dealers in me Heine. GEORGE O.
GOODWIN A Co., 88 Hanover St., Boeton.
mohlSldgm

Sid, sens F A Sawyer, opbir, Clara Bell
port, brigs Catharine Rogers, Valencia Titauia,

lu

Trindelen, fro teus, Endorus; sets Z secor, Delmon’,
R E Pecker, H A Rogers, G W Carpenter.
BOSTON—Ar 17th, barque Stamboui, Harper, fm

J Polledo, Marwick, Matanxas—Isaac Emery.
S L
Canima, Marshall, Fortress Monroe

Hatch, Miller, from Baltimore, before
reported ashore near Fort Fisher, has been sold as
f°r
MO.
she lay.

er,

Newburyport.

PORT OP PORTLAND.

wrecked on Old Washburn Ledge,

snre preventative for

for

Mayaguez

man.

Portl- nd, Maroh 20tb, 1835.

Saturday.March 18.

THE GREAT

Jameson, Jame*

elteiO'K P. liALL.
mch29<ilm

IMPORTS.

MABlISiE

**

Baker,Web»
Baltimore for Providence.
ber,
NE WPOK1
Ar 16tb, sch Hiawatha,
Ingraham,
Fortress Monroe for Boston.
HOLHE^’S HOLE—Ar iSth, gob Amelia, Gar-

CHASE,

PASSENGERS.

mch20d8w

bopbia

Childrens’

DEED.

Fortland, Me.

For sale by all dealers in Pipes.

*Cb

Harriet

[Per

PIPE.

PRICE 25 CENTS.
Mumfastured and for sale at wholesale by the
CdHOON MANUFACTURING CO.,

SnTttx CaveT°int’

“■

Boston Stock List.
TUB Bkokbbb’ BOAXD, Maroh n

in this

trated

Cld 18.h, barque O Blanchard, (Br)
Morgan, for
ernambuco; brig Paragon, Fitzgerald. Cienfuegos.
crawterd, Crabtree, Boston;
irth*
8Ch8_v\™
c°“
^oajney, Rob rts, Providence.
h-iSi7'ft ,iup.«rrm Tapwott. Warren, Liverpool;
Ellingwood, Cienfuegos;
JS2S1;
^ingwood,
l* *aUn2M5 Abbie C Titeomb:

Ar

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP.

Beware op Counterfeits and Unprincipled
Dbaless endeavoring to di. pose of their own and
other preparations, on tho reputation attained by
HELMBOLD’b GENUINE PREPARATIONS.
Helm bold's Extract of Sarsaparilla o' oansos
aud renovates the blood, purifies, insti's the vig *r of
health into the system, and purges out the humors
that make di ea*e.

CI.116th, brig Albert Adam*. Ayres. Guadaioupe.
Ar 16th, brig Humboldt, Coombe* Wilmington.
Ar 17th. sch J H French,
Crusby. Jamaica.
Ar I8tb. brig Webster Kellev,
cagua; At,by Ellen,
Port Royal aC.
brig U C Maricer, Mariner, Boaufort NC.
NEW YORr—xx 16th. ship
Rangoon. (Br) Leask,
barques Arietta. Colcord. Sagua; Janet,
Olirten, Mataiua-; brigs C C Colson, Perry, from
Matanzas; Merriwa. lugeisoll. iiu Cienfuezos; sobs
Kennedy, Rockland; Col Lester, Perry, New

*[a°6
*$£*?^8pbimta

JEWEL.RY.

Jottgsront,

Iteehea Beiry,

the

dom.

Letters Remaining Unclaimed

t

deo29tf

meaner

u.

of

full cargo.

*“ilJr Fir he-, Knight. New Tork;

the Poat Office at Portland,Stateof Maine, 20tll
mad“pl,Ui barq,,e
m5h lOth.
iU\*;,lpr*i«;.uswood'
IN
day of March, 18G6
«she Alonxo c
Cld
CharlesAustin,
of

York.

the theatre

going people of this city.—
In order to obtain good seats, they should be
secured during the day.

Proprietor,
Portland, Me.

the best

done in

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Gallery la£!

80 Middle St.,

Copying

Knight, New Tork i
8C-Ar8th' bri* BouMr' M°F""

Kmllr Fisher,
i,S4K10tt-bri*
Uth, barque Atlanta Wooetdr

PORTLAND

March 18th:

Isaac L. Brown, Co. E, 9th Me.; Gilman B.
Pendexter, Co. E, 9th Me.; George B. Watts,
Co. G, 8th Me.; Aldin Turner, Co. B, 16th
Me.; Frederick Juki os, Co. A. 31st Me.; Nicholas L. Foster, Co. H, 29th Me.
Ten left for General Hospital, Augusta.
Six left for their homes.
W. H. Plummer, Agent

please

timber;

lbs. leaf tobacco; 4,437 lbs. hops; 8,800lbs.
beet; 50 kits of macketel; 200 boxes of her-

a

_'_

feet of

caski; H50 barrels of flour; 10 barrels of
poik; 82 barrels of potatoes; 61 barrels of
beans; 322 barrels of ashes; 602,810 lbs. cut
meae; 5o,100 lbs. lard; 53,100 lbs. butter;
4.90C lbs. cheese; 49,023 lbs.

New Yoke, March 18.

special message to his
Congress last Monday, which is a candid confession of the desperate condition of rebel affairs generally.
He says the Capital of the
Confederacy is in greater danger than ever
before duriug the war.
He also admits the
worthlessness of the present rebel financial
system, the inefficiency of military organizations, and the disarrangement of affairs generally. For extrication, he recommends more
vigorous laws for impressing supplies, a more
remorseless conscription, and suspension of
the habeas corpus act.
After the failure of the Hampton Road’s
peace conference, he says he made efforts to
initiate negotiations for the settlement of the
difficulties by a conference between Gens.
Grant and Lee. It appears that Gen. Ord, In
an interview with Longstreet, said there was
a prospect of settlement by means of a military convention; and, if Lee desired an interview with Gen. Grant on the subject, it would
not be declined.
Lee wrote Gen. Grant on
the 2d inst.; but Gen. Grant replied that his
powers extended only to making aconvention
on subjects purely military, and that Gen
Ord could only have meant that an interview
on such subjects would not be declined.
Hence Davis argues that the South can get
no acceptable terms, and must fight the issue
out.

_

H. Pendleton.”

Foreign Exports. —The total value of
foreign exports from this port last week
amounted to $354,302.71. Included in the
shipments were 19,341 box shook* ; 1,449
shooks and heads; 45,450 hoops; 96,125feet
of

Sherman’s Great March —Wade Hampton’s
Attack on Kilpatrick.

ing their ground, were literally run over.
Headquarters and artillery were captured.
jyThe Boston papers are talking earnestly of Gen.
Kilpatrick managed to get away and
the necessity for increased hotel accommodations
joined Spencer’s brigade, which was tailing
in that city.
back on foot, disputing every inch of ground.
jy -Bowdoin College conferred the honorary The rebels stopped a moment in camp to plundegree of Master of Arts on Secretary McCul- der. This movement was fatal for the enemy,
for our cavalry rallied under their loader, reloch, in 1863.
took the hith upon the lelt; and then withoue
QTA bill has been reported in the Massachuwild shout swept down upon the rebels, who
setts Legislature to unite the cities of Boston
were swarming about the caplured artillery
and Roxbury, the question to be settled by a
and Gen. Kilpatrick’s former headquarters.
Iu a moment we had the artillery s&ain, and
majority vote of the two cities.
turned it upon the flying euerny. The GeneiyThe Boston Advertiser is authorized to ral’s
red battle flag was displayed, and he ancontradict the report that a delegation from
nounced to the men that the day was theirs,
Blind Asylum was to visit the oity to see the when, with another deafening shout, they
dashed after the rebels, driving them from
great billiard tournament.

thousand miles in extent; which has

ting so largely as they do to the energy and
efficiency of the Navy’s part of this great
work, this unpretending speach is well worthy
of their attention. They will find that Maine’s
sons in the Naval Service are not wasting
their efforts through any Inefflcency on the
psrt of the Navy Department, and that the
navy’s reputation is safe in the hands of Maine’s
representative whose post has been on the

-to xna--

violins.

a

gencies of tbe present time would allow, is
fitted for our necessities in case of foreign
Tbe merits and achievements of our
war.
Monitors were well touched upon. Admira-

from his pen.

/

shin-plasters.
8y Sivori, the violinist, was upset while
travelling in Vienna, and broke two of his best
is in confederate

done its full part towards the reduction of the
Southern forts; and which so far as the exi

writing out his reports in the
flush of victory; but nothing of the kind flows

Enur

jy We have taken Columbia, the capital of
South Carolina, and all the capital she has left

ation of the result of our naval system; and
showed that it has in the present met the
enormous demands which have been made
upon it. It has produced a navy which has
blockaded the ports of our Southern Coasts,

hand

This raid of Sheridan may be considered one
of the most important of the war, and yet the
dashing leader of it iB remarkably modest in
giving his account of it to the proper authorities. One would naturally suppose that such
a young, dashing, successful officer as Phil.
Sheridan would make a flourish on paper, es-

wasn’t a trump.
gy The city of Calais has taken possession
of the Lewy’s Island Railroad by virtue of a
mortgage.
jyThe Bangor Times says the newspaper
press of Boston are just now troubled with
“Billiards on the Brain.
What next ?

specially question,
organizing
Naval Department, we are ahead of Great
Britian, whose system, mainly, Mr. Davis proposed that we should import and adopt. Englishmen acquainted with English naval administration, would readily abandon their
present system; and their expressed opinions
go far towards sustaining Mr. P.’s predilection
for the American system, at least in comparison with the Euglish.
The French Board which was in part to be
copied in the proposed change, was briefly noticed as having little claim to our adoption.
Then, the speaker passed to a brief examinthat of

in

ter

BY TEI.EQIIAFH

was

jyThe Louisville Journal advocates the doctrine of immediate emancipation in Kentucky.
gy Report says President Linooln will visit
New York about the 1st of May,
§yit is reported that Vice President Johnson
has signed the Temperance pledge.
{y Charleston has played the deuce—and it

And it appears from the
Mr. Pike that in the mat-

either driven into and shut up in
Richmond, or driven from it to some safer lo- ble for defence, they have already twice saved
cality, where he might save his army for a us from the danger of foreign iutervention;
while. That he begins to feel uneasy as well and in case of a foreign war might be safely
relied upon for the protection of our seacoast
as the dwellers in Richmond, we have every
reason to believe.
General Lee never would cities. Then he spoke of our naval vessels ot
their descriptions, our double-enders, our
huipble himself so much as to call on the neswift sea-goers, our small monitors, our large
groes ior help, if he did not believe his situation to be a dangerous one. He, too, like Jeff. monitors, our broadside and our turret&d
Davis aad the people of Richmond, has be- vessels; and of the number, uses, and merits of
each class; carrying to those who heard him
come desperate.
In this dark hour of the rebellion, but a few the conviction that we have now, as we have
public rays of light from any point of the com- had heretofore, not only an efficient Navy
pass come to gladden the vision of Lee. He Department, but also an efficient Navy, fully
looks west, aud sees the work of destruction able to protect our interests and maintain our
honor on the highway of nations. Earnest as
executed by Sheridan; south, and Sherman’s
the people of Maine are in their determination
victorious army meets his gaz3; north, aud he
sees the whole country full of
and to have this rebellion crushed, and conttibulife,
must be

observed in Boston
with more than usual attention.
£yrhe Richmond Examiner says an ordinary breakfast in that city costs fifty dollars.
jyA car load of hay on the K. 4. P- Road,
was burnt on
Friday last, near Freeport.

at least abreast with

we are

other naval nations.

and selected.

Ijrst. Patrick’s Lay

withdication o: our Navy from charges made
rewithout
and
repeated
out due examination
flection.
our Navy DeThe present organization of
with one responsible head, with one
partment,
controllng and accountable chief, Mr. Pike
mowed to be the result of our experience, our
government having adopted the present system after the trial of several others.
And the
speaker very properly avowed his predilection
for America over other methods of administration, for what actual uso has commended
as suited to us, over what is known
simply a3
in use by other governments. With
especial
pride might he do so concerning our naval
history. For as a nation of what can the
United States he more proud thau ot the story of her Navy ? Learueis though we may
and should always be, yet in naval affairs we
Here we are not
can teach as well as learn.

ed useless west of Columbia to Lynchburg,
and at New Canton the great grand locks are
broken so that Janies Biver pours into the bed
of the canal, and sweeps away embankments

a

But an hour’s

hour.

PORTLAND.

Monday Horning, March 20,

ORIGINAL

few minutes beyond M* •llotted
the point,
talk, direct to
as straightforward and true to its aim, and
business like as thebestspeak10**01^ British

I don only

br,noh«*- “d would
l!^iLa.
me public to
give him % oull.
“

PortiMd.h^dajoMUrchE.D^.
marSuwSv

larlta

Ho II 01*pp’» Block,
mokJOdlw

hia frlendt and

Congreoi

Bt.
Portland,

The

WASHINGTON.
'*• President—Celebration
Ttay in the Army ef the
1

¥

March 18
SpiSGTON,
Vie United Stales of

______

uw

u

s«*B

j^jfar—Thos. 1-fJfW P*
__*n
3

regulations

will be

'Utt» 1

rigidly Observed

G-BAT. SHERIDAN'S

byi

.ietorsot the Press;
1.1
..pere will be delivered by Carrier! except
to those who have subscribed attho office.
2. No Carrier will J>b allowed to sell papers on his
route, or to oolleot money from subscribers.
8. Carriers found guilty ef violating tho foregoing
rules they will be discharged.

Portland Soldiers’ Best.
List of men who have passed through the
city, and have stopped at the Soldiers' Rest
during the week ending March 18th, 1865:
March 13th, Edward McDonnell, V. B. Corps
Park Sheridan, V. B. Corps.
"
W. E. Wales, 4th Mu-s. s
avalry, Co. L.
Thus A Noyes, 9,n Ma-no Ini', E
Frank Bridges, 1st Hvy Art, M
Edward Bobinson, 13th 8 H,II
H H Lucas 9th N II, H
"
Henry
Houghton, 9ih N H, H
11
A lino a Cunningham, 17th U S Infty, A
Chae Aode-son. Discharged
Geo E Kobiunon, 1st Me Cav, C
John Logan, 16lh Me Vol, C
"
nth, John B Perkins. 1st Me Battery
Joseph Peooe, 17th U 8 Inf, C
Henry L Perkins, V E Corps
*‘
Geo H lloyingion. 1st Me Vol., A
•*
K Pedder, 6th Me Int, A
*•
Benjemin Esters, Provcet Guard
••
L Merr 11, 6-h Me Battery
*•
Geo W Toward, 6th Mo Battery
Samuel P Burnell, 16th Me Ini, F
"
Joseph Bean, Unassigned
"
Almo M Wormwood, i9th Wie, G
“
••
W H Rich, 13th Me I- f, G
"AH Morrill, 13th Me Iul F
**
Bonj P Knowles, 1st Me Cav, D
16tb,
“
"
C Cunningham, V B Coins, s»
"
"
John Wales. lbthVR Corps, B
"
"
Cornelius Covanav, 18:h K H Inf, H
16th, Joseph Good, 2d 11a-a Cav, G
"
"
Harlow Chase, 9;h Me Inf, E
William Bitter, 14tb Me Inf, B
*
David H Stevens, 31st Me Inf, E
"
Jeremiah Bobinson 4th Me In', C
"AG Lovejey, ISth Me Ini', B
••
Aaron Parlin, 9th MeJuf.c
"
J S Burns, 9’h Mo Int; K
"
•'
Henry ilausaeid. 16th Me Int, B
'I hos Patten, 8d Me In», I
"
"
Lucius O Chase. 9th Me Iof, C
17th, Dallas Knowi'on, 1st Me H Art, M
'*
Daniel DoiJoff. 6th Me Battery
"
TraftonG Kicker 9.h Me Inf, G
David >1 Young, 11th Me Inf, C
"
Albert Purge, 12th Me lor, G
Geo W Gam-bie, 6th N H Inf, B
"
Bonj Frasier, 1st Me H Art, C
"
Jac>b Piper, V R Corps
L P Folsom, 14thN b In E
13th,
**
HJ Geary, 141hN H Inf. E
"
Heorv Mce.slln, 12th Mo Inf, A
James P Fling, Prisoner oi Wav
"
Llewolvn Clough, 16th Me Inf, B
number accommodated during the week,

_^Who,e

Cspt.

Henbt Irman.
A.Q. M., U. S.A.

and

Portland

Society of Natural Hiatory.
The report of the Committee, upon the
financial condition of this Society, which was
made at the special meeting held last
Monday,
has been published on a sheet for distribution.
The debt of the Society, which must bo paid
Is about $10,000; and it is
proposed to raise
the sum of $20,000 for the
purpose of paying
off the debt, and
establishing a fund of $10,000, the interest of which, together with the

interest of any addition that may be made to
it from time to time, shall
only be used in promoting the objects of the Society, while the
principal shall forever remain untouched.
Active and effecient measures are now in
progress to carry this measure into effect.
Some of our most
enterprising and public
spirited citizens have taken hold of the matter,
and by their efforts, as well as their liberal do-

nations, seem determined that this institution)
which is the pride of our city, shall yet flourish)
and its valuable cabinets be preserved for the
gratification of our own community, and of
strangers who may visit us.
A Committee of forty citizens has been
appointed to collect subscriptions lor this pur
pose. The members of it will ca'l upon our
citizens, and we hope all who can afford will
subscribe in the mos t liberal manner, that the

Society may be placed upon
tion, and be made an honor

a

founda-

sure

to our

State.

city

and

The Grand Concert.
The lovers of good music will bear in mind
that three celebrated artists appear Ibis evening at City Hall,—M’lle. Helene De Katow,
Mr. James M. Wehli, and Miss Laura Harris,
—a combination of musical talent which seldom visits our city. From all we can learn of
these

artists,

shall have

we

one

venture tho

opinion

that we

the richest concerts of the sea-

excelling any we have
time, and giving our citizens

had for a

son,

a

long

taste of classic

We anticipate a
music of great excellence.
large, brilliant and fashionable audience. Reserved seats may be had at Paine’s to-day.
Helene Is beautiful,and makes her favorite ininBtrument discourse the sweetest music.
Therefore common prudence would seem to
dictate the procuring a seat net far from the
foot lights, whore one can see the nimble Augers sweep the strings, and hear the most delicate tones of the music.
Pbof. Fabian, the Enchantromandi and
Miraculous Illusionist, will commence a series
of entertainments at Lancaster Hall this evening, exhibiting his splendid transformations
and great Hindoo miracles. Having made a
very snccesful western trip, ho now proposes
to make an eastern tour. Those who wish to
the greatest of Living Tricksters should
not fail to visit Lancaster Hall. The distribu-

see

tion of one hundred and fifty presents forms a
pleasant part of the entertainment. They
will be bestowed with an impartiality and
fairness seldom witnessed. The leading present Monday evening will be a very handsome
Chamber Set, value $50, bought at Corey’s.
Go early, and secure a good seat.
A Silver Tea Set, to be given away, is on
exhibition in the window of Paine’s Music
Store.
%

Consumsbs’ Mutual Coal Co. —This
company, which has recently been formed in
this city, for the purpose of obtaining coal at
a reasonable rate, is meeting with great success in subscriptions to its capital stock.
It
will hold its first meeting this evening in the
Reception Room, City Building, for the purpose of

accepting

the charter and

transactihg

other business.
Persons desirous of subscribing to the stock
will find papers at Davis Brothers, Exchange
street, H.XJ. Palmer, under Lancaster Hall,
the office of Messrs. Howard & Cleaves, Middle street, and the store of N. L.
Purrington
& Co., 187 Fore street.

RAID.

Rebels preparing to evaouate
GOLDSBORO’.
War Department,
1
Washington, Maich 18,1865.)

Moj. Gen. Mix :—The subjoined dispatches have been received at this Department.
C. A. Dana,
(Signed,)
Assistant Secretary ol War.
City Point, Fa., March 18.—Richmond papeis ol to-day are received.
The Confederate Congress
adjourned sine
die at 3 o’clock to day.
To

The President of the James River
Canal
calls upon the tanners of
Virginia to aid in
the
canal.
repairing

The

Augusta, Ga, papers say A. H. Stepaeos has been in Georgia lor ten
days or
more; that he has not yet been heard from,
and that they hope this silence will
not continue.
Vigorous efforts are making at R’chmond
the organization of colored
troops.
following paragraphs are taken from

fjjo

the Richmond Whig:
Mobile, March 4.—This city is strongly menaced. Gen. Maury has issued a circular advising the people to prepare
the expected
attack.
He urges the non-combatants to
leave.
The Exchange Commissioner yesterday received information of the arrival in the bay of
a large number of
prisoners from Ship Island
and New Orleans.
They are expected here
to-day. Major Cowell will effect such arrangements aB will embrace ail prisoners captured in this department.
Mobile, March 5.—One hundred and seventy-six navy and army prisoners arrived here

night.
Mobile, March 9.—A transport containing
2,000 troops, entered the bay yesterday,
through Grant’s pass.
Mobile, March 11.—Fourteen vessels more
were added to the fleet
to-day, making twenty-one in sight of the city. Great activity
with
the enemy in the lower
prevails
bay.—
There is every indication of an
early attack.
last

The enemy has fired a few shots on both
shores.
The Lynchburg, Va., papers of
Monday and
Tuesday bring us some of the details of the
raid through the upper
country, which in view
O' the
fjet that Sheridan has communicated
with Grant from Columbia, we conceive to be
puerile to withhold, and therefore lay them
before our readers.
rile V irginian says that the Yankee division sent in that direction, followed
the Orange
<4 Alexandria Railroad as far as Buffalo
River,
the
railroad
burning
bridge at that point, and
every bridge between Charlottsville and Buffalo, a distance of more than forty miles, has
bean destroyed, and much ot the track torn
up, though the extent of damage done has not
been ascertained.
The nearest
to

approach
New Glasgow,seventeen miles distant, where a small
party of
them burnt the railroad
depot.
On Wednesday a party estimated at from
2,000 to 3,000 appeared at Bent’s Creek, supposed to be makiug for the south side of the
James River.
The flue bridge over the river
being burnt on their approach, they contented
themselves with loud curseB upon our reserves,
who

Lynchburg they made

was

were stationed on the other side of the
river.
The raideis burned
every mill they
could find along the James
River, destroyed
all the tobacco and tobacco
houses, and carried away all the horses and
negroes they
could lay their hands upon. They shot about
300 of their broken down horses on the
plantation of W. G. Cabell, below New
Market,
and of course took off all the horses
belonging to that gentleman they could.
It is said that about three hundred Yankees
crossed the river at Columbia on Friday, but
retreated again across to the north side.
The Republican of to-day says that the raiders commenced at Bent Creek the work of
destruction to the canal, which is reported to
be very badly damaged trom about twenty-five
miles below here to
Columbia, and possibly
further down towards Richmond. Every lock
on the canal is said to have been
destroyed.—
In several places the banks have been blown
The aqueduct at Columbia Is said to
away.
be badly damaged.
The destruction ot private property along
the route of the raiders is said to be immense.
The people were stripped of horses, negroes,
meal and bread, and many left without a morsel of food.
The Danville Register of Tuesday says that
onr
forces have probably withdrawn from
Kinston, and may be preparing to evacuate
Goldsboro’. Goldsboro’ was all right yesterday afternoon. Kinston is now in possession
of the enemy, and Goldsboro’ is seriously
threatened. Our troops have contested the
ground at various points with their accustomed courage aud endurance. We believe the
forces of the enemy will be met at some point
south of Raleigh.

The Danville Register of Wednesday remarks that recent movements of Sherman and
Sheridan have greatly decreased the number
of newspapers published in the country.

HARDEE RETREATING ON RALEIGH
Removal of Rebel Stores from

Fayetteville.

Official from Gen. Howard.

Fayetteville, March 10.1.30 P. M.
To-day we have added Fayetteville to the
list of cities that have iallen into our hands.
Hardee, said to have 20,000 men, withdrew
across the river yesterday and last night, and
is reported to be en route to Raleigh. The
rebels skirmished in the town and fired artillery upon the houses occupied by women and
children.

They burned a bridge at this place and removed all the public stores by railroad that
they could.
Gen. Sherman is here and well.
Many of the men are wanting shoes and
clothing, but the army was never in better
condition.
(Signed)
From

O. O. Howard.

Havana—Attempt
Western

to

Capture

Steamer

Metropolis.

New Yobk, March 18.
The steamer Western Metropolis, from Havana 12th, has arrived.
She left this port on

the 20th ult., reaching Greytown after a long
passage, owing to an accident to her machinery, when she took aboard 704 California passengers.
Being short ot water, she sailed direct for Havana, where she attracted much attention. having once captured a blockade runner.
It was learned that there would be an
attempt made to capture her. Information
was given to the captain, and the result was
that twelve suspicious persons were found
aboard, seven of whom were sent ashore on

the 11th.
The blockade runner Wren had arrived at
Havana from Galveston, with 700 bales of cot-

ton.
Flour had sold in Havana as high as
dollars per barrel the week previous.

forty

—

_

Saturday

of Correction.

Officer Eastman

to rearrest him.
be taken

proached

Libby

was

was

detailed

determined

not to

again,

and when the officer aphim showed fight. He collared Mr.

Eastman, and kicked
the street.

an

ex-police officer
application of the

A severe
“billy” soon brought the ruffian to his marrow
bones, and he was taken to tha lockup, where
a surgeon was called to dress his
wounds, none
across

dangerous. He is a brother of
that was stabbed while
engaged in
a row in Hancock Street some month or
two

of which
the

were

Libby

ago.

Appointment.—Mr. Harrison G. Cole, of
this city, and recently connected with the
police department, has been appointed Commissary of Subsistence, with rank of Captain.

tne

falling

V1®

by

of trees.

has been reL. .tPHETuoauiu Indian*, within the limits
of the United States, have been furnished with
arms and munitions of war by persons dealing In foreign territory, and are thereby enabled to prosecute their savage warfare upon
the exposed and sparse settlements of the

Sheridan Still J^uratiina his
ported Defeat of the

RrbX°0Z

Until

ptthTtt?'

Nkw Yobk, March 19
Sheridan Is lost sight again. Last
Wedneswas at the
crossing of the South Anna
River by the Richmond and Federicksburg

day he

railroad,

and

expected to tarn up at White
House tor supplies; but tbe Herald’s City
Point correspondent says a dispatch from that
point on Friday states that he had not made
Scouts were sent out, and
his appearance.
the people In the vicinity said that he had had
an engagement with Pickett’s
rebel division
in which the latter was worsted.
The report
deserters
is confirmed by
; and exchanged
Pickett’n
that
division was hurprisoners say
ried out of Richmond last Sunday to meet
Sheridan. Though not touching White House
at the time expected, no tears are entertained
| for his safety.

high.

Habiuslii'iig,

March 18.
The flood in tue
Susquebancab is unprecedented. Tae river is
thirty inches higher than
in the destructive freshet of 1846. Thousands
oi timber logs with millions of feet ol sawed

CHEAT

1865.

1865.

Reduction of Fares I

NO PASSPORTS REQUIRED

Grand Trunk

Railway,

the

People!

er’s River, apprehending a general uprising of
the tribes of that region. Major McDermott
has forwarded a detachment of troops to the
A marauding band of Inscene of trouble.
dians was nearly exterminated by a party of
thirty volunteers at Mud Lake on the 15th.
San Franci°co, March 18.
The steamer Shubrlck sailed last week for
Victoria with Capt. Bulkley and party of the
Russian International Telegraph.
Arrangements will be made during the winter for the
of
the
route
and
commencement
exploration
of the work in the spring.
The 7th regiment of California Vols. and
three companies of cavalry are to be sent to
Arizona, where also a force of native cavalry
will be raised sufficient to

make,

with the
troops already there, a force of about 2800
men for a campaign against the Indians.
A
battalion of friendly Indians may also be raised.
A call is expected daily for a regiment of California infantry to be raised to take the place
of the troops stationed in the Indian country
of Northern California.
The United States steamer Waters has been
ordered to Panama to take the place of the
St. Marys. The city authorities have refused
to repeal the act to enforce the contracts for
payment in gold.
The steamers Golden City for Panama and
America, for San Juan del Snr, sailed to-dsy
with numerous passenger* for New York. The
Golden City takes $1,143,000 in treasure, of
which $811,000 goes to New York, and the
ba'ancc to Mexico and England.
From

New

Orleans
Flag of Truce Boat
Fired upon at Mobile.
—

New Yobk, March 19.
Steamer George Cromwell from New Or-

leans 12th arrived to

night.
quietly proceeding

The draft was
in New
Orleans.
A letter from Texas says the 2,000 negroes
captured at Berwick Bay were mostly taken
to Houston and sold at auction by Col. Lydorer, he knowing they bad been legally re-

leased by the United States, and only liable to
be treated as prisoners of war.
Letter from Dauphin Island state that our
flag of truce boat Washna went within two
and a half miles of Mobile to exchange prisoners on the 2d, was fired unon by the rebel batteries, and compelled to retreat. She was not

The rebels subsequently declared
that they did not see the flag of truce until
they had fired fourteen shots.
Our fleet is reported to have crossed Dogriver Bar.
Cotton at New Orleans was quoted at 76c.
a 77c. for
middling. The market was nearly
bare of sugor and molasses.
The steamer Evening Star, from New York,
arrived at New Orleans on the 12th.
Proceedings of the Keitel Senate
Captured. Kebel Tetters.

—

Tone

__

morning.
Telegraphic cauimnnication

with the West
resumed to-night.
Two trains from beyond the Fonda break,
on the Central Railroad, arrived
to-day for the
first time since Tbursdry.
The regular 11 P.
M. train went out to-night.

was

Philadelphia, March 18.
There will be no intermission of sales of
7-30 notes between the present issue of $300,000,000 payable in three years Irom the 15th
of June. Those who invest before the 15th of
June next, will receive interest up to that day
in advance at the time they subscribe, and
their notes at the same time.

Philadelphia, March 19.
subscription
agent, reports sales of 7-30’s to-day to the
amount of $2,500,000, including subscription
from Boston for $200,000, and 1,700 individual
subscriptions for $50 and $100 each.
Jay Cooke,

Pbovidence, R. I.. March 18
The burning of the Arctic Mill last night,
involved a loss of $330,000. Insured for $225,000—$00,000 in Boston, $20,000 in Worcester,
and the remainder in this city. The mill was
of stone, five stories high, had 24,000 spindles,
and

employed

400 hands.

The Rhode Island General Assembly adjourned sine die last night.
Conscription

Suspension of the Draft in New York.
New York, March 18.
The draft, after having gone on several
days
in the city, has been suspended. Drafted
men,
it is said, will be rccepted as volunteers.
Market*
Nuw Yoax.Ma chl8.
...
Cotton—dull
and 2@3o lower; sales800 bain: middling upland 67@68.
Flour—receipts 9652 bbls; sales 4,500 bbls, 6<a‘e
and Western dull and
heavy; goot grsdes are 10®
203 lower; Superfine State 9
60@9 80; Extra do 10 0 )
@102'; choice do 1025®1030; Round Hoop Ohio
10 60®10 75: oboiee do 10 80@112c;
Superfine Western 9 70 @ 10 00; common to
good Extra do 10 15®
10 86: Southern heavy; sabs 6000
bbls; Mixed to
good 1080@1185; fancy and extra 11 S0@14 00; Canada dn 1 and heavy, sales 800 bbls; ooramon Extra
10 10@10 60; Extra good to cho oe 10
60@11 40
Wheat—declining; sales 7000bush Is *ooa Winter
Red Western 198, and 76u0 bushels common do at
Corn—new firm; old dull and nominal; sales19 600
bushels at 168@158; new Yellow Jersey at 156®
1 67 lor new Yellow Penrsylvan a and Southern.
Oats—dull; sales Jersey at 1 02 @ 104; Stale 1 01;
Western 1 07J@108.
Beef—heavy: sales 900 bbls plain meES 14 50®17 50;
extra mess 17 60@21 00.
Pork—nns°ttled and lower: sales 6700 bbls new
mess 81 oo@82 621, c'oeingat 8100;
regu ar 1863-4 Jo
28 60@59 25 oash and regular wav. closing at 28 76:
prime 27 00@26 000; p-irae moss'80@31 50; also 2500
bbls nbw mess for Ap-il and May sellers and buyers

option

60@S2

at 3t

ard—firmir; sales8100 bb's at 17@’91: also 1760
bbls for May and June sellers option at 19j.
sales of Ohio at 18®22o; State 18®

^Butter-heavy;

Whiskey-heavy;

sales300

Rioe—dull.

Sugars—qu)et and

Muscovado in bond

bbls Western at 2 23

steady; sales 178 hhds
private terms.

more
on

Coffee—firm
Molasses—dull.

Naval Stores—sfetdy; Sobits Turrenli"e 2 2J@
crude Turpentine nominal;
Rosin20®3).
Fish—dull and rooping.
Oils—dull; Rinsed 1 56®1 68; Petroleum dull at 86
fjr cude; 65 for refined in bond, and
77J for refined;
free Sperm nominal.

226;

Tobaooo—dull; Kentucky 9®35,
Tallow—dull; sales 34.0C0 lbs at 121c.

wiJ! K‘,'re

particular iuducemcDts to parties

togffien«r»leriDt°

*

wollPa>taKbusiness, by buy-

Freights

DEAFNESS,

DOW &

for the purpupo of
dealing in Flour, Corn, Meal
Shorts. &c. and have taken s’ore
io«
10 Moulton street, Portland, near the head of
?°
*
Lon/ Wharf.
As we suoceed Mr. E. P Millett in
the above
business, wo hopa to retain his former customers.
H. H. DOW.
JOHtf JOHNSON.
loor
^
March 1,

1865.__marl8i&w8v

the most

OFWork,.

Engines

anprcred construction, manufaotur*
at the Kewbuaryport EnThese Eneides are are adapted to all

branch** of business requiring e'eam po» er
Portable Engin e of ten home power, for the

OIL

WELLS,

a*emade at these works, which are eminently adapted to that badness, they
haring been designed with
speoial refer, nco thereto, by an Engineer of large experience at Superintendent ami worker of Oil
wells. Address,
H. M. PAYfSE,
Newburvport, Mass,
Or Jfesirs Chas. Staplss
j-Soir, of Portland.
mchlTdSm
~

I>

entist,

No, 1351-2 Middle

Street, Portland,

Great

This !

Prices Given
*

—FPJt—

To

E.

Egginton.

MoAvoy

oonclnde wilh the comic draua entiled

handy

thu usual place-* and at the door.
Box otfioo open from 10 a. m. to 4 r. x.
when
Reserved Beats can be secured wiihoutextia
charge.

JY:kets

___mrfri8dlt

WAIT

FOR

of the Amusement World-

Fabian

&

Co.’s,

IMPERIAL

ILLUSIONIST,

Will appear at

Sail,

POSITIVELY FOR ONE WEEK ONLY,
Commencing
MONDAY
EVENING, MARCH 20tk.

Clothing

of all kinds
Cleansed, and repaired in
good style, and a* short notice.
KT*Second-hand Clothing Bought and Sold.

Elegant & Elaborate Presents

Are GIVEN AWAY Every Evening*
regardless of oo6t.
W* A Shower of Candy for the Juveniles, at the

Matinees,

Wednesday and Saturday
Afternoons, at 3 o’clock,

nVTerchant,
ST.

LOUIS,

and children.
At the close of tho entertainment, twenty five tbs
ol Stewart’s celebrated mixed Caddies will be lHs
tributed in Showers in every portion of the H%11.
Bemnmber the name of the Hal), days and dates of
thisgizan^io exhibition, and that this is the only
Troupe traveling that exhioit all they advertise.
Admission—To all parts of the house, evenings, 26
oentB. Matineei children 16 ots.
Positively no half price and no free list.
Don s open at 7—to oomiaence at 8 o’clock.
Go earl> and secure scat3. Late comers are obliged to stand.
dT**Kemember this entertainment will open on
mohl'dlw
Monday, and not before. Wait lor it.

_.W* Particular attention given
Flour and

to the

Tobacco.

M’lle. Helene De Katow,
WEHLI,

the well known Plano Forte Virtuoso and Compos-

er, whose art triumphs extend throughout three
quarters of the globe.
Ur. Max Strakosoh submits these artists with
perfect confidence to the Port,'and public.
They

will appear

on

Monday & Tuesday Eve’gs, Mch. 20 ft 21,
by the young

Frima Donna
I ■■!■!¥
Italian Opera.

Assisted

American

Mian T.ATTIl * TT
“the

Signor

J.

McBRIEN,
Oyster and Steak House,
No. 14 and 16

Exchange St,

PORTLAND

MAINE.

Feb 21—rtlm

City

Portland

6 per Cent. I,tn\n.
,

1
Office,
March 11, 1866.f
OF POETLAND Six per cent. Bonds Ere
tor sale at this office, in sums to suit, not lesa
than $600, on one
two, three, four, and ten pears'
time, with interest coupons attached, payable semi-

CITY

HENRY

marl8dtf

P.

a

DATS

DANA

Feb 23—dfcwhSw

&

Me,

JsnHoodtf

of within

the next 60

will undoubtedly

POWERS,

THE

heryoar age, oolorof your hair and eyes, and
whether of light or dark complexion.
Enolose SO cents, and stamped envelope, to
EMMA. LORAINE,
'Pott Office, Ditroit, Mich., and she wi 1 send the
minature by return post.
mchlld9:#
Send

The Portland

Belle,

Full rig, will leave Inr moorings at the Riding
School, South street, for a cruise around town,
o’clock

p.

m.,

Wednesdays

and

Saturdays,

eommeucing this afternoon, Jau’y 7, for the benefit
oi Ladies and Children.
Pare ter adults 26 cts:
ohildren 16 ts.
J
Parties

W.

oan

ROBINSON,

arrange for

a

plying to the Commander.

Commander.

ride out of town by ap-

Jantdtf

premioloslng the

on

hare generally
agreed to recetro subscriptions at par. Subscribers
will seleot the r own agents, in whom they have con-

HEMP

FobHisdfcw8m

THE NINTH NATIONAL BANK,
Or ih* City

or

Ton*.’

Ni*

CAPITAL, *1,000.000. PAID IN.

Will

A£ent

of tlie United States,

Speoial Agent for

Jay Cooks, Subscription1
Agent,
Deliver 7-30 Notes Free of Charge,

by

express, in all parts of the country, and receive
payment Cheeks on New York, Philadelphia and
Boston, ourrent bills, and all five per cent, interest
notes, with interest to date of subscription. Orders
sent by mail will be promptly filled.
This Bank receives the cooonnia of Banks and
Bankers on fkvorable terms; also of individuals
keeping New York accounts.
J. T. Hill, Cashier.
J. U. Orv s, President.
Ma;oh 1—d^sSm
in

S; 7 »

II

LOAN,

FOB SALE AT THE

Canal
B. C.

Bant.

SOMERBY,Cashier.

Portland Feb. 1«, 1866.

feb!7irttf

7 3-iO LOAN I
Exchange St.

Mechanics Bank.
is tereb

given that at meeting or'he
NOTICE
<kho!d\s of the Meehan
iiauk bald
the
a

st«

cs

on

16th of January 1866, it was voted
Ttat th*? Directors to, and taey ate hereby instruoted and authorized, at uch time as thev m-y
d eem 'or th interest o the Bank, to sur.
eader the
oharfer of the Bank, and to
organize a Na ion*!
Banking Assoo atiou " under the Laws of the Uni
ed Sta es, and to make til cert ficates end
papeis,
and to do and perform all aota
necessary to carry
intTeff»ct the objeato this vote.
Pur-uaot to said vote, the Directors have procu>
ed the asson’ of the owners of two thirds of toe
Capital 8tcck, and on the 14th February, Voted to surrender i s charter and to proceed
immediately to or-

ganize

's/sr

SPRING DRY GOODS,

"National Bat.kin* Association."
W. H Stephenson, Cashier.
Portland, Maroh 14,1866.
marl6dlm
a

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
Office of Comptroller tf • he Currency.

)

}

Washing n, March lith, 1866 )
T747HEBEA8. by satisfactory evidence presented
v v to the undesigned, it has been made to
appear
that "Toe Second National Bank of Portland, in
the City of Portland, in the County of Cumberland,
and State of Maiue, has been duly organized under
and according to the re juiremert* of the Aot of Congee entitled ‘An Aot to irovide a National Currency, secured bv a pledge of United S‘a ee Bonds,
and to provide for the circulation and redempt on
thereof," approved June 8,1864, and h*a oompliod
with all the provisions of said Aot requ red to be
complied with before commencing the business oi
under »aid Aot:
The office of Comptroller of the Currency being
vacant, now. therefore. I, Samuel T. Howard, D- p
uty Comptroller of the Currency, do hereby certiJy
that "TheSecond National Bank ot Fort aud.” in
the City of Portland, in the County of Cumberland,
and State of Ma*ne, is authorized to oommenoe th'
business of Banking under the Act aforesaid.
In
whereof. witness my hand and seal
of office this eleventh day of Maroh. 1866
SAMUEL T. HOWARD.
[L. «.]
No. 878.
Deputy Comptroller of the Currency.

March 23d, at 3
pose*:

FEUCHTWANQER&ZUNDER’S
near

Post Office.

Ladies, How is YonrTime to Bay Cheap.

GOODS'.
Areneirly

Fifty Per Cent.
Than last fall, and

we

sell

as

Lower
usual at

Orer Manufacturers’ and

a

Importers' Bates.

lit—To doci fe whether they will surrender their
oh&rter as a State Bank
2d—To dec'de upon the question of organizing as
a Bank under the National System.
3d—For the ohoice of one Director.
4th—For the transaction of any other business
that may legally come before them.
By order of the Directors,
CfclAS PAY80N, Cashier.
mar8td
Borland, March 7.1865.

Casco Bank.
herby giran, that at a meeting of the-

la
stockholders or he Caseo Bank, held on the 8th
day of March inst, it was voted
‘That the Directors of this Bank be, and they arc
in-tructed an J authorized in ch&ngeand convert the Cisco Bank into a National Banking Association, uuder the lavs of the United (tales, and to
make all certificates and papers, and to do >.nd perform all acts necessary to
carry Into (ff.ct the object
of this note—whenever they sha-l have obtained the
assent of the bolder* of at least two-third3 of the

NOTICE
hereby

Capital S'ock."

We ask all to

EXAMINE

MEET!- G of the Stockholder, in
held at the isank.on Thursday,
o'clock p. x. for he following pur-

A this Bank will be

NOW OPENING

DRY

merchants’ Bank.
SPECIAL

pursuance of said vote, and by virtue of the authority therein contained, tbe Dinotershaveprccur
ed the as lent of The holders of two-third* of the Capital Stock, and have determined to organize immediin

STOCK!

OUR

W* You will be waited upon with politeness,
whether you buy or not.

ately

near

such Asacciaton.
E.

roet Offioe.

mohKtf

___

Boe/mo
»OR

'DCheap
RESSERS
Store.

LINES!

18 thread. Englieh Cod Line*,
*d\J\F ptr steamerNorth American.

Cotton Cod Lines.
200 Don. 6 to20pounds.

,z

i

immediately

Pori land

as

day

Cashier.
marlldlm

"Wm. -A.. Harris,

Carriage Manufactory.

CO.

carriages,
s LE I

OIL

REGIONS of Nrvr

York, P-vbwsylyauia, Ohio,

and »)1
for sale

pane of the Wist, viatheEniKEailway,
at the lowest rate*, at the Union Tiout
Onion,
31 EXCHANGE STREET.
marl8dfcwi*tf
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.

Engines,

MACHINERY,

Refers by permisaion to George H.
Wm. Corlisa, Treat., Corliss »taO“
John H. Clark, Agent Pror. Steam
Co.

B. L

c2I*!hm'ICo,J

pin«

SPRING

—Am—

Surveyor and Civil Engineer,
OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,
Timfli 8van*«

c

pal,

JAMES BATES,
8so’y.

or

IsnSitf

Franklin

Family School,

ready,

at

TOPSHAM,.MAINS.
Bpring Term ot tbif highly s-coeesfui acbool
will uommeme March 16. For "Circular." As.,
Dleaseadoreai the principal.
Ab7HWSt>w
W. JOHNSON, M. A.

1|HE

REMOVAL!
UR. W.R.

BEllAO,

Miedical Electrician
Has removed his offloefrom Clapp’s Block to

174 MIDDLE STHLET,

tke Ciited butts Hotel, lien hi

respectfully announce to the oltlsens ci
Portland and violnity, that ha has permanentWOULD

ly located in this city. Daring the two year, we
have been in this oily, we have cured some o'
the worst forme ot disease in persons who have tried
Other lorms of treatment in vain, and curing patientsin eo abort a time that the question it oiten
asked, do they stay cured r To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
doctor the seoond time tor nothing.
Dr. D. has been a practical nJeotrloian lor twenty
one
years, and la also a regular graduated physician
Electricity is perfectly adaptod to ohronio diseases
in the form or nervous or sick headsobe; neuralgia.
In the head, neck,or extremities; consumption,when
in the ueato stages or where the lungs are not taiiy
Involved; aouto or chronic rheumatism, sc*<Xula, bfy
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, uurrati e
of the spine, contracted musolos, distorted limbs
palsy or paralysis, St. Vita.’ Danoe, deafness,stew,
muring or hesitancy oi speech, dyspepsia, indigestion constipation and liver oomplslnt, piles—we oure
ever case that o*u bn presontodr asthma, bronohrs, strictures of tho oheet, and nil forms of fuauUi

■plnlntg,|

By Hleotrioity
The ithenraatie, the gouty, the lame and the lacy
leap inch Joy, and move with the agility aad elasticity ol youth; the heated brain in ocoiod; the frost
bitten limbi restored, the unoouth deformities re
moved: falntnese converted to vigor, weakneaa to
strength; the blind made to see, the deaf to bear and
the jicisied lormt'j move upright; the blemishes o
youth are obliterated; the accident* of mature Hie
nrevented'«u.-»a*mme* or old age obviated, and
an active circulation maintained.

LADIES
Who Gave oold hands and feet; weak stomaehs.
lune and weak back*; nervous and slok headache
diasines* and swimming in the head, with indigos,
tlon end oonetipation or the bowels;
pain In the side
and oaokj leuoorrhoea, (or white*);
lulling 01 the
womb with Internal oanoers;
tnmors, polypus, and
all teat long train ol diseases will and in Electric
Ity a sure moans ol cure. For painftil menstruatiet
too profUso menstruation, and all oi those
long line
•f troubles with young ladies, Kleotrietty lea certain
specific, ana will. In a short time, restore the sullen I
to the vigor of health

Dr. D. still oontlnaes to Extract Teeth by Klectt it
ity without Pain. Ferrous having decsjtd ter tb
or stumps they wish to have removed tor
resettle*
he would give a polite invitation <o oall.
Superior electro magnetic Machines for aale lei
family use with thorough instructions.
Dr. D. ran acoommoduto a few patients with
board and treatment at bis bouse.
OtLoo hoars from 8 o-'ieekx ar t- ’i*
from ttolr a., and 7 to 9 in the EveningGorex'taiion Free.
novltf

PIAIM<TfORTE5.
The anderr’gned beg lem?b to anthat thfy are manufacturing and

nr anoo

‘keep conetanlty

IPiano

on

band

Fortes,

w!th
&Vth0 mo<l*rn Improvement*.
sell as LOW as can be

which the* can
purchased elsewhere, ot the
vv e hire ma e arran
same quail y.
gem eats, aise.
to ko-p an assortment ot New York and Boston PIano Fortes, among which are

STEIN WAY & BOSS, of NEW YOBE.
ay All Instrument! «okl by

are warranted to

ui

give satirtacion.

be let, and tuning den* by enperitnoed

I'iaui-e to

Tuner*.
March

CALVIN EDWARDS A CO.

8—d&wtt

Portland and Penobscot River.
Spring: Arrangement.
The Dew end

m

faat-goiog

dfimdEBC ‘Beuvlatub«apt.

Steam'r

vr b mow

hev irif ■ to Bangor, or at far a
*r,
the ice will permit, Wedi esda> Morning. March 16th
Railroad
lenving
Wharf, toot of Slate Street. every
W*D>K«rAY an-* Sati kday Morniig at 6 o’olock.
Re u»mng, will leave Winte*port every Movday
and Thuebda y Mornin at 6 o'oic ck.
Patseugers ticketed through to and from Boeton,
Lowe!:. Lawrenoe. Salem and Lynn.
For f eight or passage «pply to
A.
Agent,
At Offloe on t he Wharf.
Portland, March 9,1866.—tf
wi

commence

a

SOMETH/.

—■

-‘s

■■■—

..

Rubber Soled Boots.
J.

Sc,

C.

J.

BARBOUK,
sale at

Have ior

Mo. 8 Exchange Street,
Women’s Rubber Soled Gcat Bal. Boots.
••

Misses

Grain aoe

Children's
March 6-2m

M

••

HT O

I

T

••

*•

o

Copper
tine
vv

n

and after March 26 b, 1866, lha underaltn'd
oi l remove ihelr bueinea# from the old stand In
Foitland. to their

OH

Store 171

Congress Street,

BOSTON.

MASS..

where they will continue to oarry
Loather and on busioons sf before.

tYLER,

RICE &

Portland, March 16,1666.

ROSS &■

on

the Hide.

SONS,
moblTdlm*

FEENTj

PliAaTHHEiHS,
PLAIN AND

STUCCO AND

ORNAMENTAL

MASTIC WORKERS,

Oak Street, between

and Free Sts

Congress

$

PORTLAND, ME.

Coloring. Whitening,
ly attended to. Orders

and White-WasbJngpromp'.
from cat of
mohUMim

Proposals for Fresh Beef.
clock a. M
2J?J5?mS it 9 Ba"
for Kco

^
fn

l.l

the

u.in.

r«r?lo«
for

suJh

for the supply
c
»1,a
FOOJ t
UB,,ed
th”
ttatis, at lum-tA
<’f
(glthree months uom April 1st 1S6S, or
“ **" ^ommijiary General may ft.

Beef <o be furnished frr m beery well fattens t
bind qua:
rattle: An «q’*l proportion of fore >nd
tat kidney
mis. out and sawed, (the necks, shanks
at such tlmi a
(allow to be excluded,) to bo oelirered
end ca
and in auob quanlit e- as mar be
■ucb days as shall be designated by the

required,
Commtstnry

Subiiatenoe.

..

....

Th undersigned roserrns the right to reject s'l
bids If he deems ihem unsatisfactory. Procoasle
must beindupl oi e with a oo.y cf this rdver Iremeotattiohed. an 'endors'd "Protos»ls for F<a •
Wu 8 Dodok. Catt.C 8. Vole
Beef
Me March 16th 1666
marl7d

J

First

meeting
hold.

first meeting of this Company
THE
at the Ken
ion Koom, City Bel ding,
at 7 o’clock, for
Mind
will be

en

•

gbaw’s, 136 Middle St.
r»t> *&■—ad4w

BOYS,

FOR

Consumer*' Mutual Coal Co. of Portland.

AP S,
Now

Academy,

Spring Term will oomir.nca Fab XI. For
The
particulars address E. 8. Hoyt, A M Princi-

hats

mar17 ’66dtf

moblTdfcwtf

Term mill Begin Feb. *7.

Augusta,

__

GHS,

JOHH F. ANDERSON.

ACADEMY I

r^hs

97 EDDY ST., PBOVIDENOE,

Manufacturer of

Ho. 20 Preble Street, Portland, Me,

Through Tickets.
For the

AND

P. jE3C. H.andaU,

AND

&

Buildei of Corliss Steam

for
for

YARMOUTH MAINE.

such association
B. U. Sohurbt.

March 111866

m
see

*•

Yarmouth

procured 'he assent or tb« owners of two-tbirds oi
theospital stook, hare this day determined to oigan-

•

DANA

Feb 28-dfcwisSw

Spring

authority therein contained, the Directors having

Exchange Sti I
?mu«c.

{'resident,

(Formerly Draughtsman for Corlisa’ Steam Engine

COD

I¥o.

Canal Bank.
is horeby given, that at a meeting of the
Stock ho I ders o! Canal Bank, held on the 6th
"that the
L)iof March 1865 it was voted
ive'orsh'd Companyottoe Canal Bank, in Portland,
Association
under
Banking
National
a
will become
the laws of th’ United Stit s,—ts Directors haring
ef the owners oftwo
first procured the authority
th‘rds of theoapl'al stock to makethe ceitllloates rethe taws of the United States.”
by
therefor
anlred
1
in pursnanee of the said vote, and by virtue of the

NOTICE
j

..

P. GERR1SH, Cashier.
mmrlSdlm
Port’and, Miroh 11, 1866.

FETTOHTHANGEB & ZUNDEB,
No. rtl Middle Street,

as

Congrea* 8t,

TEETH! TEETH! TEETH!

A 80N,
29

.hurcl

9 3hool is for both Misses ana Mssters with"
out regard to age or a: tainments.
Pupils msy be admitted at any time in the term.
For lurtner particulars apply to
J. Jl. HANSON,
feblStf
871 CongreoaBt.

Burl; Oppoiite

COOKE,

Subscription Agent, Fhllado'phla.
Subscriptions will be reoeived by the
First National Bank o< Portland, Maine.

CO.

9 to

PORTLAND

fidence, and who only are to be responsible for the
delivery of the notee for which they receive orders.

testimony

33

Bloik

Ciapp’i

ssiaag1^10-'* »*“••

Bankers throughout the country

JAY

for

.

*k.

*«

themselves whether theCheve System 01 Mur.Oil lau.-uotion L, or iw not all it 1« claimed to he »j the
iwading Invitations and Profevo s of fcurope: reducing tne time to at least ne-fenth of t »st here'Orwlulr6d for a thorough music si education, with
spondent reduciion of ixpen»e.
5ign r B.
olasaof sxrrr pupils withinthiI»?oh.?p*V>f
assooistlou
of
an
t—Port<a«d; or, if

In order that citizens o! every town and seotlon of
the oo untry may be a Horde 1 facilities for
taking the
loan, the National Banks, State Banks, and Private

Company,)

OAH Drz

11

Banking

THE FIRST ARRIVAL

nflan

On Meaday, Wnncesdar, or Saturday, at 4 r
Lanes, aid at 8 r. x, tor Gentlemen, a» d

#0 days,

or

command a

as

Maroh4th—dim

Can foretell the
HAPPY EVENT.

OF

Cargo ship *<W. Libby.”

3500 HHDS'

disposed

has uniformly been the oase
subscriptions to other loans.
um,

fao simile PMniature ol

ASTROLOGICAL

Ho.

$300,000,000 remain unsold, whioh will

HA8

99

A FLOAT.

«

Great Popular Loan of the People.

purcha-od a’ an enormous exoease, this
wonderful instrument of Pienoh invention, by

which she is enabled to take

BORRA,

the

stage, >or the oonoert room or 1101010
for pritateindulgeuo?, a" oppoi nm y worthy*of
atrJou. consideration. All.uch are Invited to oall a

in market

sums to suit, by
notype. FOB sale in Wlf.
H. WOOD

HAD. LORAINE!

I

LIVERPOOL SALT

Loan

ME.

THIS

«

$5000

SIGNOR

the

THE WONDERFUL

LORD,

Treasurer.

Only

Fouleochi,

The famous Basso.
Musical Director and Condnofor, ME 8. BEHRENS.
Admission 60 ots. Reserved Seats 26o ex'ra. Seats
may beseoared commencing Friday morning. Mch.
17th, at 9 o’olock, at Paine’s Music Store, Middle St.
Doors open at 7J o’clock.
Concert to oommenoe
»t 8.
mobietd

VEBY SMALL ADVANCE

of

«

by the Government, and It Is confidently expected that its superior advantages will make It

M'lle. De Katow, Mr. Wehli.
Debat of

purchase of
Iet2ld2ra

“

now offered

And

the renowned Russian Violoncelist, acknowledged
in all the leading musical circles of Europe fo bo one
of the most extraordinary artiste living; alsj ot

Thu^S?

Institute,

PORTLAND,

The

$00 note.
“
$ioo
$500

This Is

Fiscal

Mr. JAMES M.

a

••

promptly furnished upon rooelpt of subscriptions.—

CITY HALL.

81 Middle St,

MO.

$1

on

...

“

7«r the accommodation and pleasure of the ladies

—AT—

No. 102 IT. Second St, Second Floor,

20

no es

—is—

Commission and Forwarding

The Interest amounts to

when the

»r

GENERAL

property. The interest is payable semi-annually by
attaohed to each note, whioh may be cut off
and sold to any bank or ba-.ktr.

be

mchlocUw*

Mlelville Sawyer,

cipal taxation, whioh adds from one to three per
cent, more, according to the rate levied on other

probably

Grand

current

rates, including [interest, about ion per cent,
per
annum, betides lie exemption from State and muni.

One cent per day
Two oenta ••
Ten

Musical

chol 8, for the

I

These Bonds are now worth a premium
of nine per
oent. Including gold interest from
November, which
makes the actual profit on the 7-80
at

phia

150

Or,.? iSJ

Jutland, Feb! fl^-dlm^0

of

gold-bearing bonds

the

nightly testify.

running

gooj

Wharf, on
S? "“iV.1
.** “»**’•
Maroh
28d, at 11 o'clock
a. u.
For particular? enquire of
»

InstltU'e hereby
DIRECTOR
citiz'na of Portland, »-o ofT. a"
"hboruJ
loan-, who wirh t. qua'ily Ihcmwlv

IJ. S. 3-90 Mil Pep
Cent.

Less than

The public should remember that Fabian & Co. are
grrat originators ot the blew York and PhiladelGi t Concert?, late’y given in the Academy of
Musio in those cities with tuch overwolmiog svocess,
the series of eight concerts in each city,
netting the
handsome amount of $60,000 to us, the iuveators
and orig naiorg. We claim to be the most
impartial and liberal Gift Distributors in the known world
as our crowded, jammed and
delighted audiences

Au^;

Beat ofaboat 70

,oa* 1"~

1

EDUCATIONAL!

These Notes are issued under date of
August 16th,
1864, and are payable three
years from that time, In
oarroncy, or are oonrertible at the
option of the
holder Into

The

LanoaHter

"'ey burA uau, in
Ovi-fri
r r

SEVEN-THIRTY LOAN.

Notes of all the denominations named will be

FABIAN,

Tow Boat at

aunam, known as the

The great sensation Exhibition of the times, and
th 3 wonder ot tae nineteenth
century, crowned with
the laurel wreath orbril'Unt succes.
unrivalled ard
alon<\ above ali competition, it stands the
Metropolitan Gift Exhibition cf the age, with

descriptions, by

WM. BROWN, Bo. 91 Federal St

United States Treasury Notes,
bearing seven and three tenths per oent. interest,per
of

oonpons

Great Metropolitan Gift Show.

THE

7-30loan~

loan,

THE

COLOSSAL GIFT SHOW.
Crowning Glory

AUCT IONSALES.

By authority of thu Sooretary or the
Treasury the
undersigned haa assumed the Ueneral Subscription

ANDY,

THE PRINCE OF BLUNDERERS.
Doora open at 7—commence at 8
o'clock.
Admission—Parquette 60 eta; Gallory 26 cts.
tor sale at

Second-Hand Clothing,
Of all

liMfcH&imEI

References—Rev. Dr. Carrot’’ere. Rev. Geo. L.
Walker, Dr. E. Clark. Dr. Wm. Robinson. Capt Cy-

Sturdivant,

Life.

S°NQ...Fbbd

_

DR. C. KIMBALL,

ras

Married

annually.

JOHNSON,

I*ortable

March 20,

IN
at 2

at

0. S.

be presented the great oomcdy entiled

For sale by Bailxt & Noras,
Evohange St.,
Portland.
This valuable book has reached its fifth edition.
Every family should possess a oopy.
mchlBdfim

Treasurer’s

a

MURRAY.

A MERRY SLEIGH RIDE I

Look

FINANCIAL.

Agenoy for the sale

ITS CAUSES AND PREVENTION!
BY DR. LIGHTHILL.
WITH
ILLUSTRATIONS.

Liverpool—dull.

have this
formed
THE
nership under the style and nam3 of

p X T

And by her

in. BRAD T, Agent,
26 Market Square, Portland.

mar4dlm

CITY OF PORTLAN

Notice.
Copartnership
undersigned
day
copart-

£3

THE PERSON YOU WILL MARRY!

And rent theStoreftow occupied by
him, will make
terms easy. Don’t neglect oui own
interest, but
oalt without delay and examine for
yourselves.
The Stand is one of the best in this oity, and the
,Stock well selected and at low prices.

Wool—dull.
to

3XT

JOHN

As the Stock most be closed
out, and e l butinesk
Bettied up, within the above
given time.

f'ow York

in

Georgia.
Macon, Ga., March 4.
The House of Delegates have
adopted a
resolution requesting Congress to repeal the
conscript law, and accept men from the State
under officers of their own
choice, by yeas 61.
nays 46.

the United States

IE]

"V"isio

AT A OBEAT BACBIITCB.

Stocks, Tools, Ac.,

Financial•

and Manager...Bid well
t Pike

Monday Eve’ng,

Will

Lamps, Lanterns, &c.,

to-morrow

gine

The Kurnlngof the Arctic Mill—Adjournment
of the Khode Island legislature.

boat has arrived here from Cats-

as a

of

New Yobk, March 19.
The rebel Senate, on the 14th, passed bills
for the impressment or slaves, to diminish the
number ot exemptious, and to regulate the
business of conecription.
The Herald prints a large number of letters
captured in the rebel mails during Sherman’B
march. They all show the utmost discouragement on the part of the writers, who were
principally officers aud enlisted men of the

FIXTURES,

The river has fallen between four and five
and

g

MR.

Thirty Bays’

kill. it is believed that navigation is lairly open
to New York.
A passenger boat is expected

Lester

VIA TUB

Pa

WASHINGTON,

feet,

DB1BING HALL.

And last appearanco cf

Appeal

An expedition for the cod fisheries on the
coast of Sitka has sailed from Victoria, and
other vessels are preparing to follow.
The coasting trade ot 'Victoria has been
thrown open to foreign vessels on equal terms
with British vessels.
The severe weather checks mining operations
in the north.
San Francisco, March 17.
Citizens have arrived at Fort Churchill, Nevada, from Walker’s River, asking for arms
and ammunition that the settlers may protect
themselves against the Indians, from 400 to
500 of whom are collected to resist the arrest
of the murderers of two white men. A number of families have since arrived from Walk-

entertainments.

IB

*

rebel army.

Gen.

er so

MISCELLANEOUS.

frontier,
lumber have already passed this point, swept
CANADA
Now, therefore, bo it known that I, Abra- Away by the flood.
And
ham Lincoln, President of the United States
the
West.
Intelligence from the north and west of us
of America, do hereby proclaim aud direct indicates
the most frightful destruction of
trafthat all persons engaged in that nefarious
$9,00 LESS
ever known in the State.
property
fic shall be arrested, and tried by court marTue public property on streams emptying Than by any other Route fiom Maike to Chicago
ot. Louis, St. Raul, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, and all
tial at the nearest military post, and, II coninto the
has suffered trained
parts
victed, shall receive the punishment due to dously. Susqneliannah
Bridges have been swept away, with
WEST AND SOUTH-WEST.
tbeir deserts.
&c.
dwelling
houses, barns, storehouses,
iy Through Trains Leave Daily, from Portland,
-■jin witness whereof, I have hereunto set my
This morning the bridges at NorthumberSiowhogan, Fnrmineton, and Augusta
hand, and caused the sea) of the United States land and Duncan’s Island, snd part of the Bangor, direot
oounection to all points as above|
rnakiug
to he rfllxed. Done at the City of Washingof ihe Pennsylvania Railroad above thus avoiding Hotel expenses and
bridges
Hacking in
ton this 17th day of March, in the year of our
Cities.
this city, were carried away.
A bridge said prowded
This is decidedly the best Route for Families
Lord 1885, and of the Independence of the to be from Juuietta
movRiver, is being borne with ng Wett.
United States of America the 89th.
fearful violence down stream.
The CumberBaggage Checked Tbreogh Without Change,
Abkaham Lincoln. land
(Signed)
For
lurthr
jy
information, apply to all Rdlroad
Valley Railroad bridge is in imminent
By the President,
several spans being two feet under and Grand Trunk Ticket Offices in New England, cr
W. H. Skwabd, Sec'y of State- danger,
water. The river still cominuts to rise, and
22 B e.-t Market Square. liaugor.
Washngton. March 19.
it is impossible to resist the force of the flood.
E. F. BEACH, Gen'i Agent, 879
Information from the Army of the Potomac
No trains have passed through Harrisburg
Broadway N. If,
WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,
from Pittsburgh or Philadelphia lor twelve
says St. Patrick’s Day was gaily celebrated by
mchlsdlm
thh Irish Brigade.
The principal entertain- hours.
Bangor.
ment consisted of both horse and foot racing.
The lower part of this city is completely
Gens. Humphrey, Molt, aud Wells acted as
under water. Much suffering has been creatto
Judges, Col. Nugent having charge of the ed among many poor families. At MiddleGen. Meade was present most of the
course.
town, and all along the shore to Columbia,
time, with nearly ail the general officers of the the destruction of private property and the
army, together with thousands of officers and
ARE YOU REAM
suffering among individuals has been great.—
men.
During the second hurdle race, Col. The fires in several lurnaces in this city have
Vonsack of the 8 th Yol. was thrown from his
FOR
THE
been extinguished.
QUESTION !
The execution
horse, and severely injured.
All the lumber stocked at Marietta, Columof several deserters, previously fixed for Fribia and Middletown has been swept away.—
day, was postponed to the following day.
Some of the streets in the lower parts which THE C -O-13 MAN
The popular appreciation and rapid absorp- were not approached by the
great flood in Wishes to make von a proposition. He has Boors
tion of the 7-30 loan under the management of 1846, are in great
danger of being overflowed. tnd Bhos3 to sell yon through the medium of your
has
the
deterJay Cooke,
Millions of dollars will not cover the loss al- Bet,list ores It he will trufy aud faithihily supp"
subscription agent,
mined Secretary McCulloch to make no ready sustained.
change in the character of the loan to be
Danville, Pa., March 18.
placed upon the market after the present one
Warranted Boots and Shoes,
The most destructive flood ever known in
shall be disposed of.
The arrangement herethese parts is now raging on the north-west
and will mike good the warrant to you, will von
tofore existing between this department and
branch of the Susquehauuah River. The railnot eudain him by Wing the same? He nuts hit
the subscription agent will be continued, and
*
road is submerged, aad all travel suspended.
warrant and Trade Mark,
the new series ol 7-30 loan will date from June
All the bridges on the west branch as far as
18 next, and will consist of an issue of $800,aro gone.
The Lackawana and
PATENTED
000,000, payable three years after date, and Williamsport
Bloomsbury road is under water in some placecnvertable at maturity into 5-20 bonds at the
es ten leet.
The
canal
in many places is com—AT—
option of the holder. Excepting in dates of is- pletely destroyed. Half of Danville is comsue and maturity, the new issue will be in all
under
and
the
river
is
pletely
still
riswater,
respects the same as the current series, which, ing.
at the present rate of subscription, will be
UPON ALL HIS
New Yobk, March 18.
taken up during the present week.
Owing to the damage to the track between
In addition to the arrangement made by the
Castletown and Stuyvesant by the freshet, no
Boots & Shoes,
Subscription Agent with ‘Wells, Fargo & Co. trains have arrived or
gone out on the Hudson
for placing the loan through their offices in
River Railroad to-day. Passengers are car- And authorises ail retailers to
give haw Paibs in
California, Oregon, Nevada and Colorado, ried around from Hudson lor the Berkshire every instance .hereany radical
doiect appears ia
special agents are being dispatched to the Pa- road.
thestcok or work, if the Boot or Shoe
hasn't been
cific coast and South Atlantic aDd Gull cities,
worn to that extent that it would ho
unreasonable
to expect a new pair.
Albany, March 18.
but Little Worn, New
including Beaufort, Newberu, Charleston, SaNew Y ork city papers of this morning did Paws will be given with If
pleasure
vannah and New Orleans. To prevent strinNow make a
not reach here until six o’clock this
jure thing of it by buying none but
evening. those
gency in the money market arising from the No trains arrived here from
with the C—O—O MAN'S
WARRANT on
of
West
Fonda, the n, and starve out the retailers of
withdrawal of the large sums of money realshoddu
This
ized by subrcriptians to the 7 30 loan, through Montgomery County, since Thnrsday after- is the first instance in the history rt trade thtt ycu
and none will be sent out for
had acha-ce, on a tar. e scale, to show
places be- have
yen
the National Banks and other agencies, and noon,
want a good article and are
yond that point before Monday,
willing to stand bv a
the locking up of the same in the Sub-TreasThe Central Railroad has been damaged man who will warrant his goods and live up to it.
uries, an order has been issue d by the War De- more or less between Fonda and
Rome, and
partment, at the instance of the Treasury De- some
biidges have been carried away, but Will you Stand by and Suitain the
ment, rescinding the order of last year, which
gangs of men are employed in repairing
C-O-D MAN ?
prohibited disbursing officers from depositing large
the road.
without drawing direct upon National banks
A telegram from Fonda says the track will
in the cities of Boston, Philadelphia and BaltiThat is the Question.
ba in
order as soon as the water falls.
more.
By this means violent contractions and The running
greatest damage done to this road is iu
fluctuations in the money market, so far as
the
WHOLESALE STOREJ
of Fonda, where three or four
government operations are concerned, will be milesviciuity
of the road has been washed
away.
20 and 22 MILK STREET,
18,
avoided, and increased ease in meeting TreasTelegraphing to points west of Fonda canury payments be obtained without material
not be resumed before
Moday or Tuesday.
disturbance to other commercial demands for
BOSTON.
No damage or detention Is reported on the
curroncv.
Harlem Railroad, or on the Susquehanna Railroad.
HENRY DAMON.
From California and Oregon—Indian Troumarl3ilm w3m
Buffalo, N. Y., March 18.
bleo on Walker’e Hirer.
We learn this morning that the Central RailSan Francisco, March 15.
road bridge was swept away last
night, and it
The steamer Pacific was seized by the U. S. is
reported that four men were drowned thereMarshal at Portland, Oregon,cn the 13th inst.
Notice!
The water is three leet
by.
deep in the Arfor carrying opium which did not appear on
cade Building at Rochester,
preventing all inthe manifest. She was released on bonds by
gress or egress.
order of Gen. Wright, commanding the DeAll tho lower part of Rochester is under
Ill HE undersigned t*kes this opportunity of in*
partment of California and Nevada.
water, and the damage will be immense.— -*• forming
his customers and ihe public in
A sub military district has been formed, emgenerThere is no communication from one
al, that in o ms< quenoe of tin recent
of
part
the
State of Nevada and the Owens the
bracing
to
the
other.
The papers are unable
city
River country, and Major McDermott has
to publish, the water having
extinguisoed the
been placed in command. The Owens River
Glorious Success of our Army,
fires under their engines.
Indians are inclined to be troublesome.
There is no telegraphic communication east He is therefore enabled to
There is considerable excitement on the subreturn to his former
of Utica as yet.
home la the
ject of petroleum in the lower part of CaliforWe are informed that the injuries to the
si ATE OF TENNESSEE !
nia, though no definite results have yet follow- Erie Railroad extend ovar a distann* vf
lowed the extensive prospecting.
east of Hcrneshy one hundred
And thinking thorn kindly for
past furors, he now
San Francisco, March W
oners to the Citizens of
Portland, and sur*
The Lake Shore Railroad is slightly damThe steamer Sierra Nevada, from Portland
hie entire s'oek of
rounding
country,
and Victoria, brings nearly $5000 in gold.
aged but will be all right soon.
A large emigration of Chinese is flowing InAlbany, March 19.
GAS
to Baltish Columbia.

injured.

Between twelve and one o’clock
From the Army before Richmond.
Saturday night, fire was discovered In a two
Washington, March 18.
Information from the Army of the Potomac
Story house on Clark Street, owned by the
heirs of the late Judge E :.ery, and occupied shows that '.he troops are in the best possible
condition.
by two Irish families. Notwithstanding a
On Thursday and Friday, the enemy along
alarm
was
the
fire
given,
was extingeneral
the centre of the line were
very busy throwing
guished without using an engine, and before troops from point to point, at one time massing at one place, and in a short time thereafter
much damage was done.
at another.
The tire originated between the floor of a
Secretary Stanton, accompanied by his wife
kitchen and the ceiling of the basement, in a and several other ladies arrived at
head-quarters
on
It
must
house
have
unoccupied.
Thursday afternoon, and soon after
part of the
t0
'•k®
left
of
the line, where the
been caused by rat9 getting hold of matches. 5I#m?v?®<*
Filth Corps were reviewed
by him add Gen.
A family residing overhead was almost suffoMeade. The
returned
to City Point on
party
cated by the smoke before the fire was discov- a special train.
On Thursday night a storm of wind
ered.
and
snow prevailed at the
Tents were
front.
a
notorious
Pugnacity.—Harrison Libby,
A number
nf “®"
rn?.„aW?y,
°f
ol 1*"uPfooted.
37th Wisconsin were killed
from the House
fellow, escaped on
Fire.

-jtion;
ation

i

Preparations for an Atteok on MoMle.

ipecial Notice-

Loan.

Great Frethet <* Fete York and Fenn-

eyleania— Great Damage to Railroads and
Ross of Dumber Jbe., <g.
New Yobk, March 18.
Dispatches from the western part of the
State thy the greatest flood for years is prerailing.
All the lower part of Albany is submerged.
The Central Railroad west is broken in
many places, and the telegraph Hues are down.
At Utica and Rochester the water was nev-

>0

Evening, MirohiOtb,
oepting the Act of Inoorimatlon
y

other buainess
mehlTdSl

cn
at>

aod transtollng

ELIPHALET CLABK,
C1IABI.ES H. BBEKP,
I. P. BUTLER.

Abe ^book's Christmas Box.
“Savannah, Dec. 22,-To His
President Lincoln.—1 beg to ff2®“‘y"h
With a Christinas gift—the city °L® 8 Xk v

E»f,lle“*y

? 8““®' P‘®“’y
with one hundred and fifty
of ammunition, and about
’Lh°,ttS1,u
to the
bales of co.tou.” [Sher-nau’s dispatch
President.
b0J';
Abe Lincoln »*• a
ere h" Uun*
i.n Uhrunua3
HU,tucking on tbe chimney piece,
Anjubly the ,*ro1 B1,n|!
hi. bed upsprong,
Next morn he from
And hailed the starry banner,
Then tore hi. stocking from its peg,
And found in it—B&vaxm.h,

Portland and Kennebec R. R*
jtiias

Please Read Entire1.

PROSPECTUS

U^_

OF

tr.in

M

55?TA Rigid Scrutiny is asked
following statement of the

tor

Oil, Mining and Manufac. Oo.,

Boston by

by

MAKISTTA, OHIO.

Portland at < A. M. daily, and
EDWIN NOYES,

Snpt.

'64—deflWtf_

short

to be had at
A Few Shares of Slock in this Company

—

once

TRUNK RAILWAY,
Of Canada.

feKANlJ

ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Monday, Nov. 7,1864,
LLiii:rains will run daily, (Sundays oxoept•u) unui lunker notice. os follows:
UP TRAINS.
Leave Portland for boutii Paris and Lewiston at 7.40
Al.
Also
Island
A.
Pond, connecting there with
trains for Montreal and the West, at 1.26 P. M.
DOWN TRAINS.
Leave South Paris at 6.46 A. M., and Island Pond
WINTER

will, the ceaseless devotion of a deeply interested,
thoroughly competent, and energetic manager.
4. The Company are already energetically at
work boring five wells, namely:
The Weloy Farm Well, now 60 feet deep.The Wickham Farm Well, now 53 feet deep*.
The Sharp Farm Well, now 50 feet deep:
The Briggs Farm Well, now 100 feet deep:
The Hart Farm Well, now 300 feet jleep,
with excellent indications of oil in each, and hava
determined, if thought best, to put down not less
than One Hundred. Many Companies have several
This Company has Territory
wells on one acre.
sufficient to sink Six Hundred Wells, allowing

at 6.60 A. M.

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding £60 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate
of one passengerfor every 6600 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Direotor.
If. BAILEY, Superintendent.
nov7
Nov.
Portland,
7,1864.

A Good Stoby of Hood's Nashville
Campaign.—One day on the retreat of our
army from Tennessee, Centra] Hood became

gracious and good humored. He said to a
dirtv ragged veteran of the Tenth Ten-

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
leave Portland, Grand Trunk
CBlEilggSgg Trains lor
Lewiston and Auburn, at
£3fl£f_!jK£^tation,

getting on, boys to-day ?"
Soldier—Pretty well, general; we barefoot“tLow are you

7.40

A

and 1.26 P. M.

M.

us.

Soldier—It strikes me, General, them keerds
decidedly badly shufflsd. [Richmond

Whig.
A pint cup may not be ill treated for not
holding a quart. This is indeed a new measure or moral obligation. Tbe man underrates
your argument, project, or improvement, be-

he cannot contain it He does not report you correctly because he cannot carry all
idea.
He is a piut cup. Tour friend beyour
trays your secret. It is your own fault. You
too
iu a small vessel, and it slops
much
put
over
Your neighbor has narrow views, feelings and policies, and they do not enlarge.
Be gentle towards him, for small measures
cannot afford to be very liberal, and pint cups
come to their growth early.
They are required to hold but a pint.
Sheridan was one

day much annoyed by

days excepted) as follows:
Leave Portland for Boston, at 8.46 A.M. and 2.30

r. m.

Leave Boston lor Portland at 7.80 A. M. and 2.30
P. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00 A. M. and
6.00 P. M.
These trains will take and leave passengers at way

find

Freight trainsleave Portland and Boston daily.
FRANCIS CHA<*E. Supt.
Portland, Nov. 4,1861.

laughter.

her a variety of pieces of fine texture and
choice coloriog. After tossing and examining to her hearts content, she remaiked.—
“the goods are part cotton, sir.’’ “My deor
madam,” returned the shopman, “these goods
are as Iree from cotton as your breast is—”
(the lady starts)—“free from guile,” he added.
The man who didn’t think it respectable to
bring up his cntldren to work,has just heard
from his three sons. One of them was a driver
on a canal, another had been up as a vagrant,
and the third has gone to a public institution
to learn the shoe business.

Payable in Gold or its equivalent.

passage apply to
HUGH A ANDREW ALLAN,
6 G. T. R. R. Passenger Depot,

Insurance

Company

i

CASH CAPITAL $1,900,900.
ASSETS

#t.S04,188140.

WM. E. WARREN. President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice President.
GEORGE W. SAVAGE, Secretary
Portland Board of References .Joan B Baown ft Son, Hsrsby, Kletohrr A Co.
H. J. Libby A Co.
John Lynch A Co.
The undersigned having been appointed Agent
and Attounby tor this -Company, is now prepared
to istuo Policies on Insutabfe Property at current
,

nttM.

tfTPortland Office, 166 Fore Street,
JOHN W. HUNGER &

Co, Ag’ts.

JaneS, 1864.—dtf.

ROBINSON’S

DIRIGO

HAY

PRESS.

attention of parties interested in the HAY
BUSINESS is invited to a portable PKESt
capab'e of pressing hay into one-half the bulk or!
the ordinary bal&s, with but little additional exHav pressed in4 this manner brings alarger
pense.
price in the market, and may be transported by sh p
or rail at about one half the cost of ordinary baleu
hay Tbe bay is as oompaet as that from ibe beater
presses, while the machine is less costly and complicated.
One of these Press may be teen in eperation in
Bath.
Press and rights frr anv part of ths U. 8. for sale
J. D. EOBINSON fc SON,
by
marlldkwlm*
Bath, Maine.

THE

Notice.

WE

Portlahd, Jan. 28, 1866.
certify that we have thoroughly examined
tbe Machine Shop of the Portland Company

and that there is

no

danger of aooident.

The only deieot was in lew
of the third story.
This has been remedied so as to be peifeotly sale
until tbe whole structure ean bemadodeubly strong
by new beams and oolumns which are in progress;
and wili be completed as soon as practicable.

of tne floor timbers

a

Guo

Shock.

Aid for the National Freodmen.
BRANGEMENT has been made by which all
contributions for the National Freedman's Belief Association will be forwarded
promptly, with
out expense, to New York. Commodities
sf onfd *be
securely packed, and' directed to C. C. Lkigh, Noe
*ork'Care ofueor*eK'
A

D«taMp”rT4r&£T *0EbenSteele,
iB

Ksq„Port-

HAWKINS?

*“■ GEO.
°* N-F-B Aoeooiation.
j.sntnr ts
January 2d, 1866.
ian8d3m

AYBRM8
PHOTOGRAPH

ROOMSj

IQ1 Middle at.,
novftdtf

premised,

Edward E. Upham, Commercial st.

New England Screw Steamship Co
SEMI WEEKLY

-W—The splendid and last Steamships
CHE8 APRAKE, Capt Willard, and
FRANCONIA, Capt Sherwood! will
until ftirther notice, run as follows:
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland,
every WEDNK8at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
JP^d.^UKDAY,
9
^ork'
ovory WEDNESDAY
?o1™?«v^r’,Now
and SATURDAY, at 8 o’clock P.M.
Yhese vessels are fitted up w*th fine accommodaHons for passengers, making this the most
speedy,
*»f® and oomfortable route fcr traveller*
between
New Tork and Maine. Passage S8.00,
inolndlng*
Fare and State Rooms.
Goode lorwarded by th's line to and from Montreat, Quebeo, Bangor, Bath, Angnsta, Eaetportand
St.John.
Shippers are requested to send the'r freight to the
steamers as early as 3 P. M. on the day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or paetage applvto
KMERV & FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL & CO., No. 63 Weat Street.
New Tort.
Deo. 8, 1882.
dtf

mar8d3w*

Notice.

OND»yJ1

arotl

March 4-da„
________

lst> 1836,

b«

HALL L. DAVIS,
No. 86 Exchange At.

Bouse
■CSNQDIRE Of

our flrm wi"

to Let.

* On and after Thursday.
March 2d the steamer New
B. Wincheater, will until farther ncJ®”® Railroad Wharf,
Thu"d*y, at 6 o’olook,

feot of
I*- M

steamer" Sueln

At

on

38

To
1

““

Portland, Feb 20,

Kastport

Exchange 8t.

Cutter^
24 Free
gt.

days

of wiling until «

Sprague Farm, 110

Horse

acres on

Run.

Dodge Sun.

Run.
No. 7 Sha p, Arminsttr, Ferguson, Ford, Turner,
Lynch-Deming, Lsfflin and Woodruff Farms, 1996
acres on Woli Creek, considered by best jidges to be
tho v;ry best of oil territory.
No. 8 Miller Farm, 80 acres, on Tunnel HU1 Run.
No. 9. Variety and Vanralanker Farms, 190 acres'
on Canfield Run.
No. 10. Driggs Farm, 46 aoreson Big Ruu
No. 11. Shirley Farm 67 acres, on Federal Creek
on w hich they are makiog preparations to put down
Thomas Farm. 34

well

a

Thomas

immediately.
Farm. 80 acres, en Hocking River
just putting down a well.

—No. 12. Frost
on w

acres on

hich

they

are

Applications, il accompanied with $60, in cash or.,
draft, lor each share wanted, will be promptly replied t)

if addressed to
W.

WILLIAMS,

Broadway, N. Y.

144

JOHN C. PROCTOR,
Office on Lime Street, entrance first door from the
Post Office
Portland, Maine.
March 17.
eod2w

or

THE

O^LIFOPLlSri^

PETROLEUM CO.
Located

Ranch of Ojai, near
in Santa Barbara Go.,

tbe

on

Buenaventura,
California.

Js the summer of 1861, Professor Slllimsu examined this locality, and in a letter dated at Buenaventura, Santa Barbara County, July 2,1861, he
thus communicates the results of his observations
upon the
property now^owned by the CalilOrnia Petroleum Company, the
which
he
purchase of
strongly
recommended to his friends In New York.
“The property covers an area of 18,000 (eighteen
thousand) acres in one body, on whish are at present at least twenty natural oil wells, some of them
of tbe largest size.
Artesian wtlla will be fruitful
along a double line ol thirteen mUts, say for at least
miles
in
linear extent. The lianob ir an
twoaty-flve
old Spanish grant of four leagues of land, lately
and
of
confirmed,
perfect title. It has, as I said,
about eighteen thousand acres in it of the finest
land, watered by four rivers, and measuring, in a
right line, in all, near thirteen miles. As a ranoh, it
is a spleuoid estate; but its value is its almost
fabu*
lous wealth in the best of oil."
In a letter written to the
company slnoe his return, (Feb. 10,18^6,)ho says;—
"1 am happy to be able to
confirm, at this date,

what 1 havo said in my

published report respecting
tbe extraordinary character aud high value of the
estate

on

whioh your company is established,
*

THE

CAPITAL

STOCK

ooasiBTS or

1866._dtir

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $40 PERSHARE.

Xine^

toU“r nouo«--® ~
Leave AUantio Wharf, Portland

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday at 7 o’olnck P. M and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 6 o'clock P. M,
Fare in Cabin.
Freight taken aa usual.

NO

—

..S2.00.

Tim Company are not
responsible fbr baggage to
any amount exceeding »601n yalna, and that persoeal, unless notice Is given and paid for at tha rats
of
*» ?»®«T MOO additional valne.
Fab. PJ*f®£f®r
dtf
IS, 1863.
L. BILUNGS, Agent.

lor

obtaining competent agents,

ebioery, etc, hare been

made, and

totter has been forwarded,
erty wm at onoe
begin.

so

ma-

portion of the
that work on the propa

Person, deairing further information may communioate with the President, Augustus C. BiohAAKB. or Treasurer
pro tm., Jonn E. Williams,
at

Metropolitan Bank,

Subscriptions
JOHN 0,

New

fork.

reoecelved by

PROCTER,

PORTLAND,

T.TMT!
ME

STREET,

Where prospgctna and
lnlormation of the property
marlldSw

In 70,000

Working Capital,

Future

S#

dioute.

Wells will be souk on this property immediately, and with the large working capital of #76,(K.O,
great results are anticipated.
This Company has been formed not as a matte; of
speculation, but to developo a property which it is
believed will prove to be of grea value.
The reputation of the gentlemen composing the Board oi
Trustees is a sufficient guarantee th it this object will
be rapid‘y and faithfully carried out, and mat the
stook will prove a most desirab'e and profitable in-

vestment.

Boston,

10.0CO Shares.

Reserved Stock,
No

The Subscription Price and Par Value beiug
the same, Stockholders are exempt

N.

WILLIAM

JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND.

E. 61. FISK, of Humphrey, Fisk k Co, 214 31ate
Street, Boston.

Director*.

H.

Drummond, Ea-Attoraey General,

City Solicitor of Po-tland.
John White, Jr., ot While It Luot,
er

C. P.
J. X.

etreet,

New

Walk-

No. 40

York.

Kimball, Carriage Maker, Portland, Me.
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Co, Poitland, now of New York.
J. C. Kimball, formerly of J. M. Kimball & Co.,
Portland, now of New York.
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Allen Haines, Froeideut of
ot Portland.
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J. N. BURLEIGH, ot Humphrey Fisk k Co, 214
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pay

monthly

divi-

The directors of this Company

are

oil practical
the peop-

buniiiOja men, meat of them well known to
le of tnis State,
hey have organized this

dends.
SIMPLE PROPERTY.
No. 1.
Fee simple of twenty acres of the Barrett Farm,
on Pithole Creek.
All flat boring land, situated
above the new well Just struok by tho United States
Petroleum Company, now flawing 250 barrels daily.
No bdtter selection can be found on the whole creek
for oil purposes.
Wells will be immediately put
down on this property.
No. 2.
Fee simple of one hundred and two aores on tho
Maguire Ruu. three miles from Tidio.de near the
Economite wells, which have pumped successively
fcr fjur years, aud still pump over sixty barrels oil
daily. This property is two miles rom the mouth of
the run as it empties intoTidioute Creek has one
hundred and two rods on eaoh side of the ran, and
embraces over forty acres oi flat bo ing land. It
promises to be v^r> fruitful of large supplies of oil.
No, 8.
Fee simple of two acres on Cherry Run of the
KeysteT F&rm, Just above Humboldt Refinery, below
Plummer. All bor sable. Laid off in nine leases of
s,x rods iquare each.
Vrebsne boing put down on
each side, and, as soon as the spring pens, this
will
sink
several
additional wei s.
This
Company
piece lies on borh sides oi Cherry Run, in the imme*
diite vicinity ofterri<ory which is continually yielding large quantities of oil. and it is believed that
this property will be equally as productive.
FEE

Fee simple of one hundred am! two acres of Dunn
Rnn, one half mile irom Alleghany River, with a
long Irene on the run, some two miles below the
Eoonomite wells at Tidiouto.
No 6.
Fee simple of twelve ceres Haworth Farm Pithoie
a most beautiful tlte.
Creek
All borng land. A
short distance above the great United StateB well.
The prospect is v*ry fil tering, and the property is
believed to be fully as valuable as the oelebrated
Smith Farm ou Cherry Run. Wells will be sunk on
this property immediately.

DEVELOPED INTERESTS.
No. 6.
The whole working interest in lease No. 12 of the
Heydriok Fat in, Henry Bend Alleghany River, of
one-halt fheoil; which 1 ase is cn ssmoflat an the
dred barrel*
l1,• which has flowed seven hunand barrels of oil Within the last "AM1 xty thouFwhich is still pumping over sixty bai ro?s per day.
No. 7
Three-sixteen ths working interest in the Amazon
on Smith Fitp, Cherry Ron, which well is
on* hundred barrels daily, and shows
chance of much improvement. The interest to this
is
nine
barrels per day.
Company
No. 8.

web,

pumping

Th) whole working interest in lease No 80 Henry
Bend, ou which a well is now being suDk. to be delivered in complete order, without kxpknsk to
cohpakt,

engino.

together

with

a new

will be delivered free of txpense, with
to this Company, in complete order.
No.

10.
in

new

engine,

the Lady Wa=»hinton
well, on the Blood Farm, 0.1 Creek, which pumps
fifty barrels perday, giving to this Companv over
pix ba- rela per day, f eo of expenso This is a large
lease ahd row well, with p'enty of room for more
wells.
No. 11.
The whole working interest in lea e No. 21 on
Pithole run, within one hundred rods of the great
Hevdrick well, on which a well is now going down,
and whioh will be delivered, without expense to
this company in comple e order, with new eDgine.
No 12.

The whole working interistof lease No 16 of Hoydriok Farm, Pithole Run, a few reds ;rcm above
The many wells going down will piove this
territory to be of immense value.
lease.

No 13.

One-eighth wo -king interest of lease No 40 Lamb
Farm, on Cheery Run, on which a well is going
down, and w» ioh will be delivered,free of expense,
to this company in complete ordar.
14.

The whole working interest o» ease No 16
Henry
Bend, Alleghany River, of one-half the o1!.

No 16.
The working interest in leas< No 17 of Ueydrick
Farm, Hi thole Run, a few rods Pom above lease
The many wells going down will
prove this territory
to be of lamense value.
No 16.
The whole working interest ol lease No 20 of Heydriok Farm. Pithole Run
No 17.
Three-sixteenths working interest in Colby Weil,
Smith Farm, C errv Run, Producing by pumping
and flowing over fifty barrels daily,
giting to this
interest flye barrels per day,
Subscriptions fora limited number of Shares will
be reoeived by

—

JOHN

C.

PROCTOR,

LIME STREET.

march 9 dtf

A Perfect Cure

for

Catarrh!

DR. R. GOODALE'S
CATARRH
AMD

MODS

one and four, they have territory enough
aiage number of weds, that they will commence boring as soon as the engines and other flx-

number
for

tui es can be g A to the ground. From the wells on
this territory, the Directors, and all others acquainted with the locality anticipate great results, they being in so olote proximity to ihe great Cherry Run
flowing Wells, that are now actually producing
nearly, if not quite, one half of all the Oil sent to
mark t fiom Venango crurtjr. The failure to obtain oil oa fh's territory, has been only in one well
out of seventy six waich have boon completed. The
also secured one fourth of the entire
«mcauy have
woiuug *«.v-Acres of laud on Cherry
Run, directly opposite the Retu
wella
—with ose well being sunk now about SfiOfeet down
—within 10 feot of some of the largest well* en Cherry Run.
the New
bo

seen

By

reference to he

following d spatohes to

York Herald and Evening Express, it will

that another Two Bundred Barrel Well has

just been struck cn Cherry Run—which is within
few reds of this property.

a

ten-horse pow-

No. 9.
Five tighth working intoroFt of ’ea^e No 1 Prather Farm, Cherry Bun. cn which a will i- now going
down, with a fine ohanca of a large yield, watch

One-eighth free interest

company
—with tho desire and fall determination to make is
tte test paying enterprise ever effered to the people
of Maiae. Each Director having invested money in
the st‘.ck cf the company has the same interest to
make tho dividend lar£e that any other stockholder
o&n have. With this view they have selected from
the hundreds oi parcels of lands effort d them after
a oareful examination of the lands In the great oil
regions by one of the Direot >rs, who has spent the
past four months in t-xamiaiog and comparing the
value of the different loca itiea— some of the most
valuable oil territory on Chubby Rum Venango
Co. Renn.,—in the midst cf the great flowing wells
where tii6) have one well already more than two
hundred feet dowi with the most favorable indications cf oil, and within ninety rods of the great
Reed fFeif.thuis now flowing 280 bbls. of oil per day
aod paying a net inoome to theowners ofmore than
two thou^aid dollars per day, or seven hundred and
fifty thmsand djlars per year. Should this company haveibj good fortune to strike a well t lat will
yield the san e amount cf olt per day,—and they are
on tern to y jastas good—it would pey a dividend
of more ban twice he amount of their entire capita' tho ttrst year. They also hare three oilier wells
commenced, within eighty to one hundred and fifty
rods of the great Rkbi>, Wads, Yahkkb, Gbangbb
and other flowing wells that they will complete
Between their wells
with all poseib'e dispatch.

Suoh investments,

[From the New York Herald.]
“News has been received and abundantly confirmed from several sources, of the striking of a new
200 barrel Well on Cherry Run, above the Reed
Well.”
[From the New York Evening Express ]
“Our telegraphic dispatches received to
the Oil Regions, inform us of the

striking

of

a

200

Company.
With these

peculiar advantages—with land enough
a great number of wells on
Cherry Bun and
Pit Hole, (positively the surest and best Oil Terriin
all
the
tory
great Oil Regions,—supposed to cov
er the great Lake or Basin of
Oil) with two wells
near half down, and
expected to be finished and prooil
within
ducing
sixty days from this time—with
reliable men to manage the Company’s affairs at the
Wells—with the pledge given by each Director that
every dollar realized from the sale of the Company’s
Stock shall be*lionestly and judiciously expended
according fo their best judgment for the exclusive
benefit of the ttockholders in their efforts to find Oil,
the Directors sincerely believe they are offering an
inducement for investment better than has ever before been offered to the people of Maine.
For further information,
maps, prospectus*’, &e.,
to bore

apply

REMEDT,

day from

barrel well on Cherry Run. Cherry Run stocks will
be in demand to-morrow
They have also secured one of the best pieces of
territory on Pit Hole Creek, very near the great
well of the United States Company. Since the selection of this land every thing in that section has
nearly trebled in value. They will commence boring on this land immediately and anticipate great
results from it—as they have the surest indications
of Oil in great abundance. They hope to find enough
to insure the fortune of each lucky stockholder of
the company.
Mr. C- W. Fobicsos, who has had four months
experience in the Oil Regions, and Mr. J C Kimball, will both remain at the Company’s Works, one
at Pit Hole the other at Cherry Run.
Mr. Robinson is Managing Director, and Mr
Kimball, is Superintendent, and having the entire
charge of the Company works there—thus giving a
better assuranco, as we believe, than any other company has ever offered—of the judioious and fhithful
management of their affairs at the wells-the place
where Directors seldom go—but where it is believed
their presence is indispensable to the success of
any

W. C, ANDREWS, Titusville, Penn.
COUNSEL,

The managers of this Company are j radical men,
and their purpose is to make it a produc ng enterpri e.at it is in tho production otoil that the eubrtantial, reliable prolits are made. With this view they
have sslooted and purchased the most promising and
valuable pieces f property in the midst of the best
oil territory, and inwnichare now the most prcductiveoil wells iu actual operation. Their.territory aflords opportunities tor boring 800 wells in what is
nous dered the surest oil region,and 200w.llsin lands
of a less dev,loped character. They have 16 wells
now going down, and no doubts oan rtasonably be
entertained that sene of these will prove to b large
Sowing wells. Allot them are going down on territory on whioh there has never yet been a fsi'trj to

obtain oil.

PROPERTY OF THE COMPANY.
The following is a description of the Company and
the operations now going on upon it.
No. 1 consists of eighty-four acres in fee, on Fast
Oil Creek, about two miles trom Titusville. Ou this
we have two wells going down, new engines, machinery, no. One well is now down about three
hundred foot; and
aire&dy large quantities ol oil
nave come to the surface, flowing read ly over the
top of the weil. This is the surface or second saui-

Agent.

March 17.—dlw

penetrates the secret ambush qf this terrible
disease, and exterminates it, rout and branch
forever.
It removes all tbe wretched
svmptems of this
loathsome malady, and aver s consumption
It deans the head, deodorises the breath and ai.
lords the must grateful relief.
It alleviates more agony and silent
suffering
K than
tongne oan tell.
It is noted jor curing the most
hopeless
cases,
that every known means failed in.
It cures Hay, Hose and Periodic Catarrh of ths
most obstinate and violent typ-s.
Ho form qf Catarrh or notse in the head oan resist
its penetrating power
Dr. Ooodcue has now spent a lifetime battlino
with this fell disease. His triumph is complete
Dr Geodale’s CATARBH Kbhrdy is aihamiless
liquid, inhaled from the palm of the hand'
Dr. It. Goodale is known throughout the country
as the author of the onlv True
Theory of Catarrh
ever published.
Where its Oririn—What its Kavaof t rcatment—and Kapid Cure in all its

No. 2. Ten acres in fee.
All boring territory,
nearly opposite No 1, being a part of the same

enthe north side of the oreek, and,
tract, but
one hklf mile nearer Titusville.
Ihieiaone of the
most eligible tracts for oil purposes on the whole
creek: well to be sunk on this place immediately.
No. 8. One acre in fee on oil oreek, one half mii e
below Titu viile, surrounded by paying wells; this
is ail the best boring land. Two wells going down
esent indicat ous, promi-o to be at
which,
least t wenty-barrel wells, although much tetter results are expected fiom at least one of them, as almost every well in this vioinity has been a good o ae.
Ne. 4. Perpetual lease of two (2) aoies
(allcoving
terri*ory,) giving one-half royalty, on the celebrated George nickot’s farm on Cherry Run, lying at
the mouth of oil Run, a smali ttream emptying into Cherry Run, and deriving its name Trom the
l&rfce quantities of oil ooustantiy floating on its snrlace. No better oil land can be lound j idging from
sunac* indications ana the tact that alt wells in this
vicinity are large pumping or flowing wells. It is
'.\ t-»bfta fact, that out of the several hundred
wettf ob on-try
hua, tn«:e has not, as yet, been one
obta,“ 011 *fter reaching the oil depth.
re 80n to
returns
from this small tract, and haveexpect large
two wells
going down wita all dispatch possible.
No. 6. Perpetual leased ten (10)acres
(-ne-ha’i
royalty,\ all Boring territory, on the Turner and
Anderson farm
Hnu, opposite and adjoining
the celebrated Hombolt property, iwo wells
going
down with the best indicat ons. On this tract there
is a noted oil-spring
constantly giving out gas and
oil in considerable quantities. This is also but a
short di tai ce above the
Great Meed.
“Wade,"
and “Granger” Wills, and
many ofcner flowing and
pumping wells above and below,
No 6. Filly acres infee on west branch
Pit-Hole
Creek adjoining the United States
Company’s property, and only one-half mile fromtheir great flowing well. This tract is nearly all good boring territory, being in ter-ec4ed by several small runsemptving Into Pit Hole, each affording ample room for
tif y wells.
This trao* is the most valubal* ot
any tie Company own. It was purchased some time since; and
tho recent developments of
property io iti immediate vioinity has advanced its value mjre than
throe fold above is cost to the
C»mp*n». Two
wells going down on this*with as much
certainty of
success as there can
possibly be on any land in the
oil regions.
This tract lies directly between th© “Great Noble
and Empire” wells on Oil Creek, and the
great
“United States" well on Pit bole, in a belt that extends to the Alleghany River, and In which the
quality of the oil found is of a striking similiarity.
pafogth® Hffht oil tha*, indicates the largest wells.
No. 7. Perpetual Ioa*e of fifteen (16) acres
(riving one-fourth royalty,) on middle bianch Tit Hole,
and o lJy one-fourth mile from United States Coms
pa«y
well; all flat land; two wells go ng down
with the beet of show. To
particularize the extra
qualities of this tract would only be repeating whas
is said regardirg tract No. 6,
although its market
value ii much greater from the face of its
lyin* onefourth mi»e nearer the great well.
No. 8. Fiveaor-s (6) in fee, all flat, on main
Pit Hole,
reds below the great well,and
adjoining ten aores belonging to J. W. Sberman of
the great “Sherman Wei." on Oil Creek. Two wells
going down on this with all possible dispatch; and
pr0tent aePth» show indications f large de-

lying

tromp

forty

IT

Dr. Gcodale's Pamphlet on Catabbh ah' uld be
read by every one. It oan be obtained at our nearest agency, or by sending a postage stamp to our clothes.
NORTON A Co., Sol© Agents. 76 Bleeoker street*
Now York.
Price SI. Bold by H. H. HAY,
june2

25 Cents

a

51 Wall

St,

Perpetual lease ot five (6) aores, one-fourth
royalty, aojoini g tract No 8;J all boring territory,
and of equai;value with the above. The smali
royalty
given mskes this lease a most as valuable as fee-simple. Two well* goingMown on this with same indications as on No rt.
Wi h these advanta e superior in the judgment
of men experienced In the cil
business, to those of
anv other company, the Directors
feel assured that
they are offering one of the b«?st opportunities for investment ever presented to the publio.
For further information,
Maps and Prospectuses,
apply to
t.

icrtifioates

are

deemed.

iesuod, bearing interest

FOB THE

IIAIR!
It ia

highly perfumed—makes the hair dark,
a LOBBY and
Bna.TJTiriJL, disposing it to re-

soft,
main in

any desired position.
Stops the Hair from
Falling Out—promotes its growth and keeps the
scalp oloan and oool.
Norton A Co., Sole Agents,
76 Bleeckar st., N. Y.
®°ld by H. H. Hay A Co, Portland, Me.
.___june2 6< dly

Sheep Wash.
Sheep Wash, a sure remedy for
lOn E0BBN
and Idee on Sheep; oheaper than any
TJoks For
Other article.
sale by
KENDALL * WHITNEY.
Portland Feb. 28, 1866.
&b28dis8m

re-

The Dividends in the Years 1863 4 and 6 were 40
per cent each.
Tha fronts for 22 Years amount to the
sum ol
*19 09i
Ot wnioh there has been redeemed by
Ca6h'

Premium Notis and Bids Receivable
Beal Estate, Bond and Mortgages, and
other .■Bounties,
United States Gold Coin,
Cash in Bank,

■*0‘iwv

*11,188 600
John D Jonss,
Charls. Den .is,
H “o°re»
Henry Coil.

TRW»TEES

Curtis,
Charles H Hassell,
L iweil Hi lbrook,
Lewis

5
W*rr?n ,vTe’,c».
Hoyal Phelps.
^
4
L°V,
Daniel 8
Joshua J

,,

Miller,

Hetry,
ieorgeG Hobson,
-Javrd Lane,
James Bryce,

Jobs D

Wm Sturgis, Jr,

Henry

K

Bogert,

William K Dodgj,
Dennis Perkins,
Joseph Gailsrd, Jr,
j Henry Burgy,
Cornelius GrinneU,
(> A Hand
Watts Sherman,
B J Howland,

Bsnj Babcock,
Fletch r Westray,
Bob B Miuturn, Jr
Gordon W Burnham
Frederiok Chaoncey
James Lsw,
ciias H

Marshall.

Jobes, President.
Charles Dbhhis, Vice-President.
W. H. H. Moore, 2a Vloe-Pres't.
J. 21. Chapman, Acting Secretary.
_.

Subscription
a.

Feblledlm UmsodkwOw

PORTLAND.

Dr Nichols of Northfleld Vt.says:
“I find the White Pine Compound to be very efficacious
not only in coughs and other pulmonic affections, but
also in affections of the kidneys, debility oi the stomach
and other kindred organs.”
Kev. J, K. Chase of Rumney, N. H., writes:
“I have for years regarded your W bite Pine Compound
I can truly say I regard it as
as an Invaluable remedy.
1 have
even more efficacious and valuable than ever.
lust taken the Compound for a cold, and it works charm-

oall apeolal attention to the following

companies:

THE

HAMILTON

ingly.”

lion. P. H. Sweetser o' Seuth Reading, writes:
“Having long known something of the valuable mediproperties of the White Pine, l was prepared, on
seeing an advertisement of your White Pioe Compound,
It has been used by memto give the medicine atrial.
bers of my family, for several years, for coklsand coughs,
and in some cases, of serious kidney difficulties, witk
excellent results. Several of our Mends have also reWe intend to
ceived much benefit from the Compound.
keep it always on hand.”
Kev. H. D. Hoge of West Randolph, Vt, who is a

OIL AND COAL COMPANY!

cinal

91,000,000.

CAPITA!.

100,000 Shares, par value $10.
Subscription Price $5 per share,
j 20,000 Shares reserved for Working Capital.

physician, says:
“I find it (the Compound) an excellent medicine in
kidney diseases.”
Says Mr. S. Boody, of the 14th regiment Massachusetts
Heavy Artillery, at Fort Tiilinghast:
“The W hite Pine Compound effected a cure where a
follow was considered in a critical consumption by all
who knew him. 1 can fully substantiate this by men in
this Company who thought it folly for him to make a trial
of it. In colds or coughs, men leave the care of the
surgeon, where treatment can be had tor nothing, and
try the White Pine Compound.”
COL. GOULD,
Formerly Major of the 18th Kegt. M. V. (that Veteran
Regiment!) in a letter to S. Dean, Esq., of Stout*ham,
speaks in the highest praise of the White Pi>. e Com*
pound, and expresses a wish that it might be sent to
the soldiers. His opinion is based on personal knowl-

President—Hob. WILLIAM G- STEELE, M. C.
Vice-President—JOSEPH TREAT.
Treasurer—S. L. WOODHOUSE.
This company h*s secured 5218 acres in Pennsylvavia and Ohio, which hare been selected by the most
experienced oil men alter two months’ careful rtsearch and personal examination on the ground*.—
On one part of the property is a well from which
considerable quantities of oil bare already been taken, and as the company will proceed to make fuither developments at once, they haye every confidence of being able to pay dividends at an early period. A prospectus may be had on applicat’on to us.

•tt effortithas
yet been mode
and
into the

ever
by the proprietor to
introduce
Army;
yet it has often been purchased by friends of soldiers, tc semi in packtges, and
ordered by officers and soldiers, and large quantities have
been forwarded by express,

BOSTON

PETROLEUM
Capital,

00.

OIL

FROM JAMES J.UOYI.
Bradford, N.H., Sept, 1860.
Dr. Poland.—In the fk.lof 1867, I took a very violent cold which brought on a very severe cough, pain in
side and lungs, and raising blood. 1 was also very badly
afflicted with that troublesome disease—the Kwney
(Jou'plcunt. For the three years past I have been very
much troubled with my throat and lungs, choking up
and raising an immense sight, with a bad cough after
raising blood; I felt that my time here must be short unless 1 soon got relief, In the spring I was induced to try
your Whitt Pint Compound, though my foith in it was
small. But to my astonishment, before 1 had taken two
bottles, any cough was better, the kidney trouble also,
and I could rest nights without choking up and-raising so
much. 1 have taken nearly three bottles, and am feeling
like a well man.
1 would add, that my father’s family is inclined to consumption, my fother, mother, and two sisters having died
of it.

$300,000

...

$10

Par Value of Shares

$33,000 reserved for Working Capital.
This

Company

is

under the General
The property consists of—

organized

Laws of Massachusetts.

Ten hundred and ninety-six (1096) Acres of the very best Oil Landsall

contained within the great Ohio Oil Belt, over
acres of which is In Fax Simple.

•even hundred

President,—Charles S. Wuiteuouse.
Treasurer,—Charlks Smith.

Secretary,—Charles

M Pkikcb.

FROM STEPHEN BARTLETT.
Bradford, N. H., July, I860.
Poland.—I had been aflicted with Kidney Complaint for a long time, and had a bad cough of tea years’
standing, which caused me to spit blood quite frequently. No one of my acquaintances expected I would get
But two bottles of your White Pme
my health again.
Compound have cured me of both the cough and kidney
complaints.
1 would also state that a lady, a neighbor of ours, was
so badly afflicted with a cough that she rat up only long
enough to have her bed made, aud we all thought she was
going in a quick consumption. She took only one bottle
of your Compound, and it cured her. She is just as
well now as ever she was.

Attorney,—Josiah Kuttjr, req.
Managing Agent,—F. ▲. Wilder.

Dr.

Directors.
C» 8.

J. W, Parmenter,
Johnson Bean,
Goo. £. Smith.

Whitehouse,

Charles Smith,
James 1*.

Bridge,

Books

are

Books for Subscription are open at our office. Only #300 shares are offered to the public at the subscription prioe of 810 etch, and we wou'd advise
prompt application, believing the Stock to offer a
good and secure investment. Five wt-lls are now
being bored on the properties of this Company, and
tf»e interests of tbe stockholders are in the bands of
able and competent managers. Full information
will be given oa application at onr office, in person
or by letter.

FROM B. F. AIKEN.
0OFF8TOWN, March 14,1800.
Dr. Poland.—I wish to bear testimouy to tbe value ef
your *hite hint Compound. You will remember how
feeble I was at the time I called on you in July last. My
chief complaint was tnjlamatiou of the kidneys. In
addition toother disagreeable symptoms, I suffered dreadfully from severe pain.—You sold me a bottle of the
White Pine Compound, and before l had taken twothirds of theoontents of one bottle, my pain bad all left
me
Though I have been afflicted with that complaint a
long time, 1 have not had a return of it since, and have
for many months past enjoyed excellent health.

CLAPP

Sc

STATE

—

CO.,

orgahiaed under the General Laws of

This property cons'sta of valuable Rights in the
very best Oil lands In thn country, situated on Oil
C.eelc. Pennsylvania, and Ball and Cow’s Crook's
and Kawson’s Run, West
Virginia Property In the
vioinity of Rawson's Run has increased largely in
value within a few months, on aooount of the numerous successful
developments. There are now many
wells going down upon this property, or being pnt
In working order under the msnsgvment of an able

i

Dissolution of Copartnership.

superintendent.
4 map and prcspictus of the (litre re lit properties

copartnership heretofore existing under the
THE
firm
oi John Lynch 4 Co., is-this <iav diename

ved by mutual oonsent. John Lynoh and Ppleg
Barker a-e author.zed to settle the affairs at the firm
usd sign its name in liquidation.
Joh> Lynch,
Puluo Bakxir,
1HCMAS LYUOH.
March 1, 1966.

so

this

office.

our

a

In

short time Subscription Books wi.l be oprnod
office only for portion of the Stock, due notice
of whioh will be given.
Fail information will be famished in regard to
the above and all other Companies in the market,

Lynoh

at

John Lynch,
Pul kgBanker.

under isned having purchased the stock of
TB£
John Gjnch k Co, will continue the Wholesale

Dissolution of

Thomas Ltnch,

Copartnership.

ing. In this

heretofore existing between
is th.s day ahsdred by mutual
consent. Mr. Brooks alone is authorized to collect
and settle all debts due to or from slid firm
•f he Bakery business will be carried on as usual at
tho o’d stand, No 38 Brzokettst. by said Brooks.

they

can

obtain reliable

unfurnished with
or without board, at 77 Free street.
Transient boarders accommodated.
marUdlw*

rlne Compound, advertised at length la
columns, is not only as to its name inviting, but is a
medicine. Dr. J W. Poland, the inventor, has the confidence of the many who know him, a
confidence which he enjoyed while laboring usefully mailia experience as a
ny years as a Baptist minister,
sufferer led him to make experiments which issued in hit
medical discovery.—Boston Watchman, and hr Hector.
The Kditor of the Manchester Daily and Weekly
Mirror, In a loader of the Daily, thus write# of the
Toe White

our

highly approved

Compound:
“The White Pin# Compound is advertised at much
length in our ooldinns, and we are happy to learn that
the demand for P is increas:ng beyond all
previous ex
peetationsj It i# the very best medicine for coughs and
colds that we know of, and no family that has once used
it will ever be without it. W# speak from our own knowledge that it is sure to kill a Cold, and pleasant as sure.
The greatest in sen tio us com# by accident, and it is singular that tbs White Pine Compound m ide tor Colds and
Coughs, should prove to be the greatest remedy for kid-

But so it is. We cannot doubt
ney difficulties known
so many testimonials come to us from well-known
men.
Beside#, the character of Dr Poland 1# such, that
we know that he will not countenance what is wrong.
Por years a Baptist clergyman, studying medicine to find
remedies for his ailments, wtcfca indicate consumptive
UP°“ the gx*ye, he made the
look, standing with on#
saved himself ant} called out fr-m
discovery which hasthe
strongest testinigntals possible.
hundreds of others,
We have known Dr. Poland for years, and uear knew a
b*oiw conscientious, honest, upright man, and are glad to
believe whatever he says about his Whit*
state that we

it,

fiB.Oompo'UX^

The White Pine
W III b.
NEW

Compound,

uinLufbctureU la future at the

ENGLAND

STATE

REV. L W.

ST.j
DR

BOSTON.
|

J- A.

J*-

J- c- G0RELOMBARD.
MENDUM, Formerly of the Eegle Bank.

T. C.

Jmie taw 8m

BOTANIC

DEPOT,

Mo. 106 Hanover Street, Boston
Under tba

09

marllaiw

or

1

re-

Petroleum Stock Exchange,

Portland, March 4,1886.

again,

sly,

Lombard & Gore’s

cheerfully

SUJT8

manner

|

GEORGE W SWETT, M.D., Proprietor

G. W. H. BROOK*.
STEPHEN PH1NNEY.

Rooms, furnished

office, personally or by let-

;

For sixteen years or more I have suffered much at in*
tervals, from wliat at first was called kidney complaints,
but a year ago last December 1 foil sick, and my attending physicians pronounced my disease Diabetes. The
prostration of my system was so great, and of so
long continuance that neither relatives, neighbors nor
physicians expected that I could possibly live through
the spring. The same was my own opinion.
Near the last of March, 1858, being well acquainted
with Dr J. W. Poland, 1 felt inclined to test the value of
his White Pine Compound, as the article was highly
reccoin mended for inflamatkm of the kidneys.
A bottle
of it was procured, and immediately after commencing its
use 1 began to amend.
Mj strength gradually returned,
the severe pains subsided, and in the fall was able to
attend to considerable business. I believe Dr. Poland’s
White Pine Compound, under God, has been the means of
my recovery thus far.
To say that 1 ever expect to have perfect health
is out of the question at my age, (64 ) But thb I will
that while 1 use the Compound, my health b very
comfortable. When I have relinquished its use, the severe
peine have returned, and all the disagreeable s>mptoms
oI my disease. But a return to the use of the Compound
has produced Immediate relief.
During the eleven months, in which I have beeen taking this medicine, 1 have used not quite five bottles. Ir
a word, let me say to all afflicted with similar complaints
to mine, try Dr. Poland's White Pine
Compound.
ABA GOODHUE.

ceipts.

Haring sold all my Interest in the Bakery business
to Mr. Brooks, I
of Brooks 4 Phinne
recommend him to the continued patronage of au
friends aod customers.
STEPHEN PH1NNEY

of

our

8—-Parties remmitting funds to us will please
send by express,
exoept when draits can be obtained,
in which case we will
bear tbe charges of forward-

copartnership
the undersigned
THE

Portland, March 4, '866.

a

onr

upon application at
ter.

stand, No 189 Granite

March 1.1856.—dfcw8w

appli-

OF BOSTON.

name

Co, fur thi purpose of transacting a (ieueral Commi'Bion and
Business, mud have
taken an office over the old stand oi John
&

old

upon

Petroleum and Coal Co.,

Copartnership Notice.

Grocery BueiDeg’at the
Block, Commercial St.

Company, maybe hid

belonging to
cation at

SUFFOLK

undersigned have this day formed
copartTHE
nership under the style and
of Lynch,
Harter 4

March 1, 1863.-lm

WHITE PINE COMPOUND FOR DIABETES.
Important testimony from Asa Goodhue, Esq., of BCW,
New Hampshire.

Par Value $5.

DIRECTORS,
Hon. John A. Goodwin,
F. E. Grey ory. Esq
Henry R. Merrill, Esq,
Emerson Leland, Esq.

STREET, BOSTON.

Importing

COMPANY!

Hon. Linus Child,
K. R Sawyer, Esq
Levi C. Barnes. Esq,

Now Open.

have

Compound.

Massachusetts.

Board.

HUNGER, 166 Fore gt.,

We would

TESTIMONIALS.
large number of important testimonials

already been received from Physicians, Clergymen,
Apothecaries, and, indeed, from all classes in society,
speaking in the most flattering terms of the White Pine

President—HON. LINUS CHILD.
Treasurer & Cleex-HENRY P. SPENCER.

BANKERS,

Applications received by

J. W.

A very

Petroleum and Coal Stocks will be sold at the Brokers' Boatds of New York and Philadelphia at
the regular rates oi commission.

bo

WHIRS

.on

vti'mn

the market.

Subscriptions. (per share).$3 00
War king Capital,.$60,000
No personal liability. No farther assessment. To

Bostcn,

Co, Commercia St.
un

on

Beoeipts and CertMoates will bo forwarded in exchange for available funds, without obarge; and

100,000 Shares.

L. HUBERTS, ol L. Roberta & Co, South
Street.
New York.
J. N BURLEIGH, Treasurer, 214 Stato
Streot,

1^,663,730

_

Tno Comoauy has Asseta. over Mleven
Million
Cottara, viz:—
United States and State of New-York
Stock, City, B ink and other Stocks,
St 971 700
Loans secured by Stooks and otherwise.
2’i87 9f,n

Bottle.

REYNOLD'S CRINOLA

until

prospects of the various companies

rely upon restanding nnd

Capital Stack... $500,000

maroh f dtf

Tne whole profits of the Company revert to the
Assured, and are divided Annually, upon the
l‘rt mioms terminated during the year; ai d or which

oan

unbiassed account of tbs

OIL

ALFORD DYER, Esq, No 116 Middle St, PorUind,
Maine.

3»

Insures Against Marine and Inland Navi
gation Bisks.

an

ROBY & COW CREEK

J. H. CLAPP $• CO, Bankers, 37 State 8treet, Boston.

Company

January, 1S66.

Persons desiring information

ceiving

posits^*"
No. 9.

J.

William, MEW YORK.

cor.

nowpayingat the rate

arc

vesting at subicrlption prioe in rJab'.e companies
may reasonably azpoot to double their money w thin a} ear. Capitalists in all parts of the country tio
now giving tbeirattenlion almost exclusively to this
olass of securities, which have already yielded piinoely fortunes to thousands of persons.

already

Cherry

ATLANTIC

Mutual Insurance

class, offer greater induce*

taking the looreaeod
value o' the stock into consideration, a person in-

ritory.

OF TRBATMBBT 18

The Acme of Perfection!

superior inducements to

of K) per cent, peraunum, and

rock oil which indicates large deposits beneath.
Great results are expected fiom this well which will
probably be completed in the coarse of thirty days
Forty acres of this tract are of the best boring ter-

to

JOHN 0. PE00T0E,

KEITH, Esq.

£ave

as a

Haiy Petroleum Stocks

Co, South Street.

New York.

fateW°

Europe.

persona of either large or email meant*,
than any the world has over known

ALtORD DYER, Portland, Me.

JAMES M.

offer

Phil-

menta to

J. M. COME Y, 28 Union Wharf, Boston,

of L. Roberts k

and in

aggravated

Petroleum Stocks.

D. M. YEOMANS, 74 Fnlton Street, Boeton.

ROBERTS,

we eu

York,

on

wishing to invest in

an persons

WILLIAM LIECOLN.ol William L.nctln 4 Co
15 Central Etr.et, Boeton.

L.

in New

Commission,

DIRECTORS,

entering

and Sell Oil and Coal Stocks

Buy

J. N. BUBLEtUflf.

HOWELL.

0.

STREETj

Boston,

WHITE, JiR.
SECRETARY,

H.

LINCOLN.

TREASURER,

COLLINS.

treasurer,

JOHN

STATE

PRESIDENT,

HAINES.

individual, who was aff.cicd with an inflimniation
oi tho throat. A cure was efftctod by it.
I his induced others to apply for the same remedy, and
every one using it received a great benefit. 'I be article, however, went without a namn till Aovembor
following, when it was called White Pine Compound.
Oaring that month it was advertised lor the rirst
time.
Borne time in ?86d, an individual, who purchased
a bot.le tor a hard cough, was not only curtd ol the
oough, but also of a seveie kidney complaint, often
years enduranoe. This being truly a discovery,
the fact was mentioned to a s&ilitul physioian, who
replied, in substance that, the bars of white
pine was one of the beet diuretics known, provided
its astnngenoy could be counteracted, lithe ether
into the compound wou.d effect
articles
this, a fortune was in the medicine. The fortune has
not yet been reached; but tbe hnndrods of cures effected by tne compound, in tbe most
oasjs of Kidney diseases, including Dksb&et. prove
it to be a wonderful medicine for suffta fitments. A
iarg number of physicians now employ it, or recommend it >©r cuoh use.
But while the White Pi»e Compound. Is so useful in
Kidney infiamation, it is also a wonderful curative in all
throat and lung diseases. Itsoqui-kly and sooth ngly
allays infiamation, that hoarseness and soreness are removed as if by magic. Numerous cases have been reported to the originator, where relief in very severe cases has
been experienced in one hour and a cure effected in
twenty-four hours.
There is a very natural reason for this. The bark, and
even the leaves, or ‘needles,” of White Bine contain
eminent medicinal qualities. The Indians employed the
bark of W hite Bine in treating diseases long before the
settlement of America by Europeans. One instance confirming this may here be given.
James Cartier, a boid French mariner, as early as U34,
sailed along the northern coast of North America, aud
was the first among discoverers to enter the Kiver St.
Lawrence. On his ret nr a down the river, he found his
men sadly afflicted and disabled by what sailors call the
scurvey. Its ravages qere fetal, and the survivois were
scarcely able to bury the dead Some of the Indiuns
along the shore were likewise attacked by the same disease, but Cartier observed that they soon recovered, lie
therefore earnestly enquired about their mode of treatment, aud they pointed out to him a tree, the bark and
leaves of which they used in deeoction, with signal success.
Cartier tried the same remedy, and had the gratification of seeing all of his crew who were afflicted rapidly
Improving. This tree was the White Pine.
A wash of the bark, steeped in water, is exceedingly
useful in reducing infiamation and cleansing old sores.
In fine, the virtues of White I’hie Bark are known everywhere, and this, doubtless is oce grand reason why the
White Pine Compound was so lavorably received at the
first.
The past year has given a great opportunity to test the
virtues of the White Bine Compound. It hts been an
unusual time for Colds and coughs, and very la re**
quantities of tbe White Pine Compound have been sold
and used with the happiest effects. It speaks well for the
Medicine, that the people living where it Is prepared
are high in its praise.

EXCHANGE!

personal liability
they would otherwise
be subject to.

from the

PRESIDENT,

JOSEPH

«

of Kidney complaints, cured entirely by taking
White Pine Compound, having been reported

by druggists.
Among ail the popular medicines offered for sale,
no ono seems to have
gained favor like the White
Bine Compound, i his Medicine was tir.t made as
lately os tne rpring oi 1866, aud then merely lor one

PETK01EII1 AM COAL STOCK

Assessments.

Future

PRESIDENT,
VICE

wu»v~

Diseases !

>een many severe cases in Boston
y cured by tlie White Pine Com1 be refeircd to, and hundreds of

_

pound,
the

C.

(Lp’The developed interest, (as will be
seen below,) is already sufficient to en-

,,

$100,000.

00

The fee simple pr p<vtv of the Compiny cousi«ta
of two hundred and tblrt)-eight acres oi tt o beat
territory in the oil regions, lying cn Pit Hole Creek,
Cherry Run, Maguire Run, and Dunn Run, near ii-

er

Q-ravel,
Kidney

Cash, $30,000.

Shares,

Assessments.

ALLEN

Whooping

cases

NO LIABILITY OP STOCKHOLDERS.

Samubl Booth, 66 Myrtle Avenue, Brooklyn.
John 1> hunch, C inton
Avenue*Brooklyn.
Footer Pkttit, (oi Pettit & Crcok)136 Water St,
New \ork.
WiLKiAHH.WAiLAoa, 131 Washington S'reet,
New To-k.
Riobaild Ingraham, 1C Court St,
Brook])n.
William M. Littln, (ol Wvckoff & Little,)Montague street, near Court, Brooklyn.
Alfred Bbcak (or Becar, Napier & Co,) 842
Broadway, New Yoik.
John Dohkrtv, Park Place, Brooklyn.
L. Horatio Biglow, (of L. H. Biglow ft Co,)2
William Street, New l crk.

this

....

and

Cough.

In 120,000 Shares of $5 each.

OF

Trustees,

able this

Croup,

T

Capital SQOo.w,_

of

stale

OFFICERS,

now

■h

Organized Under the

Five Dollars Each.

SAMUEL BOOTH, President.
JOtlN FRENCH, Vice-President.
iiKMAN B. AUTEN, Secretary.
WILLIAM M. LITTLE, Treasurer.
ALhX. McCUE, Counsel

One-Tenth of the Capital Stock has been
Reserved for Working Capital.
Preparations

or bc*

CAPITAL" $350,000

$75,000 Reserved for Working Capital.

Only

LIABILITY.

Cryanizei Under the Lav,, „/ the
NEW YORK.

COMPANY

G4-dIy

No Farther Assessment,

o'clock

THE STEAMERS
Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal,

Broadway,

?;es—Mode
onne.

PERSONAL

/eat Popular Remedy
‘j Coughs, Hoarseness, S

«

Is organized under the General Laws el the State ol
cf *600.000, represented
?ith * 0‘p‘tal
ol the par value ot $6 each
by 100.000 Shares,
Shareholders are exempt from all personal liability.

No

the

®ATON, Agent.

PortlMBd and Boatoik

every

A-K-8HURTLKKF.
marlldlwNo

acres on

spJUNG ARRANGEMENT.

a

carrying
and Tanning.

Farm,

80

Calais & St John.

name

purpose

LINE.

^■iassas^-sss."*

business of Wool fulling
GEO. N. HAYFS.
ABNER B. HAVES.

Smith

No. 5.

marl 10 2 w

Notice.

..

Marietta, 240 acres; has one well down 8C6 feetwtvu
good show of oil and gas; have just commenced putting down the second well.
No. 2. McCoy and Wickham Farm*, 240 sores, on
Federal gCreek. Five miles above these Farms, on
the same creek, there has been a well struck within
two wet lu. which .a now flowing over three hundred
barrels per day.
No. 3. Adams and Robinson Faros, 130 acres on

oourrency.

have this
formed copartnership under
WE the
of G. N. A a.b. Hates, for the
plreight received
o<
the
on

Line.

To New York from any ol the above plaoes: Cabins, 866 and 860; stowage, 826 payable in gold or
equivalent In American currency.
Those who wish to <end lor their Iri jnds can bay
tickets at these ratcl from the Agents.
FRANCIS MACDONALD & CO,
• Howling Green. N
Jan9d4m
S»rk.

Sole.

Copartnership
day

Co’s

(Brunswick, Capt. E.

House No 26Park street, corner of Gray st.
Si Por particulars inquire of
CHARLES B. MERRILL,
the

FORTNIGHT.

A

The well-known favorite Clyde-built
4^d£g|&^aIron 8to:i'mfrH of the Anchor Limb of
BUttiuBhipHl><HiBBBV)a," ‘Caledonia,”‘‘Britannia” and “United# inodom,” are -nteoded to sail
fortnightly to and from New York, carrying passengers to and irora Liverpool, Glasgow, Be fist,
Dublin, Waterford, Cotk, Limerick, Galway or
Londonderry Those steamers were built specially
lor he Atlantic trad*, are divided into water and
air-tight compartmee to.
Rates of Passage.
From New York tt, any ofthe above place: Cabins,
812 ) and8100; steerage 846, payable in American

interest in a long and well
deairing
any
established paying business, in thr.oity, can
hear of such an opportunity by addr^s^ing
BU8lNESd, Box 1636.
mar4dtf

un

dtl

Steam to and Prom the Old Country.

an

For

&

for the

twenty carefa ly BeUctedsndseparate Films

No 4

Penn.

No. 4.

-f..

on

The following splendid first class
iron Screw Steamships are appointed to sail from Liverpool lor Bos_iton every alternate Saturday,com
msnvuig Saturday. April 8,1866.
860 horse power.
iCOO tone,
Propontis,
850 horse power.
Hellespont, 2500 tohs,
860 borse power.
25C0tons,
Gambia,
* ahmount,
850 horse power.
25Q0 tons,
Passengers by these Steamships will be regularly
supplied with a liberal allowance of cooked provisions.
Steerage passage frtm Liverpool to Botton, *60 00
80 00
Children under 12 years,
Infants under 1 year,
10 00
CSP*TO RESIDENTS OF NEW ENGLAND wishing to get their friens out from the Old Country,
these a* earners offer advantages superior to those of
anv other Line
Passengers by these steamships
land in Botton, whirethey will be within tasy reach
afthur friends, and where thev will avoid many of
the dangers and annoyances which beset strangers
landing in New Yoik.
Fcr freight or passage apply to WARREN ft CO.
99 State St. and 418 Commercial street Boston.
ff^-SiGHT Drafts for £1 Steringand upwards,
payable in England, Ireland or Scotland, far sale.
Agents in Liverpool Geo. Warren ft Co., Fenwick Chambers.
f'b!6JGw

Eastport,

Bare Chance for Business.

TO

j

International Steamship Oo.

PoaTLism.

one

Steamshij Peruvian,

Liverpool to Boston,

ONCS

Warren

Thos. J, Sparrow,

)an80

In some

No. 6

DIRECT,

Company

Railway Run.

To be succeeded by the
the 25tn March.
Cortland, Nov. 21,18G4.

Steam from

Of New York, Office 113 Broadway.

$80.

Steerage,

freight or

one

Instead of $83,000,000, which would actually be
portion of seme other companies; iu other
wojds, there might be thirty -three companies of fl,000,000 each formed by this Company, and then eaoh
Inone be equal to many other companies foimed
stead of three million shares, there are but 12,00)
shares on

Liverpool.

The steamship BELGIAN, Capt.
W»lie, will sail from this port tor
Liverpool on SATURDAY the l&th
■■■■■■ Huron, immediately after the arrival of the tiaih of the previous day from Montreal
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool—
Cabin (according to accommodations) £66 to $80.
For

thrown into this

3340 Acres of well selected Oil Territory

Return Tickets granted at Beduoed Mates.

INTERNATIONAL.

Fire

and

PETBOLE0M

the

—TO—
a ^vry

are

Capital Stock Only $600,000

oc31 edti

Carrying the Canadian and United States Malls.
PASSENGERS BOOKED

,

have been formed

| companies.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,

>■

Unfortunate Comparison.—a w.ty entered a dry goods store in-street, and
expressed a desire to see some wool de Laines.
Tlie polite clerk, with elegant address, showed

Or

Farms

STEAMBOATS.

more foolish knave or a more knavish
than be?” “Hear! bear I” was shouted
from the troublesome member.
Sheridan
turned round, and, thanking him for the information, sat down amid a general roar ol

100,000 shares,

benefit of each shareholder, making it equal, comparatively, to sharing a dividend in twenty separate

a

fool

in

hundred acres of oil-land, (and often on less)
and taking this as a basis, the shares in the Company
would not be twenty cents per share; or. making another comparison, one share in this Company is more
than equal to having one share in twenty separate
companies, inasmuch as the average of each separate Farm, in this Company, forms a basis for a
company by itself each Farm having so many choice
places on which to sink separate wells; yet all these

on one

ABBAB0MMMBTB,
Commencing Nor. 7th, 1864.
Passenger trains will leave the 8taW**Wi tieu. loot oi Canal street daily, (Sun-

stations.

region,

named in which, for want of proper
vessels, an Ohio fiatboat or scow was filled in bulk
with it, which was sold at one cent per gallon, but
kept until the purchaser resold at twenty-eight
oents per gal., or $11,20 per barrel.
6. And as to the cheapness of this stock, it may
be remarked that it is well known that companies of

W’NTBB

a

to each well.
the abundance of Oil in ths

1,000/ 00 dollars,

fprfoMPOllJII,

PETROLEUM

PORTLAND* 9IUNE.

acres

to

instance may be

PORTLAND, BACO & PORTSMOUTH
RAILROAD.

fellow member of the House of Commons,
who kept crying out every lew minutes,
“Hear! bear!” DuriDg the debate be took
occasion to describe a political contemporary
that wished to play rogue, but wbo only hail
sense enough to act fool. “Where,” exclaimed
he with great emphasis—“where, sball we

as

it at one time became so plentifol as not to be worth
the cost of procuring casks in which to place it. An

cause

s

And

6.

five

than

more

For Bangor and intermediate stations at 1.25 P. M.
RBTuniiiNO— Leave Lewiston at 6.2UA. M and
arrive in Portland at 8.80 A. M. Leave Bangor at
7.801 A. M and arrive in Portland at 2.15 P. M.
trains for
Both those trains oonneet at Portland with
*
Boston.
at
and re
train
leaves
Portland
8
A.
M.,
Freight
turning is due in Portland at 1 P. M.
conneot
with
trains
at
Stages
principal stations,
daily for most of the towns North and East of this
Ills,
C. M. MORSE, Snpt.
decl4
Waterville, November, 1868.

were

THE STELLA

%
was

1. The property
carefully selected at a period
when a pick or choice of the best Oil Territory was
to bo bad.
2. It was selected by an energetic, practical man,
then and still a resident of the vicinity, most folly
acquainted with its situation and value, and after
personal and thorough examination, accepting only
the best, and rejecting many neighboring places
which have since been taken with avidity by other
parties, who are now holding at an immense advance
3. The party who selected them is, and will continue to be, a very large stockholder In the rompany. lie is a very respectable, onergetio, driving
man, has engineered the tunnelling and other works
of railroad building, is fully qualified for, and has determined to devote bis energies to a thorough and
efficient development of the property of this Company, which fact is of itself of immense value, and
is so deemed by his associate owners; securing, as It

at Gorham for West Gorham,
Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, hebago,
Brkbrton,Well, Hiram. Brownfleld, Fryoburg,
Conway, Bartlett. Jackson. Limiugton,H.Cornish,
Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N.
EaAt Buxton Center, tor West Bnxton, Bonney
Newgle Soutli Linington, Limiugton, Limerick,
and
Ossipee
Parsouslield,
fleld,
At Saoearappa, lor tlouth Windham, Bast btandTuesdays,
ish, Sebago, Denmark and Bridgtou,
Thursday and Saturdays.
DAN. CAUPENTEB, Supt.
dU
Portland, Oot 81.1864

following odd illustration is from a
sermon of Rev, Phillips Brooks, of Trinity
Church, Philadelphia: “There was an Arab

ed fellows sufier some.
General—We’ll have better luck next time.
There was fair deal, but luck was against

ableness.

StanuLh

The

$390 Per Share,

Office of the Company No. 74
New York.

following are a few of the reasons for believing this Company to have a basis so solid and reliable as to give every person interested not only an
abiding confidence in the entire safety of their investment, but a strong assurance of its great profit-

°lBtagM0oSnnect

man.

cherry run

PETROLEUM CO. PETROLEUM COMPY,

The

ther notioe:
Leave tsaoo Kiver for Portland, as 6.30 and ».4Q
A. M„ and 3.40 P.M.
Leave Portland for Saoo River, at 8.00 A. M. and
2.00 and 6.30 P. M.
The2.00 P. M. train out and tbo 9.40 A. M. train
into Portland, will be height trains with passenger

lands; Brother Lynch

who had the devil lor his servant.—
When bis term of service had expired, the
devil begged aa his reward to kiss the shoulders of his master. This request was granted,
but out of the spots where tue devil’s lips had
touched sprang serpeDts, which ever darted
their fangs into the breast of tbe unhappy
He 6trove to tear them away, but could
man.
not lor the agony. The devil of slavery had
kissed the strong shoulders of the Republic,
and the serpent sprung from her defiling iipR
It is agony to tear
are preyed upon her life.
them off, but it is death to let them remain.
Despite our anguish, we have taken courage
to rid us of the abomination.

On and after November 1st, 1864,
will leave as follows, until fur-

•■SkSSSEB1 rains

our

Per Share, instead of

$59

Which they should be were they rated in proportion
to the majority of Companies, a. see below.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
d«a>M&Q

STELLA
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H. H. HAY, WHOLESALE AGENT FOB PORTLAND

